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Executive Summary

In 2012, Nalcor Energy (Nalcor) commenced construction of Early Works infrastructure
associated with hydro development for power generation at Muskrat Falls, Labrador. As part of
the permitting process, Nalcor required Stage 2 Historic Resources assessment of proposed 2012
works. Stassinu Stantec Limited Partnership commenced this assessment in July 2012 and
completed the 2012 Historic Resources Management field program in October, 2012.
Most testing locations yielded negative results. However, extensive testing along the portage trail
and terrace overlooking the south side of Muskrat Falls led to the discovery of 23 new
archaeological sites; further cultural material was recovered from two previously registered sites,
bringing the total number of Precontact-Period sites along the Muskrat Falls south portage trail
to 25. The Precontact Period refers to the time prior to the arrival of Europeans in the North
America and “contact” with Aboriginal people.
Consideration of Project scheduling indicated that an immediate Stage 3 Recovery Program
was required at 15 of the 25 identified sites. Eight more sites lie within the Muskrat Falls reservoir
area and will require recovery in 2013. The remaining two sites lie downstream from the
generation project and in these two cases, interaction with the Project may be avoided.
Following an archaeological training program for field teams, and initial manual felling of trees
on-site, a Stage 3 Recovery Program was implemented at these 15 sites. In addition, the entire
length of the portage trail itself was recorded by means of continuous video-recording and still
photographs.
Despite encountering evidence for extensive 20th century disturbance associated with roadbuilding along the portage trail, the recovery program led to the identification and recording of
numerous precontact cultural features, including cobble hearths and pits, as well as boulder
alignments and boulder-filled pits interpreted as the remains of canoe-building activities. This
complex of sites on the south side of Muskrat Falls is interpreted as a Precontact-Period staging
area for seasonal (spring and fall) moves up and downstream. Nearly 18,000 artifacts and pieces
of lithic debitage were recovered in association with these features. The patterns of lithic raw
material use and lithic artifact styles suggest that the sites recovered in 2012 date to the
Intermediate Period in Labrador prehistory (ca. 3,500-2,000 BP). However, three of the sites also
yielded precontact ceramics, which in Labrador are rarely found in Late Precontact-Period
contexts and never previously on Intermediate sites. A suite of ten radiocarbon dates places the
dated sites recovered in 2012 within the latter portion of the Intermediate Period or the
beginnings of the Late Precontact Period, from 2000-1400 BP.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

Nalcor Energy (Nalcor) is constructing infrastructure associated with hydro development for
power generation at Muskrat Falls, Labrador (henceforth referred to as the Project). An Early
Works program was scheduled for the summer of 2012, with major construction, including bulk
excavation at the dam site, scheduled for the winter of 2012-2013, pending release of the
Project from the environmental assessment process and acquisition of the required permits
(Figure 1.1).
As part of the permitting process, in July–October 2012, Nalcor undertook Stage 2 Historic
Resources assessment of proposed 2012 works, as well as a large-scale Stage 3 Recovery
program (i.e. scientific excavation and/or other recording) at 15 identified archaeological sites
situated on the south side of Churchill River to the west of Muskrat Falls.

1.1

Study Area

The 2012 Historic Resources Management Study Area was situated at and around Muskrat Falls
on the Churchill River.

1.1.1

Description of Muskrat Falls

Muskrat Falls is a 15 m-high waterfall on the Churchill River, situated 30 km west of the mouth of
the Churchill River at Happy Valley-Goose Bay. At the falls, the river descends in two cascades,
an upper falls and a lower falls, separated by half-kilometer stretch of relatively quiet water. The
falls are flanked to the south by low, level terrain underlain by bedrock of the Mealy Mountain
Intrusive Suite, and to the north by a prominent rocky hill, an outcrop of bedrock belonging to
the Dome Mountain Intrusive Suite, connected to the north bank of the Churchill River by a high
(62 m) sandy marine terrace (JWEL 2000). The natural setting of the lower Churchill River valley
has been described in detail elsewhere (e.g. JWEL 2000; Hatch and Minaskuat 2007; Minaskuat
2008a, 2008b) and will not be repeated here. However, we may highlight the following
observations about the falls themselves, which may be potentially relevant to the history of
contemporary, historic and precontact land-use.
The hill on the north side of Muskrat Falls is known to the Innu as Manitu-utshu, a term which is also
applied more generally to the falls themselves. The Innu believe the hill on the north side to be
the dwelling place of giant otter- or seal-like beings called Uenitshikumishiteu (Wolverine and
Associates 2007). It is reasonable to infer that this distinctive and prominent topographic feature
has always held some spiritual significance to Aboriginal people in the region.
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Figure 1.1

2012 Historic Resources Study Area
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Presently, two historic portage trails skirt the falls. The trail on the south side is 3 km long but
traverses gentle, level terrain on the edge of the terrace 15-19 m asl (above sea level) on the
south side. The trail on the north side is relatively short but extremely steep, rising to the top of the
62 m asl terrace on the north side. The cove on the north side below the falls, whence the northside portage commenced when traveling upstream, is regarded by the Innu as a very
dangerous place in the spring, when the ice is packed downstream of the falls, and this area
was generally avoided at that time of year (Wolverine and Associates 2007). These hazardous
ice conditions result from frazil ice passing over the falls from the river upstream, creating a
hanging dam and an “ice rose” (an accumulation of ice at the foot of the falls); this
accumulation can be so thick that it raises water levels high enough to allow ice accumulation
above the lower falls as well (Hatch and Minaskuat 2007).
Although spring ice accumulations below the falls are notoriously thick, and occasionally extend
above the lower falls, the short stretch between the falls is normally an ashkui (an area of open
water surrounded by ice in the spring or fall). Generally in the region, consolidated ice is
established in Goose Bay by the first week of December, and in Lake Melville by the end of the
month. Ice cover persists until the spring break-up, which begins in May and is complete by
early- to mid-June (Hatch and Minaskuat 2007). Ashkui, however, may be open on the Churchill
River as early as March. Innu often established their spring camps near ashkui in order to take
advantage of the relative abundance there of certain game species, including amishku
(beaver), utshashku (muskrat), nitshiku (otter), namesh (fish), and shiship (migratory waterfowl)
(Wolverine and Associates 2007).
The distinctive spring ice conditions in the Muskrat Falls area have likely prevailed throughout the
Historic Period (ca. A.D. 1500 to 1960). The extent to which they may have obtained in the
Precontact Period, when sea levels were higher, is uncertain. Following deglaciation 7,50010,000 years ago (JWEL 2000), the Churchill Valley was partly flooded by marine waters coming
westward, reaching elevations of 135 m above present sea level. Subsequent isostasic rebound
has led to a progressive regression of the sea since that time, forming a series of glaciomarine,
glaciofluvial, and fluvial terraces along the lower stretches of the valley. The dating of these
terraces is somewhat problematic, especially for the high 62 m terrace on the north side of
Muskrat Falls, which appears to have a minimum age between 7,500 and 5,500 years before
present (BP). The 18 m terrace below Muskrat Falls can be correlated to the 12 m terrace at
North West River (exposed by ca. 3,000 BP), and the 12-13 m terrace below Muskrat Falls to the
9.7 m terrace at North West River, tenuously dated to ca. 2,000 BP (JWEL 2000). It would appear
that Muskrat Falls emerged as a falls (and therefore as a strategic settlement location) between
3,000 and 3,500 years ago (JWEL 2000; Norm Catto pers. comm.), and that the 15-19 m terrace
along the south side portage trail became available for settlement around the same time. We
might expect as well that the upper cascade at Muskrat Falls emerged prior to the lower falls.
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1.1.2

2012 Muskrat Falls Assessment Area

Specific features requiring assessment and/or recovery in 2012 included the following (Figures
1.2, 1.3):
•

remaining high-potential locations along the proposed access road on the south side of
Churchill River, between Muskrat Falls and the Trans-Labrador Highway (TLH), primarily
associated with the McKenzie River crossing;

•

associated borrow pits;

•

locations of geotechnical assessment along the Muskrat Falls – Gull Island – Churchill Falls
transmission line (TL).

•

one proposed laydown area near the western end of the proposed access road;

•

a proposed spoils disposal area;

•

areas of proposed geotechnical assessment on the south side of Muskrat Falls;

•

terrace frontage along the present south-side portage trail potentially subject to impact by
geotechnical work, road construction, and ultimately, bulk excavation for dam construction
at Muskrat Falls;

•

the registered archaeological site FhCe-02 near the proposed access road corridor east of
the south side portage trail;

•

proposed TL corridor leading from Highway 500 and crossing Muskrat Falls to supply laydown
areas on the south side,

•

areas of proposed geotechnical assessment on the north side of Muskrat Falls; and

•

the registered archaeological site FhCe-06 on the western beach on the north side of
Muskrat Falls.

1.2

Historic Resources Study Objectives

The overall objective of Historic Resources Management is to assess and manage the impact of
the development on historic resources within the Project Area in such a way as to achieve a
mutually acceptable balance between Project development and provincial historic resource
management goals. This can require a three stage process of Overview Assessment (Stage 1),
Detailed Impact Assessment (Stage 2), and Impact Management/Recovery (Stage 3).
Management of historic resources falls under the Historic Resources Act (1985), which is subject
to its own distinct regulatory requirements which must be satisfied in addition to those of the
broader Environmental Assessment (EA) process.
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The specific objective of the 2012 historic resources work was to complete Stage 1/Stage 2
assessment and, where indicated, initiate Stage 3 recovery, at any archaeological sites situated
in the vicinity of construction activities at Muskrat Falls, where road construction and other early
works associated with the Project would occur. This consists of delineating known archaeological
sites and isolated lithic finds, including identifying any previously-unrecorded site loci, so as to
complete the recovery work required prior to construction activities.
Some of the recovery work required would need to begin in 2012, immediately after completion
of Stage1/Stage 2 assessments. The work required in 2012 to achieve the objectives therefore
included two principal elements:
•

Following an archaeological training program to ensure that field teams were prepared to
undertake both site delineation and recovery work at Muskrat Falls, the completion of further
Stage 2 assessment to completely delineate the sites and site loci which might need to be
recovered; and

•

Stage 3 Recovery (primarily, excavation) for existing sites, including any site loci that may be
discovered as a result of the 2012 Stage 2 Assessment.

1.3

2012 Historic Resources Management Report

This Draft Report provides a description of the study methodology (Section 2.0) and the results of
background research and fieldwork completed for the Stage 1/2 Assessment of proposed
Project infrastructure (Section 3.0). Also included is a detailed presentation of results of the Stage
3 Recovery Program on the south side of Muskrat Falls (Section 4.0). This is followed by a summary
section (Section 5.0) and a listing of references consulted over the course of the study
(Section 6.0).
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Figure 1.2

Proposed Project Works and 2012 Historic Resources Research Areas
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Figure 1.3

2012 Historic Resources Research Areas (Muskrat Falls)
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2.0

APPROACH AND METHODS

2.1

Introduction

The Historic Resources Management Program, including Stage 1 Assessment of the proposed
access road and associated construction areas, followed a two-stage approach. Assessment
began with background research, culminating with the pre-selection of testing locations within
the Study Area. This was followed by field assessment, which involved several research activities,
including helicopter over-flight, walkover, visual inspection and, where indicated, shovel testing.

2.2

Background Research

Background research serves to identify:
•

known, geo-referenced archaeological sites (e.g., sites or materials pre-dating 1960 and
registered in the Provincial Archaeology Office (PAO) Archaeological Site Record Inventory
or referenced in historical documents);

•

proxy indicators of High archaeological potential (e.g., known ethnographic/contemporary
sites post-dating 1960, which have potential to include archaeologically-significant materials
or features);

•

settlement patterns, as indicated by existing archaeological data as well as topographic
and hydrographic information;

•

attributes predicted to correlate with High archaeological potential (e.g., waterfalls and
rapids, which are likely to enforce travel stops and thus lead to the formation of
archaeological sites); and

•

locations in which High potential topographic attributes and landforms may once have
been present (e.g., marine terraces representing former coastal locations).

The background research methodology employed in the present study closely followed that
employed for the overall Project assessment and involved the review of reports discussing
previous archaeological research undertaken within and adjacent to the Study Areas, as well as
existing historic, ethnohistoric and ethnographic literature.
Because extensive background research of published and unpublished sources had been
completed in relation to the Project (IEDE/JWEL 2000; Minaskuat 2008a; Stantec 2010a; Nalcor
2011), background research for the current Stage 1 and Stage 2 Assessments was limited to a
search of the Newfoundland and Labrador Archaeological Site Record Inventory and Site
Record Forms to obtain details on any archaeological sites that have been located and
registered with the PAO. Also completed was a review of aerial photography and topographic
mapping of the area to identify any landforms or vegetation patterns suggestive of historic
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resources potential. Background research for the subsequent Stage 3 Recovery program
involved further review of reports on the past archaeological research conducted in:
•

central Labrador, including upper Lake Melville and the Churchill Valley (e.g. Fitzhugh 1972,
JWEL/IELP 2001d, Schwarz 2004a, 2004b, Neilsen 2006, 2012);

•

the north-central Labrador coast
Jenkinson and Loring 2012);

•

the Strait of Belle Isle and Côte-Nord of the St. Lawrence River (e.g. McGhee and Tuck 1975,
Madden 1976, Pintal 1998); and

•

the Caniapiscau / La Grande and Laforge regions of interior Québec (e.g. Denton 1989,
Cérane Inc. 1995).

2.3

(e.g. Nagle 1978, Loring 1992) and Kamestastin (e.g.

Stage 2 Field Assessment Methodology

The 2012 Stage 2 fieldwork was conducted by two three-person teams. Testing locations were
identified on the basis of aerial photography analysis, background research, existing
archaeological potential mapping, and aerial overflight: the identified locations were
investigated primarily by means of subsurface shovel testing. Field assessment began following
completion of background research and receipt of an Archaeological Investigation Permit from
the PAO, and involved the following elements:
•

helicopter overflight

•

selection of testing locations;

•

visual inspection;

•

subsurface shovel testing; and

•

field recording.

2.3.1

Helicopter Overflight

Helicopter overflight represented the first stage of field assessment and was used to verify
archaeological potential as derived from background research, and to highlight any testing
locations not selected for ground assessment during background research.

2.3.2

Selection of Testing Locations

Within the present Study Areas, locations with High archaeological potential selected for testing
following background research and helicopter overflight, included marine and fluvial terrace
systems, and shorelines of freshwater waterbodies and waterways. Subsequent field assessment
included both visual inspection on the ground and subsurface shovel testing.
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2.3.3

Visual Inspection

Visual surface inspection was used primarily when background research indicated a testing
location was likely to yield evidence of recent or historic land use, to have potential for surfacevisible remains, or when locations amenable to subsurface testing might potentially be
identifiable during a walk-over. It was also used when surface exposures were present in the
testing location (e.g., along an eroding riverbank or an active beach). The objective was to
locate deflated cultural material in exposures, along with other surface-visible remains.

2.3.4

Subsurface Testing

Subsurface testing was employed when background research or visual reconnaissance
indicated a testing location had potential for buried precontact cultural remains, when specific
historic or contemporary sites were anticipated but no surface-visible remains were evident, and
in testing locations under forest cover with no surface exposures. The objective of subsurface
testing was to investigate areas lacking notable surface exposures by sampling subsurface
deposits at close and regular intervals, to a depth of several centimetres (cm) below the A
horizon, beneath which no cultural remains would be anticipated. This rarely required test
excavations deeper than 30 cm below the surface; in most instances, testing required depths of
no more than 20 cm. Testpits were excavated by shovel and trowel, and backdirt was screened.
Where possible, the excavation of testpits was systematic and intensive. Testpits were excavated
along pre-selected linear features, such as terrace edges and shorelines, and on dry, level
terrain suitable for human settlement. In most instances, subsurface testing consisted of two
parallel rows of testpits spaced at approximately 5 m intervals, according to the degree of forest
cover. At known or newly-identified sites, testing adopted a “low impact" strategy, whereby
further testing was limited to the minimum number of pits needed to define, describe, and
delimit historic resources. Employing such methods was intended to eliminate unnecessary site
disturbance until appropriate mitigation measures were finalized in conjunction with Nalcor and
the PAO.

2.3.5

Field Recording

Fieldnotes and photographs taken during fieldwork by Team Leads recorded, among other
things, the number, location and contents of testpits, as well as any historic resources
encountered. Sites and testing locations were recorded with hand-held GPS units, with the
objective of achieving an estimated horizontal error not exceeding 10 m. Readings to this
degree of accuracy are sufficient to relocate sites and testing locations, and allow the
information to be compiled into a database for mapping site distributions as a GIS layer. Plans
and sketch maps were compiled for identified archaeological sites, indicating the extent of
subsurface deposits, locations of testpits, and distribution of any surface visible features.
Fieldnotes were transcribed into a digital format on an ongoing basis and any sites and cultural
materials recorded were catalogued on standard PAO site and artifact record forms. All
archaeological and ethnographic sites, testing locations and important natural and cultural
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features were photographed and photo catalogues were maintained. Testing locations and the
locations of archaeological and ethnographic sites were also recorded on Project mapping.

2.3.6

Reporting

Following completion of the field study, a Preliminary Report on the Stage 2 Assessment results
was submitted to Nalcor and PAO for review. This information also served as an addendum to
the Archaeological Investigation Permit, submitted to PAO for approval for subsequent Stage 3
recovery.

2.3.7

Contemporary Versus Archaeological Sites

Although, strictly-speaking, they are not archaeological sites and are not typically subject to
mitigation under the Historic Resources Act 1985, contemporary land use features (material
remains of human activity occurring after 1960) may have considerable relevance to
archaeological research. Methodologically at least, no distinction was drawn during fieldwork
between archaeological sites and sites of contemporary land use. Archaeological and
contemporary sites were both recorded using the same methods and both reported to the PAO.
Archaeological sites are assigned Borden numbers (e.g., “FhCe-01”) in accordance with the
Canadian Registry for archaeological research, and contemporary sites are designated by
ethnographic codes (e.g., “13F/07 Ethno-03”). In insular Newfoundland, contemporary land use
is less likely to reflect traditional patterns, and usually such sites are not recorded, but recording
of contemporary sites is routine in Labrador, where there is abundant evidence for
contemporary Innu and Settler 1 land use that may reflect long-standing historic or even
precontact land use patterns.

2.4

Stage 3 Recovery Program Methodology

On completion of Stage 1/Stage 2 assessment in July, 2012, the specific objective was to initiate
and complete Stage 3 Recovery work at any archaeological sites situated in the vicinity of
proposed drilling and/or construction activities near Muskrat Falls, where road construction and
other early works associated with the Project would occur, and where further construction work
could be initiated during the winter of 2012-2013. The prerequisite for Stage 3 Recovery was to
delineate known archaeological sites and isolated lithic finds, and identify any previouslyunrecorded site loci during Stage 2 field assessment.
Detailed results of the Stage 2 assessment are discussed in Sections 3.0 and 4.0 below, but to
summarize, 25 precontact archaeological sites were identified, all of which were associated
with the main 15-19 m asl terrace edge fronting the portage trail (the trail itself is designated
FhCe-03) on the south side of Muskrat Falls. Two of these sites (FhCe-05, and FhCe-07) had
previously been recorded; three additional sites (FhCe-04, Fhce-09 and FhCe-10) had no or
The term “Settler” was used during the Historic Period and up until the 1980s to describe a people of mixed
European and Aboriginal ancestry who, over time, developed an economy and way of life based on a
mixture of European and local (largely Inuit) characteristics and practices (Kennedy 1995). Many people
formerly known as Settlers currently self-identify as Métis.

1
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ambiguous locational data and were not relocated as such, but appear to have been
captured in the inventory of new sites.
Two of the 25 sites were deemed to lie far enough east of the proposed bulk excavation area to
be mitigated by avoidance, while a further eight sites were located far enough west of the bulk
excavation area that their recovery could be deferred to a later time. This left 15 sites with
subsurface deposits, in addition to FhCe-03 (the historic portage trail itself), which Nalcor
determined would require recovery work in 2012.

2.4.1

Excavation Methodology

The Stage 3 Recovery work was completed by a team of 18 field technicians and three Team
Leads, from August through October, 2012. The general approach was the same for all
excavated precontact sites.
The excavation consisted of 2 m x 2 m units, separated by 20 cm-wide baulks and excavated by
natural layers. This grid pattern of excavation allows sufficient areas to be uncovered that spatial
patterns may be easily discerned, while the continuous baulks enable stratigraphic control to be
easily maintained at all times. This method was preferred over trenching or checkerboard
excavation, since site significance depends in part on the presence or absence of significant
archaeological features (hearths, etc.), and broad simultaneous areal exposure is the most
effective way of identifying and recording these in deposits of anticipated simple stratigraphy.
Excavation activities at each site began with manual woodcutting using chainsaws to remove
trees and brush (chainsaws, as well as hand saws and shears were also employed during the
excavation process to remove roots and stumps).This was followed by laying out the site grid. All
excavation units were excavated by trowel to sterile. Point provenience was recorded for lithic
artifacts, including debitage, and for bone, soil and charcoal samples. Most precontact
archaeological sites in the Churchill Valley are tentatively dated to the Intermediate Period, by
typological means. However, this dating is not conclusive, and the absolute chronology of the
Intermediate Period is in any case sparsely supported. Therefore, particular attention was paid to
recovering radiocarbon-datable materials in good cultural contexts. Backdirt was screened
during excavation, using 1/2" mesh. For this purpose, suspended sifting screens were constructed
and moved from site to site as needed.
On-site safety procedures corresponded to the standards and procedures outlined in the
Stantec Safe Work Procedures and Nalcor/SNC requirements. Personal protective clothing and
equipment (PPE) were issued to all field personnel. Emergency and safety equipment available
to field personnel included stretchers, first aid kits, eye-wash bottles, cellular phones (Team Leads
only) and one satellite phone as backup, bear bangers/bear spray, SPOT messenger units, safety
buckets containing survival supplies, including energy food bars, space blankets, matches,
water, and tents. At least one advanced First Aider/paramedic was on-site whenever
chainsaws were in use, and an emergency evacuation plan, with designated meeting points,
was instituted.
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2.4.2

Field Recording (Excavation)

In the field, Team Leads maintained fieldnotes, which described daily excavation activities,
stratigraphic events, and results. Fieldnotes were transcribed into word processor format. Sites
and cultural materials were catalogued on PAO-compliant digital site and artifact record forms;
artifact cleaning and cataloguing were initiated concurrently with fieldwork, though it was not
complete at the end of fieldwork activities. Using tape measures and line levels, point
provenience was recorded for all artifacts, debitage, bone, soil, and charcoal samples.
Excavation areas and cultural features were mapped and representative baulks and sidewalls
profiled at a scale of 1:10. A digital photographic record of the excavation and features was
maintained. This included taking large numbers of photographs at all angles to enable 3-D
modeling at selected sites. Professional surveyors recorded excavation corner points and site
elevations to approximately 5 cm accuracy.

2.4.3

Alternative Field Recording (AFR) at FhCe-03

The historic portage trail on the south side of Muskrat Falls was recorded by means of continuous
video recording along the entire length, which was supplemented by a photographic series.

2.4.4

Reporting

During the course of the field excavations, three preliminary progress reports on the Stage 3
Recovery results were submitted to Nalcor and PAO. This document represents the Final Report.

2.5

Training Program Methodology

2.5.1

Stage 2 Field Assessment Training

Prior to commencing Stage 2 Assessment work, a three-day program focused on training field
technicians in archaeological testing, particularly subsurface testing procedures, was delivered
to the field technicians. All trainees had prior experience as environmental technicians, and two
had prior experience specifically as archaeological field technicians. The curriculum was
structured such that each day consisted of one morning in the classroom (the boardroom at the
Stassinu Stantec office in Goose Bay), and one afternoon out of class (off-site or in the field).
Day 1 began with Health and Safety Orientation, and was followed by an introduction to
Labrador prehistory and history, including a first-look at prehistoric technologies, a discussion of
the importance of archaeological heritage: culture history, past lifeways, culture process and
identity, and a review of laws and regulations governing the protection of
historic/archaeological resources in Newfoundland and Labrador. A planned visit to the
Labrador Interpretation Center, North West River, had to be postponed because the facility was
closed in the wake of recent local forest fires.
Day 2 began with a more detailed review of archaeological data and materials, including an
introduction to the nature of archaeological sites, artifacts, ecofacts, structures, features, a
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consideration of archaeological preservation, and a summary of site formation processes, soils
and context. The field exercise consisted of a visit to FhCe-06, a deflated archaeological site
near Muskrat Falls.
Day 3 began with an introduction to archaeological survey and testpitting methods, including
research design and sampling strategies, survey methods, recording, stratigraphy, with particular
emphasis on podzolic profiles, and a review of artifact conservation issues. This was followed by
an archaeological survey and testpitting field exercise at the location of the proposed 25kv TL
corridor on the 62 m terrace near Muskrat Falls (described in Section 3.0).

2.5.2

Stage 3 Recovery Program Training (archaeological excavation methods)

Training of 12 field assistants began following approval by Nalcor of the Stage 3 Recovery
Program workplan. The curriculum followed the same general outline as the Stage 2 training, but
included a visit to the Labrador Interpretation Center in North West River. However, for the Stage
3 training, the field exercise also included gridding a portion of a vacant lot behind the Stassinu
Stantec office in Goose Bay and recording the provenience of artifacts placed within the grid.
After three days of health and safety briefings, site orientation and classroom training, the
training program transitioned to two days of on-the-job training on-site.

2.6

Project Personnel

Fred Schwarz, Ph.D. (Archaeologist), holds a B.A. in Anthropology from Memorial University, an
M.A. in Archaeology from the University of Calgary and a Ph.D. in Archaeology from the
University of Cambridge. He specializes in the archaeology and pre-history of the Newfoundland
and Labrador interior. His research interests include predictive modelling and field investigation
of precontact interior settlement in Newfoundland and Labrador, settlement patterns and the
interpretation of interior adaptations and culture history in the region. Dr. Schwarz has been
directing field research projects in Newfoundland and Labrador, Nova Scotia, and Latin
America for 22 years. His work in Labrador has included scientific management of the Stage 1
Historic Resources Overview Assessment of the Churchill River Power Project from 1998 to 2000,
which included a series of three training programs for Innu researchers. In addition, he has
worked on numerous projects with and for Innu organizations and companies. In 1996, he
directed the Regional Context Component of the Voisey’s Bay Historic Resources Impact
Assessment for the Mushuau Innu Band Council (in conjunction with the Labrador Inuit
Association and Jacques Whitford). In 1997, he served as field consultant to the Innu History
Commemoration Project for the Department of Canadian Heritage and directed the
Archaeological Resource Inventory of Akamiuapishku Proposed National Park for Innu Nation
and Parks Canada, eventually preparing the Human History Study of the proposed park in 2001.
Since that time, he has also completed major assessments for IELP, including the Historic
Resources Study of Phase III of the Trans Labrador Highway, as well as assessments and research
in the town of Sheshatshiu for the Sheshatshiu Innu Band Council. More recently, since 2006 he
has undertaken several projects with Minaskuat Limited Partnership and Stantec, including
archaeological potential mapping and field assessment of the LabMag Iron Ore project in
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western Labrador, and scientific management of historic resources assessment of the Lower
Churchill Hydroelectric Generation Project and the Labrador – Island Transmission Link. Dr.
Schwarz undertook field assessment and co-authored this Report.
Roy Skanes, B.A., M.Phil (Archaeologist), has worked as a Consulting Archaeologist with Stantec
Consulting Limited and its predecessor Jacques Whitford Environment Limited for the past 21
years and has been involved in archaeological and related background research since 1978.
His research focus has been primarily on historical archaeology, with a large majority of his work
directed toward study of habitation sites and fortifications dating to the 17th, 18th and 19th
centuries. Mr. Skanes holds a B.A. in Anthropology (Archaeology major and French minor) from
Memorial University of Newfoundland and a Masters degree in Modern History (specialization
archaeology) from the University of St. Andrews, Scotland. He has worked extensively in
Newfoundland and Labrador, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, New Brunswick, Québec,
Ontario and Alberta. Over the past 20 years, he has directed and/or acted as Team Lead for
many Historic and Heritage Resources assessments for a broad range of development projects
on the Island and in Labrador, including assessments and excavations at Voisey’s Bay, Labrador,
within the corridor of the Trans Labrador Highway from Red Bay to Cartwright and from
Cartwright Junction to Goose Bay, at five locations proposed for construction of short range
radar sites in central and northern Labrador, at a number of locations in the Churchill River valley
and west and southwest Labrador for the proposed lower Churchill development, at in western
Labrador for a number of proposed mining projects. He has also completed several Stage 1
Historic Resources Overview Assessments (Stage 1 HROA) in the Labrador Straits region and on
the Island for road and power-line projects, including the proposed HVdc transmission corridor
from Muskrat Falls in Labrador to Soldiers Pond on the Avalon Peninsula. He has also worked
extensively with Aboriginal groups carrying out field research in Labrador. Mr. Skanes held the
Archaeological Investigation Permit issued by the Provincial Archaeology Office (PAO) for the
current project, directed the background and field research, and authored the required
reporting on the work.

3.0

STAGE 2 PROJECT ASSESSMENT RESULTS

This section describes completed Stage 1/Stage 2 historic resources assessment undertaken on
the north and south sides of Churchill River in the vicinity of Muskrat Falls where road construction
and other early works associated with the Project commenced in 2012. The objective of the 2012
historic resources work was to complete Stage 1/Stage 2 assessment and, where indicated,
initiate Stage 3 Recovery (i.e., excavation), at any archaeological sites situated in the vicinity of
proposed drilling and construction activities. This required the delineation of known
archaeological sites and isolated lithic finds, and identification of any previously-unrecorded site
loci, so as to scope any required mitigation work prior to construction activities.
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3.1

Background Research Results

3.1.1

Cultural/Historical Overview

Until recently, archaeology in Labrador and northern Québec has focused on the coast, where
research has established that sites are relatively rich and abundant, and the culture-historical
sequence long and complex, extending back approximately 8,000 years.
The sequence begins with an initial late Palaeo-Indian/early Maritime Archaic Amerindian
occupation in the Strait of Belle Isle (McGhee and Tuck 1975; Pintal 1998). The early Maritime
Archaic people gradually spread north along the coast and reached central and then northern
Labrador by 7,500 BP (Fitzhugh 1972, 1978a).
After 4,000 BP, coastal Labrador was also populated by Arctic-adapted peoples from the north
(Cox 1978), and thereafter, the Precontact Period in Labrador is characterized by Intermediate
Amerindian (Nagle 1978) and Late Precontact Amerindian occupations - a people
demonstrably ancestral to the modern-day Innu (Fitzhugh 1978b), along with Palaeo-Eskimo
peoples (Pre-Dorset, Groswater, Dorset), culminating with the arrival of the Thule, ancestors of
the modern Labrador Inuit, approximately 700 BP (Kaplan 1983; Fitzhugh 1994).
After approximately 500 BP, Labrador and the lower Côte-Nord of Québec became the focus
for European activities, initially whaling by Basques in the 16th century (Tuck and Grenier 1989)
and fishing, sealing and fur trading by people from other European countries (Kennedy 1995).
In the mid-17th century, Innu/European contact began in earnest through the fur trade, with the
establishment of the Postes du Roy and the Seigneurie de Mingan on the Québec Côte-Nord of
the St. Lawrence River. Though the Innu of Hamilton Inlet were clearly in contact with Europeans
by this time (Zimmerly 1975; Mailhot 1997), the earliest close contact documented specifically for
the Upper Lake Melville area occurred when Louis Fornel established a trading post at North
West River in 1743. This post was operated by a series of Québec-based and English merchants
until 1837, when the Hudson Bay Company (HBC) acquired the North West River properties. The
HBC maintained a monopoly on the fur trade in the area until 1901, when Revillon Frères Trading
Company Limited established a competing post on the south side of the river, opposite the HBC
post (Zimmerly 1975).
It is clear that through most of the fur trade period, the Churchill River valley was part of the
hunting and trapping grounds of the Innu, and that they spent most of each year moving
through it. Throughout this period, the interior remained remote and relatively unknown to
Europeans. In the 17th and 18th centuries, and continuing through most of the 19th, the parties
involved in the fur trade consisted primarily of European traders on the one hand, and Innu
hunters and trappers on the other. However, by the closing years of the 19th century, the Settler
population became increasingly involved in fur trapping for trade, and by the early 20th century
had largely usurped Innu trapping grounds along the Churchill River and elsewhere (Tanner
1947, Tanner 1977; McGee 1961; Ames 1977; Kennedy 1995).
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3.1.2

Overview of Previous Historic Resources Assessments

Previous historic resources/archaeological assessment of the Lower Churchill Project began in
the 1970s (Thurlow et al. 1974; Tuck 1981). A Historic Resources Overview Assessment (HROA) of
the Lower Churchill Project completed in 1998 included extensive background research on
historic resources in Labrador. In 1999, a further HROA continued this work, specifically focusing
on the Gull Island Reservoir west of Muskrat Falls further investigating data and apparent data
gaps arising from the 1998 research results. The archaeological potential mapping project
completed in 2000 developed a systematic characterization of survey effort and archaeological
potential in order to plan the work required to complete the HROA. The Muskrat Falls Project had
been removed from the workscope in 1999, but further fieldwork in 2006 focused once more on
the proposed Muskrat Falls Reservoir. Since it was already known that archaeological sites were
present at the falls, assessment effort was focused on the previously little-investigated reservoir
area. Assessment of proposed electrode lines in 2008 also included archaeological potential
mapping in the vicinity of the 2012 Project Area. Field assessment in 2011 (Stantec 2012) focused
specifically on the Muskrat Falls area, including some of the Early Works infrastructure that would
be assessed further in 2012. The results of these assessments are reported in detail in the 1998,
1999, 2000, 2006, and 2008 archaeological potential mapping project and field program reports
(IED/JWEL 2000; JWEL/IELP 2001a; JWEL/IELP 2001b, JWEL/IELP 2001c, Minaskuat 2008a; Stantec
2010a, 2010b, 2011, 2012).
Overall, the historic resources research conducted from 1998 to 2000, led to the investigation of
984 locations. Approximately 32,400 test pits were excavated at 809 of these. The focus of
research was directed toward the Churchill River valley where testing occurred at 820 locations,
with 23,601 test pits excavated at 674 of these. Testing locations were pre‐selected, based on
aerial photograph analysis and land use data. Intensive subsurface testing was targeted at pre‐
selected locations. Although the Gull Island Generation Facility and Reservoir had been
assessed in detail in previous studies, additional archaeological assessment was undertaken in
2006 at the Muskrat Falls Generation Facility and Reservoir (Minaskuat 2008a). The additional
assessment addressed data gaps in the archaeological potential mapping of the TL corridor
from Muskrat Falls to Gull Island and Churchill Falls.
Including all cultural components, the assessment of the Project inventoried 294 sites. The
majority of these pertain to contemporary land use in the lower Churchill River valley, although
45 archaeological sites were also identified and assigned Borden numbers. This includes 26 sites
with precontact components, 6 historic tilt locations, 13 historic campsites and other
indeterminate historic occupations, and two historic HBC posts.

3.1.3

Identified Historic Resources at Muskrat Falls

The Muskrat Falls area has yielded a number of known archaeological and ethnographic sites
(Figure 3.1), and it was anticipated that further significant archaeological remains would be
located within the Project Area. Further east, at the portage on the north side of Muskrat Falls, a
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concentration of quartzite flakes and two bifacially-flaked stone tools were identified, indicating
a precontact Aboriginal campsite (Thurlow and Associates1974).
In addition, local individuals have reported precontact lithic materials from the western beach
on the north side of Muskrat Falls (Nalcor 2011), and from along the portage trail on the south
side of the falls (see Stantec 2012).
On the north side of Muskrat Falls, a concentration of quartzite flakes and two bifacially-flaked
stone tools were found, indicating a precontact Aboriginal campsite. The site (FhCe-01) was
substantially excavated in 1980 (Thurlow et al.1974; Tuck 1981). Extensive testing along
surrounding terrace edges in 1998 and again in 2011 has yet to recover evidence for additional
deposits, though lithic finds made recently on the beach west of the site are believed to derive
from deflated deposits associated with FhCe-01 (Nalcor 2011; Stantec 2012).
On the south side of the Churchill River, isolated lithic finds have been made along the portage
trail at Muskrat Falls (FhCe-03) since the 1970s, most recently with the recording of finds on the
edge of the terrace along the trail at the locations designated FhCe-04, FhCe-05, and FhCe-07
(Figures 1.1 and 1.2). Additional stray finds of lithic material along this trail have recently been
assigned the Borden numbers Fhce-09 and FhCe-10, although their precise provenience is
unknown. Further east, near the eastern terminus of the south side portage trail, an additional
site (FhCe-02) was recorded in 1998 (IED/JWEL 2000). The site was originally represented by a
single quartzite flake encountered on an ice-push ridge behind the active beach near the
downstream terminus of the trail. In 2011, a second artifact, a kaolin pipe-bowl fragment dating
to the Historic Period, was collected from the same location (Stantec 2012).
Figure 3.1 below highlights the extent of previous historic resources research completed in the
vicinity of the Muskrat Falls Project infrastructure and the archaeological and contemporary sites
recorded for the area.

3.2

2012 Historic Resources Stage 2 Assessment Field Research Results

Stage 1/Stage 2 assessment in 2012 encompassed the following areas (Figure 1.2, 1.3, Figure 3.1):
•

transmission line corridor leading from Highway 500 and crossing Muskrat Falls to supply
laydown areas on the south side;

•

areas of proposed geotechnical assessment on the north side of Muskrat Falls;

•

FhCe-06 on the western beach on the north side of Muskrat Falls;

•

proposed access road on south side of Churchill River, between Muskrat Falls and the TransLabrador Highway;

•

associated borrow pits and quarries;
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•

locations of geotechnical assessment along the Muskrat Falls – Gull Island – Churchill Falls TL
corridior;

•

one proposed laydown area near the western end of the proposed access road;

•

a proposed spoils disposal area;

•

areas of proposed geotechnical assessment on the south side of Muskrat Falls;

•

FhCe-02 near the proposed access road corridor east of the south side portage trail; and

•

terrace frontage along the present south-side portage trail potentially subject to impact by
geotechnical work, road construction, and ultimately, dam construction at Muskrat Falls (the
single largest area with high potential for historic resources).

3.2.1

Transmission Line Corridor

One Project feature not identified and assessed in 2011 was the identified TL corridor leading
from Highway 500 near Muskrat Falls, crossing the falls to supply laydown areas and other Project
infrastructure on the south side (Figure 1.2, Feature 3.7). On the north side, individual pole
locations were marked with stakes and these were assessed with two testpits per pole location,
except at the northern end, where poles were to be located within a large disturbed sandpit.
Here, recent excavation for exploration/extraction of ironsands had reduced the location to a
large sandy open pit, too disturbed to hold any potential for historic resources.
On the south side within the high-potential riverfront zone, the TL corridor corresponded to an old
cutline, which was inspected but not deemed to require subsurface testing. Eastward from the
crossing point, the proposed transmission line corridor follows the proposed access road
between Muskrat Falls and the Trans-Labrador Highway (see Section 3.2.4).

3.2.2

Geotechnical Assessment Areas on the North Side of Muskrat Falls

Geotechnical testpitting was proposed for three areas on the north side of Muskrat Falls
(Figure 1.2, Feature 3.4), two of which lie at elevations comparable to that of the previouslyrecorded site at FhCe-01. Of particular interest was one small geotechnical area along the westfacing terrace. Fourteen testpits were excavated along this frontage with negative results. It was
noted that the terrace edge here is actively eroding alongside an old, partially-bushed-in
bulldozer cut. Active erosion is not evident when looking up from the beach below because of
the recovering vegetation, but eroding terrace edges like this may account for the deposition of
lithic cultural material on the beach at FhCe-06.
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3.2.3

FhCe-06

In 2012, one final round of surface inspection and collection of exposed lithic material was
undertaken along the beach, in conjunction with the field training program. Several pieces of
quartzite debitage or shatter from tool production were collected. The source deposit for the
archaeological materials designated FhCe-06 likely consists of a site locus associated with
FhCe-01 and situated (or formerly situated) on the terrace above. Previous attempts to locate
such loci have been unsuccessful and it is possible that they no longer exist. Nevertheless, further
testpitting was undertaken in the context of assessment of proposed geotechnical testing areas
atop the terrace (Section 3.2.2 above). Extensive testing in the vicinity of FhCe-01 and along the
western edge of the 55 m terrace was previously undertaken in 1998 (IELP/JWEL 2000) but
additional testing may be required prior to major construction on the north side in subsequent
years.
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Figure 3.1

Previous Historic Resources Findings and Testing Locations
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Photo 1

3.2.4

Eroding West-facing Terrace Frontage Overlooking FhCe-06

Access Road Between Muskrat Falls and the Trans-Labrador Highway

This access road corridor as well as the proposed accommodations complex along this road
had been assessed by overflight in 2011. Archaeological potential was assessed as Low, except
at the McKenzie River crossing, and in the immediate vicinity of Muskrat Falls. Because of
uncertainty about the precise route of the approaches to McKenzie River, further assessment
was recommended for 2012.
In 2012, the approaches and McKenzie River crossing were walked once surveyors had marked
the route on the ground. On the eastern side, 11 testpits, irregularly spaced in heavy blowdown,
were excavated at the edge of the terrace overlooking the crossing. The results were negative.
On the western side, seven testpits were excavated on the edge of the terrace overlooking the
access to the proposed laydown area. These revealed undifferentiated clays, indicating poorlydrained, unstable deposits. Near Muskrat Falls, the access road corridor lies within the proposed
Bulk Excavation Area on the south-side portage trail (Section 3.2.10).
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3.2.5

Borrow Pits and Quarries Between Muskrat Falls and the Trans-Labrador Highway

Overflight results indicated that most quarry and borrow pit sites along the road were located in
low potential areas. However, three proposed borrow pits/quarries were located in the vicinity of
the McKenzie River crossing. Two of these, located upstream from the crossing, were assessed by
means of overflight and deemed to have Low potential owing to steep topography. The third,
located close to the crossing, was assessed on the ground. Surface inspection and walking of
the corner points revealed that this was a location that had been tested in 2011 as a possible
crossing point (Testing Locations PI2011-01 and PI2011-02; Stantec 2012). No further assessment
was deemed to be required in 2012.

3.2.6

Locations of Geotechnical Assessment Along the Muskrat Falls – Gull Island –
Churchill Falls Transmission Line.

Geotechnical testing related to possible rerouting of the HVAC TL corridor between Churchill
Falls and Muskrat Falls was undertaken at Upper Brook and Pinus River in 2012. The Upper Brook
site was located on a disturbed roadside embankment, with no archaeological potential. A
second possible geotechnical site was to be located in a bog, again with extremely Low
archaeological potential. The site at Pinus River was undisturbed, but situated in a lichen
woodland terrace interior, remote from any waterways or terrace edges. Potential was again
Low. The geotechnical testing locations are considered to have been assessed for historic
resources, all with negative results. Archaeological potential mapping was completed for the
HVAC corridor in 2000 and 2006, and will assist in determining whether further historic resources
assessment is required, if rerouting occurs.

3.2.7

Contractor’s Laydown Area

The amended Contractor’s Laydown Area south of Muskrat Falls was inspected by means of
helicopter overflight. Although the location lies in proximity to the mouth of McKenzie River, it is a
wetland, previously assessed in 1998, and 2011, and further ground assessment was not deemed
to be required. Archaeological potential is generally Low except on the islanded terrace
fragment along the northern edge of the area, extensively tested in 2011, and on the southern
margins near the break-of-slope along the proposed access road. This latter area was tested in
2012 (Section 3.2.4), revealing undifferentiated clay, indicating poorly-drained unstable deposits.

3.2.8

Spoils Disposal Area

A proposed Spoils Disposal Area (Figure 1.2, Feature 3.1) was inspected by means of helicopter
overflight. The location consists of sloping terrain at relatively high elevation, and further ground
assessment was not deemed to be required.
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3.2.9

Geotechnical Assessment Areas on the South Side of Muskrat Falls

Geotechnical testpitting is proposed for one area on the south side of Muskrat Falls, near the
proposed switchyard location (Figure 1.2, Feature 3.5). Helicopter overflight did not reveal any
well-defined terrace frontages that have not been tested previously.

3.2.10 FhCe-02
FhCe-02 is a designated archaeological site represented by two artifacts, both discovered on
an ice-push ridge behind the active beach near the downstream terminus of the south side
portage trail around Muskrat Falls (Figure 1.2, Feature 3.3). Before 2012, a source deposit on
stable terrain for these artifacts had not been identified. In 2012, testpitting along the edge of
the terrace to the south of the find locations was undertaken in an effort to identify a source
deposit for FhCe-02. Excavation of 46 testpits along approximately 125 m of level wooded terrain
immediately behind the FhCe-02 findspot did not lead to the discovery of in situ cultural
material. The artifacts recovered on the beach at FhCe-2 therefore appear to represent stray
finds on the active beach and there are no opportunities for further historic resources recovery
at the site.

3.2.11 Muskrat Falls South-Side Portage Trail
Much of the south side of Muskrat Falls, along the existing portage trail (Figure 1.2, Feature 3.2),
will be affected by bulk excavation of materials in the early stages of construction of the Muskrat
Falls dam and generating works, commencing in the winter of 2012-2013. Consequently,
identifying and mitigating historic resources in this area was a matter of the highest priority.
As noted above, isolated lithic finds have been made along the south side portage trail at
Muskrat Falls (FhCe-03) since the 1970s, most recently, with the recording of finds on the edge of
the terrace along the trail at the locations designated FhCe-04, FhCe-05, and FhCe-07 (Figures
1.1 and 1.2). In addition, earlier lithic stray finds along this trail have recently been assigned
Borden numbers (e.g. Fhce-09 and FhCe-10).
Further Stage 2 assessment in 2012 focused on identifying in situ deposits at Bordenized sites, as
well as at previously-unknown, precontact or historic site locations along the trail and the edge
of the nearby terrace. In places, particularly toward the western end of the trail, the terrain was
found to be uneven and gullied, and not amenable to testing. However, ca. 950 testpits (Figure
3.2) were excavated along all of the level, habitable sections of this terrace. This work also
included investigating some higher terraces, as well as some lower terrace frontage immediately
overlooking the falls. The lower terraces were found to be poorly-drained, possibly because they
may overlie marine clays.
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Figure 3.2

Archaeological Sites and 2012 Testing Locations on the South Side of Muskrat Falls
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Table 3.1

Archaeological Sites Recorded Along the Muskrat Falls South Side Portage
Trail in 2012

Site Name

Borden
Number

Positive
Cultural Material Recovered in Testing
Testpits

Manitu-utshu 1

FhCe-13

2

2 chert flakes, 2 pieces quartzite shatter

10x6=60 m2

Manitu-utshu 2

FhCe-14

1

1 rhyolite flake

3x4=12 m2

Muskrat Falls South
Portage
FhCe-07

1

2 quartzite flakes

4x4=16 m2

Manitu-utshu 3

FhCe-15

1

1 quartzite flake

5x4=20 m2

Manitu-utshu 4

FhCe-16

4

8 rhyolite flakes

12x6=72 m2

Manitu-utshu 5

FhCe-17

1

2 chert flakes

5x5=25 m2

Manitu-utshu 6

FhCe-18

3

3 rhyolite, 1 quartzite flake

4x10=40 m2

Manitu-utshu 7

FhCe-19

1

1 quartzite flake

4x4=16 m2

Manitu-utshu 8

FhCe-20

8

4 chert, 13 rhyolite, 5 quartzite flakes and
firecracked rock

48x4=192 m2

Manitu-utshu 9

FhCe-21

2

6 chert flakes

6x9=54 m2

Muskrat Falls 3

FhCe-05

3

2 quartzite, 4 rhyolite, 3 chert flakes and
firecracked rock

6x10=60 m2

Manitu-utshu 10

FhCe-22

3

16 quartzite flakes

15x4=60 m2

Manitu-utshu 11

FhCe-23

1

1 rhyolite flake

4x4=16 m2

Manitu-utshu 12

FhCe-24

2

8 rhyolite flakes

8x4=32 m2

Manitu-utshu 13

FhCe-25

4

28 quartzite and 3 rhyolite flakes

6x10=60 m2

Manitu-utshu 14

FhCe-26

3

1 patinated and 2 rhyolite flakes

11x5=55 m2

Manitu-utshu 15

FhCe-27

5

1 chert and 4 rhyolite flakes

14x4=56 m2

Manitu-utshu 16

FhCe-28

1

1 rhyolite flake

4x4=16 m2

Manitu-utshu 17

FhCe-29

1

1 rhyolite flake

5x4=20 m2

Manitu-utshu 18

FhCe-30

1

1 quartzite flake

4x4=16 m2

Manitu-utshu 19

FhCe-31

1

1 chert flake

6x6=36 m2

Manitu-utshu 20

FhCe-32

3

4 quartzite, 2 chert, 8 rhyolite flakes and 1 rhyolite
biface fragment

15x6=90 m2

Manitu-utshu 21

FhCe-33

7

119 quartzite, 54 chert, 5 rhyolite, 1 Ramah flake, 1
19x7=133 m2
chert biface fragment and one quartzite point

Manitu-utshu 22

FhCe-34

3

9 quartzite, 1 chert, 13 rhyolite flakes

5x19=95 m2

Manitu-utshu 23

FhCe-35

3

3 chert flakes, 1 rhyolite flake

7x7=49 m2

Muskrat Shack

13F/02
Ethno 28

nil

ruined cabin, 20th century debris

4x4=16 m2
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As a result of this work, 23 new archaeological sites were identified, along with one ethnographic
site (Table 3.1, Figure 3.2). Further cultural material was recovered from two previously registered
sites, FhCe-05 and FhCe-07, bringing the total number of precontact sites on the Muskrat Falls
south side portage trail to 25. The remaining previously-recorded sites cannot be easily
correlated with sites identified in 2012. FhCe-04 probably corresponds to Manitu-utshu 20 or
Manitu-utshu 21, but the reported coordinates and site description are not consistent, making a
clear correlation difficult. The sites designated FhCe-09 and FhCe-10 have no coordinates at all
and may correspond to any of the precontact sites listed in Table 3.1. In any case, we may
assume that since the habitable frontages of this terrace have been tested in their entirety,
these previous Borden numbers have been captured somewhere within our site inventory.
Although it was anticipated that archaeological site loci would be identified in the course of this
work, the density of materials was greater than expected. The following further generalizations
may be made about the inventory of precontact sites identified in 2012:
•

The range of lithic raw materials suggest that most or all of these sites date to the
Intermediate Period, ca. 3500-2000 BP, although further excavation and absolute dating
may reveal evidence for occupation in other periods as well.

•

Sites are generally small and distributed all along the terrace from just below the upper falls
to just below the lower falls. Nevertheless, there is some clustering. Two of the clusters appear
to represent unusually significant concentrations of site loci, these being the site cluster of
FhCe-16 and FhCe-17, the site cluster of FhCe20, FhCe-21, and FhCe-05, and the site cluster
of FhCe-33 and FhCe-34, along with the possibly associated Manitu-utshu FhCe-32.

•

All precontact sites are associated with the 15-19 m terrace and, broadly, with the route of
the current and historic south side portage trail. We may infer that the trail we see today has
followed more-or-less the same course for the last 3000 years.

•

Nevertheless, few sites have been identified along the easternmost 500 m of the trail,
suggesting that in the precontact period, the eastern terminus of the portage may have
been located closer to the lower falls.

•

On the other hand, the similar lack of sites on the westernmost 500 m of the trail may result
from a lack of habitable locations, since the western terminus of the trail could never have
been much further east than it is today.

•

The large number of sites situated between the two falls may indicate that in the precontact
period, the upper and lower falls were normally portaged in two separate stages. The large
number of sites found flanking the lower falls may also reflect the progressive emergence of
the lower falls, post-dating the upper falls, in the period after 3000 BP.

•

Testpits excavated off the trail generally exhibit conventional podzolic soil profiles. However,
testpits excavated along the trail in some cases revealed undifferentiated brown sediment,
disturbed, mottled soils, or even multiple buried horizons. There was also some evidence for
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old, overgrown bulldozer cuts, berms and pushpiles along the trail, resulting from 20th century
human activities. All of these factors highlight the potential extent of disturbance occurring
along the trail within the last half-century.
In addition to subsurface testing along the terrace edge, the entire length of the trail itself was
recorded by means of continuous video-recording (approximately 1 hour of footage) along with
still photographs.

3.3

Stage 3 Recovery Workplan

The objective of the Stage 1/Stage 2 assessment was to identify significant site loci, particularly
along the south side portage trail, where bulk excavation was scheduled to commence in 2012,
so as to develop a Stage 3 workplan for immediate recovery of these loci.
Consideration of Project scheduling indicated that immediate recovery was required at 15 of
the 25 identified sites. Eight more sites lie within the Muskrat Falls reservoir area and will require
recovery in 2013. The remaining two sites lie downstream from the generation project and in
these two cases, interaction with the Project may be avoided. However, all 10 sites not
scheduled for recovery in 2012 required protection from potential Project interactions,
particularly over the following winter of 2012-2013 and thus required the development and
implementation of a Winter Protection Plan.
With completion of the assessment along the south side portage trail in July 2012, a recovery
plan was developed, field technicians were given training, manual cutting of trees on-site was
initiated, and the Stage 3 Recovery and Winter Protection Programs were implemented.
The following section describes the results of the Recovery and Protection Programs.

4.0

STAGE 3 RECOVERY AND PROTECTION PROGRAM RESULTS

4.1

Background and Research

4.1.1

Archaeology of Central Labrador: North West River

The archaeological sequence for south/central Labrador was initially developed by William
Fitzhugh based on his extensive research at North West River and elsewhere in Hamilton Inlet in
the late 1960s (Fitzhugh 1972, 1974, 1975, 1977, 1978a, 1978b). This sequence provided the basic
culture historical and culture-processual framework for all subsequent archaeological work in
Labrador north of the Strait of Belle Isle. As most of the research subsequently undertaken by
Fitzhugh and his associates has focused on coastal regions to the north (Figure 4.1), this remains
the definitive sequence for south/central Labrador. Fitzhugh located and excavated sites in
many locations in Hamilton Inlet along a lengthy east-west transect stretching from the coast at
Groswater Bay to the interior at North West River, and recorded evidence for significant
differences in the occupation histories of Groswater Bay and North West River. Various sites in
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Groswater Bay showed evidence for a lengthy occupation by coastal-adapted Maritime
Archaic (Amerindian), Palaeo-Eskimo, and Inuit cultures. North West River, on the other hand,
had a briefer sequence composed entirely of Amerindian occupations. Some of these groups
exploited coastal resources to some degree, but others seemed to be restricted to interior fishing
and hunting activities.

4.1.1.1 Maritime Archaic
The earliest well-defined human occupation in Hamilton Inlet was not actually represented at
North West River. Maritime Archaic sites were identified only at the eastern end of Hamilton Inlet,
on the northern shore of Groswater Bay. Although Maritime Archaic sites were not identified in
the vicinity of North West River, models of Maritime Archaic subsistence settlement systems
include hypothesized inner bay settlement in the autumn, and interior hunting camps in winter.
Subsequently, a late Archaic projectile point was recovered near Mud Lake during assessment
for the LCP in 1998 (IEDE/JWEL 2000), but evidence for Archaic occupation in upper Lake Melville
remains extremely sparse.

4.1.1.2 Intermediate Period
The subsequent Intermediate Period in Labrador (ca. 3,500 to 2,000 BP) was originally defined on
the basis of sites identified around the present community of North West River at the western end
of Hamilton Inlet. The North West River sites are situated at elevations of up to 78' above sea level
(Fitzhugh 1972: 31), and are widely distributed throughout the modern community of North West
River. Many of these sites were already disturbed at the time of Fitzhugh's study, and many have
been further disturbed or destroyed by construction and road building. These sites exhibited a
wide variety of artifact styles and raw material types, leading Fitzhugh to postulate a series of
discrete, sequential discontinuous occupations, punctuated by periodic abandonments and re
occupations of the region. Thus, the prehistory of the Labrador interior is interpreted as a series of
repeated waves of Amerindian hunting cultures, each migrating into the area from the south or
west, and each ending in abandonment due to unstable and fluctuating resources (particularly
caribou populations; Fitzhugh 1972; 1977).
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Figure 4.1

Archaeological Sites and Research Areas Reviewed During Background Research
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The earliest occupation recognised at North West River is the Little Lake Component
(3,600 3,200 BP), represented by a small collection of quartzite, quartz and purple chert tools
found at a site 21 m asl. The assemblage includes a projectile point similar to late Archaic styles
in New England and the Maritimes. The date of the Little Lake Component is derived from the
site's elevation, and from the style of the one projectile point. A similar point has also been found
on the northern Labrador coast (Fitzhugh 1972: 75, 115, 163).
This component is followed by sites of the Brinex Complex (3,200 – 3,000 BP), found at elevations
of 21 24 m, and the Charles Complex (3,000 – 2,700 BP) at elevations of 13 - 18 m (Fitzhugh 1972:
114 115). As a result of subsequent work on the coast (Nagle 1978), the dating of these closely
related complexes has been modified, and the two have been collapsed into a single unit, the
Saunders Complex (3,500 2,800 BP), although this scheme appears too simple to encompass the
complexity of the North West River collections. While structural remains had been rare at North
West River, the central coast sites excavated in later years were larger and better-preserved.
Sites of the Saunders Complex are characterized by hearth features composed of large
cobbles, measuring 1-2 m in diameter, sometimes with large quantities of charcoal. Artifacts of
this period are made of a variety of materials, including local red and white quartzites and
quartz, and "Saunders Cherts:" colourful pink, tan, purple and red cherts originally thought to
derive from sources in the Seal Lake region; their source is presently unknown, but their
distribution in Labrador archaeological sites suggests a source area in the north-central Labrador
interior. The blue-grey “banded lava” associated with the North West River sites, and particularly
with the Charles Complex, is not commonly encountered on the coast. Artifacts include side
notched, convex based points, along with convex based, squared, single shouldered and
triangular bifaces. Scraper forms include small endscrapers, and, toward the end of the period,
distinctive large circular and oval scrapers. The large scrapers, and the use of Saunders Cherts
are highly diagnostic, however, it must be noted that diagnostic finished artifacts are scarce on
many sites, and without the distinctive patterns of raw material use it would be difficult to
confidently assign sites to this period. As will become clear, this is commonly the case with
interior sites, particularly in the Intermediate Period.
The Saunders Complex is documented at numerous sites; while their use of interior cherts implies
a significant interior adaptation, many of their sites are found on the coast as well. This is not true
of the following period. The Road Component (2,700 2,300 BP) is known only from a single site,
situated at 13 m asl at North West River, and dated on the basis of elevation and typological
parallels (Fitzhugh 1972: 115). Artifacts include side notched, square based points and thick,
narrow flake scrapers. These are made from a variety of materials, including quartz, quartzite,
chert, and also Ramah, known to derive from a single source on the northern coast of Labrador.
The absence of coastal sites is thought to be related to the arrival of Palaeo Eskimo groups on
the coast of central Labrador, though the use of Ramah, a distinctive metaquartzite from the
Torngat coast of Labrador, implies at least trading contacts with the coast (Fitzhugh 1972: 115,
163).
The David Michelin Component (2,300 – 1,800 BP) is also known from a single site at North West
River (Fitzhugh 1972: 115), its date estimated from the site's elevation (9 m). Artifacts from this site
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include wide stemmed and tapered stem points, large ovate bifaces, and flake scrapers. The
range of raw materials used is similar to that of the Road Component.
The final portion of the Intermediate Period is the North West River Phase (Fitzhugh 1972: 115 116),
dated to the period 1,800 – 1,400 BP on the basis of site elevations between seven and eleven
meters. Though it too was identified only at North West River, the sites there were both large and
numerous. The artifact assemblage is characterized by highly variable lanceolate, leaf shaped,
bi pointed and tapered stem bifaces, and flake tools. These are almost exclusively
manufactured of locally available white brown quartzite. Site features include cobble hearths.
Subsequently, a coastal site of the North West River Phase was identified at Flowers Bay 1, near
Davis Inlet, though the reasons for including it in this phase are not clear (Loring 1983). This latter
site also yielded a radiocarbon date of 2,520 ± 65 BP (SI 5832), raising the possibility that the
North West River Phase may follow fairly closely after the Saunders Complex (Loring 1989b). At
Daniel Rattle, a cache of Charles-Complex-style Saunders chert scrapers, with an unusual
corner-notched biface resembling those from Early and Middle Woodland mortuary contexts in
the Maritimes and the St. Lawrence valley (Loring 1989), raises further questions about the
Intermediate sequence in central Labrador.
Thus, North West River has produced a lengthy sequence of Intermediate-Period precontact
occupations which may aid in locating and classifying archaeological remains in the central
Labrador interior. However, certain of the periods of occupation proposed by Fitzhugh, such as
the Little Lake, Road and David Michelin components, are based on small, poorly dated
collections composed of incomplete and stylistically variable toolkits with few diagnostic
artifacts; these culture historical units are not reliably defined, and may not even be valid. Others
are better defined, but should perhaps be re dated. The original dates estimated for the North
West River Phase now clearly fall within the early Point Revenge period, and the date from
Flowers Bay 1 (Loring 1989b) suggests that the North West River Phase may actually pertain to
the period ca. 2,600 – 1,800 BP (throwing more doubt on the dating, and even the culture
historical reality, of the Road and David Michelin components).
Since the 1980s there has been little work to further refine our understanding of the Intermediate
Period on the north-central Labrador coast. However, recent years have also seen exciting
discoveries (Loring and Jenkinson 2009; Jenkinson 2011, Jenkinson and Loring 2012; Arbour,
Jenkinson and Loring 2013) in the north-central interior at Kamestastin and Ashuapun (Border
Beacon). In general, work has focused on quartz-dominated assemblages assigned to the
Archaic period, including some materials which appear to include some of the earliest Maritime
Archaic occupations yet discovered north of the Strait of Belle Isle. One of these sites included a
diffuse array of rocks some 6 m in length, associated with quartz, slate debitage and red ochre,
interpreted as the remains of a birchbark canoe-building activity area (Jenkinson and Loring
2012).
A few sites of the Intermediate Period have been identified at Kamestastin; however, and
excavations at one of these, Shanapeu Ushpisim (GlCt--05) yielded what appears to be a linear
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alignment of three hearths (see Jenkinson 2011) oriented perpendicular to the edge of a
riverbank, associated with an assemblage of unusual chalky white chert and a radiocarbon
date of 1,890 ± 40 (Beta 255664). Interestingly, some Archaic sites in the Kamestastin area (e.g.
GlCs-04; Jenkinson 2011) include debitage and implements of what appears to be Saunders
chert, a material that elsewhere is strongly associated with the later Intermediate Period. If the
earliest exploitation of this material occurs in the Archaic Period at Kamestastin, this may suggest
the possibility that the Sanders Chert source may lie in the general vicinity of Kamestastin.

4.1.1.3 Late Precontact Period
The Intermediate Period at North West River is followed by the Late Precontact Period Point
Revenge Complex, originally dated to after 1,000 BP. Even more than the Intermediate Period
complexes, Point Revenge has since been recognized as a widespread culture-historical unit,
with numerous sites identified in coastal and interior regions. More recently, work on the northcentral coast of Labrador has led Loring (1989) to define the early, Late Precontact Period
Daniel Rattle Complex, which dates to ca. 1,800 to 1,000 BP., preceding the Point Revenge
Complex (1,000-400 BP). These Late Precontact Period occupations are broadly contemporary
with the Middle and Late Dorset Palaeo-Eskimo occupation of the coast and, toward the end of
the sequence, with the earliest sites of the Neo-Eskimo Tradition.
Sites of the Daniel Rattle Complex and Point Revenge Complex are often characterized by
hearths composed of fire-cracked rocks, charcoal and calcined bone. At Daniel Rattle 1 (GlCg01) Area II, a pair of such hearths may represent a multi-hearth structure, or may be a palimpsest
(Loring 1992: 244). These hearths are generally circular or oval, but in some cases are elongated,
measuring up to 5 m long. These latter are interpreted as the remains of communal dwellings
analogous to the shaputuan known to be used by the Innu during the Historic Period (Loring
1985, 1992). Rarely, hearth features are found enclosed in an oval cobble tent-ring feature (i.e.,
Fitzhugh 1978) or subtle earthwalled tentring (Kamarsuk Area II: Loring 1992). Unlike the highly
variable assemblages of the Intermediate Period, Point Revenge Complex artifact types are
highly standardized, are manufactured almost exclusively from Ramah and are easily
recognized and dated. Artifacts include large bifacial wide-side-notched (generally dating to
the earlier Daniel Rattle Complex), and later corner-notched flake points (generally dating to
the later Point Revenge Complex), square-based lanceolate, pentagonal, and triangular
bifaces, triangular scrapers, and flake tools. A rare occurrence, as at Kamarsuk (HbCj-01) and on
Shipiskan Lake, are sherds of coarse, grit-tempered ceramics (Loring 1992; see also Stapelfeldt
2013; Loring 2013). Sites dating to the Late Precontact Period are unquestionably ancestral to
the historic and contemporary Québec-Labrador Innu and Naskapi peoples.
Settlement patterns thus suggest a broad based exploitation pattern of marine and terrestrial
resources (Fitzhugh 1978b; Loring 1992), with a far greater maritime harvesting component than
in the preceding period. In the central Labrador interior, sites of the Late Precontact Period
appear to be far less common than those of the preceeding Intermediate Period.
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4.1.1.4 Contact Period
Sites dating to the Protohistoric/Early Historic period in central Labrador were, and still remain,
elusive, but later historic Aboriginal sites were noted by Fitzhugh; historic Inuit sites (the Ivuktoke
Phase) appear to be restricted to the eastern portions of Hamilton Inlet, while Historic-Period Innu
sites (the Sesacit Phase) are concentrated around the western end of Lake Melville and the
neighbouring river valleys (Fitzhugh 1972). Although Fitzhugh does not deal with this period at
length, he notes that significant Innu campsites of this period were identified within the
community of North West River itself, and also far up the Naskaupi drainage at the confluence of
the Naskaupi and Red Wine Rivers (Fitzhugh 1972: 81, 116). Also belonging to this period, though
not to the same cultural group, are the remains of the early Historic-Period European trading
settlement at North West River dating to the early 18th century (Fitzhugh 1972: 81). Though the
Innu of Hamilton Inlet were clearly in contact with Europeans by the 17th century and possibly
earlier (Zimmerly 1975; Mailhot 1997), the earliest close contact documented specifically for the
upper Lake Melville area occurred when Louis Fornel established a trading post at North West
River in 1743. This post, and another on the south side of the river (Mailhot 1997), were operated
(with some interruptions) by a series of Quebec-based and English merchants until 1837, when
the HBC acquired the properties on both sides of the river. The HBC maintained a monopoly on
the fur trade in the area until 1901, when Revillon Freres Trading Company Limited established a
competing post on the south side of the river, opposite the HBC post (Zimmerly 1975).
Thus, from 1743, European traders, first the French and later employees of the HBC, were drawn
to this location to obtain furs from the Innu, who had traveled to the area each summer for
millennia. Initially, in the 18th century, and continuing through most of the 19th, the parties
involved in the fur trade consisted primarily of European traders on the one hand, and Innu
hunters and trappers on the other. However, by the closing years of the 19th century, the Settler
population became increasingly involved in the trapping of furs for trade, and by the early 20th
century had largely usurped Innu trapping grounds along the Churchill and Naskaupi Rivers and
elsewhere (Tanner 1947, 1977; McGee 1961). Innu involvement in the fur trade continued
nevertheless, but was rendered increasingly more difficult.
Until permanent settlement at Sheshatshiu in the 1960s, the Innu camped seasonally in spring in
the general vicinity of (or close to) the North West River post(s) to have easier access to trade.
For example, a well-known photograph of an Innu camp taken in 1891 by Henry Bryant
(reproduced and discussed in McCaffrey, et al. 1989) is thought to have been located just
above the rapids at the eastern end of Grand Lake. However, some campsites were a
considerable distance from the post(s) and situated at locations such as the head of Grand
Lake, the mouth of the Kenamu River, the mouth of the Churchill River, and Mud Lake
(Mailhot 1997).
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4.1.2

Subsequent Archaeological Work in Upper Lake Melville

Since the 1960s, development within the community of North West River has severely affected
the archaeological resources there, and many of the site components investigated by Fitzhugh
appear to have been obliterated by road and/or house construction. However, some additional
research conducted in the area has yielded positive results (i.e., Thomson 1987b; Penney 1988b,
2002a, 2002b; Schwarz and Schwarz 1997; IEDE/JWEL 1999).
At one of these sites, the Wapeneu Mikue site (FjCa-47), test excavations were undertaken in
1998 as part of a training program for Innu field technicians working on the Lower Churchill
Project (IEDE/JWEL 1999). The site contained two identified loci. Locus 1, on an upper terrace ca.
17 m asl contained no evidence for features or structural remains but did yield a scatter of greybrown quartzite debitage, augmented by two pieces of banded lava, and three of fine white
patinated chert. Finished artifacts consisted of two chert scraper fragments and a quartzite
humpbacked uniface. Locus 2, situated just below on a lower terrace ca. 14 m asl , contained a
small diffuse oval scatter of firecracked rock with two shattered quartzite cobbles. The debitage
assemblage was overwhelmingly dominated by mottled and banded blue grey rhyolite. In
addition to these, nine flakes of quartzite were collected, and one piece of quartz. Three finished
rhyolite artifacts included two from thick bifaces or preforms, and one small linear flake or
microblade. Locus 2 was assigned to the Charles Complex, and Locus 1 to the Brinex Complex.
The results of this small excavation appeared to support Fitzhugh’s Brinex-Charles sequence, and
also indicated that additional preserved sites may exist just beyond the present community of
North West River.
More recently, archaeological work in the North West River area has extended to the
community of Sheshatshiu, revealing rich archaeological resources on this side of the river as well
(IELP 2003; Schwarz 2004a, 2004b; Neilsen 2010, 2011, 2013). As at North West River, these are
found on former marine terraces, at elevations of 14 to 38 m asl.
Excavations at the very large site FjCa-51 in recent years (Neilsen 2010, 2011, 2013) have
revealed a variety of hearth, mound and pit features, associated with debitage and artifacts of
quartzite, with some fine cherts and rhyolite. Raw materials are occasionally discontinuouslydistributed, as in the case of the discrete rhyolite and grey chert concentration recorded at one
location (Neilsen 2010). Finished artifacts recovered during this work include some wide-sidenotched projectile points (Neilsen 2010, 2013). As was apparent when the site was first reported
(Schwarz 2004a, 2004b), the site appears to be a palimpsest of habitation areas, rendering
interpretation difficult in some respects. The large 2012 excavation area was not completely
excavated, but rather was exposed and then covered again, so excavation and analysis are
not complete, but promise to be extremely informative.
Further south in the town of Happy Valley – Goose Bay, two of the cluster of Intermediate-Period
sites identified during the 1998 assessment for the Lower Churchill Project (IEDE/JWEL 2000) have
since been excavated, and another small precontact site recorded. Ushpitun (FhCb-04) proved
to be a relatively small Intermediate-Period site; cultural material recovered at this site included
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a debitage and artifact assemblage dominated primarily by multi-coloured cherts, particularly a
pale pink Saunders chert. This was associated with an elongated pit interpreted as a pit-oven,
and a radiocarbon date of 2,810 ± 70 BP. The other excavated site, FhCc-01, at a higher
elevation above sea level, is inferred to be somewhat older. The assemblage consisted almost
entirely of quartzite, especially red quartzite, with little rhyolite or chert. No specific features were
identified at the site (Neilsen 2005a, 2005b, 2006).

4.1.3

Archaeological Work in the Churchill Valley

Various phases of assessment of the Lower Churchill Project, especially in the 1998 field program
(IEDE/JWEL 2000), led to the recording of numerous sites of all periods in the Churchill estuary
and the Muskrat Falls reservoir area. Small excavations have been undertaken at two of these,
Muskrat Falls 1 (FhCe-01), and Cache River 1 (FgCn-01) (see Tuck 1981; JWEL/IELP 2000). This
research is discussed in more detail elsewhere. Here it may be noted that the overwhelming
majority of precontact sites recovered to-date in the Churchill drainage appear to belong to
the Intermediate Period, at least on the basis of the raw material types present in the survey
collections (principally quartzite, Saunders Chert and banded rhyolite). Although sites are
generally small, there appear to be four regional site clusters: one at Gull Lake; one in the Sandy
Banks area; one at Muskrat Falls; and one at the mouth of the Churchill River. It is hypothesized
that the Churchill River served as a dendritic travel route leading from western Lake Melville to
various destinations south, west, and north of the valley, but that the site clusters on the estuary
and around Gull Lake reflect more intensive seasonal settlement and harvesting activities in
these two areas. As elsewhere in Labrador, including North West River, these Intermediate-Period
sites appear to be characterized by distinct variations in raw material use. It is hypothesized that
these may reflect not simply diachronic stylistic change, but rather variations in IntermediatePeriod settlement patterns in the interior and that raw material patterns may hold the key to
understanding shifting patterns of land use across eastern Labrador-Ungava (JWEL/IE 2001d;
Schwarz 2007).

4.1.4

Regional Comparisons:

This section of the report will focus specifically on comparisons with two regions where significant
excavation work has been conducted (see Figure 4.1). The objective is to establish the basis for
regional comparisons with the post-Archaic-Period precontact material recovered at the
Muskrat Falls sites in 2012. The two regions are:
•

The South Coast/Strait of Belle Isle/Côte-Nord region straddling the border between Québec
and southern Labrador; and

•

The Caniapiscau-La Grande / Laforge region in central Nouveau-Québec, west of western
Labrador.
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4.1.4.1 South Coast/Strait of Belle Isle/Côte-Nord
A long tradition of archaeological work on the Labrador side of the Strait of Belle Isle has
revealed a rich and long-lived human history, beginning with the earliest occupation of the
province, by late Palaeo-Indian/Early Archaic hunters. The first important research-oriented
archaeological investigation in that region was by Elmer Harp in 1949 (Harp 1963), followed by
surveys and excavations in 1950 and 1961. Harp recorded 25 sites in the region between Forteau
Bay and Pinware Bay, and introduced the idea of a Maritime Archaic culture, outlining its
northward spread over time. Harp’s identification of Dorset Palaeo-Eskimo material led to the
recognition of cultural links with the eastern Arctic and with sites on the island of Newfoundland,
thus expanding the known territorial extent of the Dorset culture.
In the mid-1970s, McGhee and Tuck (1975) followed Harp’s results in the southern Labrador
region with the partial excavation of 14 sites between Forteau Bay and Pinware Bay. Chief
among their contributions was identification of an Archaic occupation in the Strait of Belle Isle.
Their revisit to Harp’s previously recorded site of L’Anse Amour led to excavation of a
spectacular Archaic burial mound. Following upon McGhee and Tuck’s work were site-specific
studies that refined the Archaic cultural sequence in southern Labrador (Madden 1976; Renouf
1976, 1977). Although this work, and subsequent extensive surveys (e.g. Auger and Stopp 1986,
1989), have added many post-Archaic sites to the existing inventory, the archaeology of the
post-Archaic-Period in southern Labrador and the Strait of Belle Isle region has not been as
extensively investigated.
Madden’s (1976) investigations at the Iceberg and Black Rock Brook sites yielded what are still
the principal data bearing on the Late Archaic – Early Post-Archaic Period. Her results suggest
general continuity of occupation in the Strait, in contrast to other parts of Labrador where there
appears to be a sharp discontinuity between the Archaic and Intermediate periods. The
collections from the Iceberg and Black Rock Brook sites included lanceolate and leaf-shaped
bifaces, large broad triangular (almost “pentagonal”) bifaces, linear flakes and formal
thumbnail and triangular endscrapers, as well as wide side-notched, almost “waisted” projectile
points similar to the late Archaic Graveyard form (dated ca. 4,000 BP; McGhee and Tuck 1975).
These were associated with small round or oval, shallow sand hearths radiocarbon dated to
3,500-2,100 BP These two sites are therefore broadly contemporary with the Intermediate-Period
Saunders, Brinex and Charles complexes in central Labrador. Although artifacts were made from
a variety of local materials, including Iceberg Chert, Ramah was predominant in some features
and Madden concludes that this material was a significant component in local assemblages by
2,900 BP.
The Late Precontact Period has not been investigated intensively in southern Labrador (but see
Stopp 2000; 2008) but the Contact Period in the Strait of Belle Isle is relatively well-documented
archaeologically, in large part due to the extensive land and underwater excavations
undertaken at the 16th century Basque whaling site at Red Bay (Stevens and Waddell 1986; Tuck
and Grenier 1989). Of particular interest is the evidence for very recent, Late Precontact or early
Contact-period Innu or Beothuk occupation at Saddle Island West. Here, small stemmed and
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corner-notched projectile points, triangular bifaces and thumbnail scrapers of Ramah and fine
Newfoundland cherts, along with unusual Aboriginal ceramics and European artifacts, were
associated with small cobble hearths (Tuck 1989).
While research on the Labrador side of the Strait of Belle Isle has focused largely on the Early
Archaic Period, to the west on the Québec side of the border, archaeological investigations
along the Côte-Nord, particularly in the Blanc-Sablon area (Groison 1985; Taillon and Barré 1987;
Pintal 1998), have yielded important data pertaining to the post-Archaic Precontact Period.
The late Archaic occupation is exemplified by the EiBk-09 site near Vieux-Fort, represented by
Graveyard-form wide side-notched points and scrapers of Newfoundland cherts, with some
quartz, quartzite and Ramah, along with ground stone implements (Pintal 1998). This is followed
by a series of sites dated 3,500-2,500 BP, contemporary with the Intermediate Period in Labrador.
Sand mound and pit hearths are rare at these sites, where hearths more commonly take the
form of oval cobble pavements 1-3 m wide and 3-4 m long. Associated artifacts include a
variety of projectile points styles (expanding stem, waisted, and side-notched), and raw
materials are a diverse mix of Newfoundland cherts, Ramah, and quartzite. At EiBg-43, each of
the three hearth areas was associated with a distinct combination of these three primary
materials (Pintal 1998).
The Late Precontact Period (2,500-400 BP) is represented by sites with small round or oval sandmound hearths situated within dwellings inferred to be 5-6 m in diameter. One site, EiBg-1D,
contained a 1 m by 3 m double hearth feature within a habitation area estimated at 5-6 m in
diameter (Pintal 1998). Associated artifacts include leaf-shaped, lanceolate and triangular
bifaces and scrapers and, toward the end of the period, small corner-notched points. It is in this
period that ceramics appear in small quantities in sites on the lower Cote-Nord (McCaffrey et al.
2006). Again, the principal lithic raw materials are Newfoundland cherts, Ramah, and local
quartzites, but the relative importance of these appears to vary widely through time. Pintal
argues that the early Late Precontact Period material from the Blanc-Sablon area is not closely
related to the contemporary Daniel Rattle Complex of Labrador; similarly, he proposes that
toward the end of the period, when Newfoundland cherts predominate, the Aboriginal
inhabitants of the Blanc-Sablon area at the time of European contact were affiliated with the
Beothuk of Newfoundland.

4.1.4.2 Caniapiscau-La Grande / Laforge
Caniapiscau Lake is situated near the geographic center of Labrador Ungava, about 200 km
southwest of Schefferville, Québec. Archaeological work was conducted in the area by a
number of different agencies and companies between 1976 and 1979 (cf. Denton 1989). The
impetus for this research came from the planned creation of a Caniapiscau reservoir at the
eastern end of the La Grande hydroelectric development.
The Caniapiscau Lake sequence indicates that the earliest significant occupation of this portion
of the central interior of Labrador Ungava began in the Intermediate Period, ca. 3,500 BP This
sporadic but archaeologically visible “Early Precontact Period” occupation, was followed by a
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more intensive “Recent Precontact” (i.e., Late Precontact) occupation after 2,000 B.P (a scarcity
of sites dating to the period ca. 2,100 1,700 BP suggests that these two occupations may be
separated by a brief period during which the region was virtually abandoned: Denton 1989).
The work at Caniapiscau Lake also indicates a high degree of cultural complexity, particularly in
the Late Precontact Period. The variable distribution of exotic lithic materials and artifact styles
recorded from different sites dating to the period suggests that the central interior may have
served as an interior hunting territory for different cultural groups originating from southern
Ungava, Hudson Bay, and Labrador. The most substantial occupation of the region appears to
have occurred fairly recently, in the 19th and 20th centuries AD. In a general way, this sequence
of increasing human land use is comparable to that observed in other interior regions of
Labrador-Ungava. The cultural/historical sequence for this region is discussed in more detail
below.
Early Precontact Period (3,500-2,200 BP)
The Early Precontact Period at Caniapiscau corresponds chronologically to the Intermediate
Period in Labrador. As in Labrador, this period of occupation is relatively poorly understood
(McCaffrey 2006). The earliest date for archaeological materials thus far in the Caniapiscau
region (and the La Grande complex as a whole) comes from a site near Caniapiscau Lake
(Denton 1989). The date of ca. 3,500 BP was obtained from charcoal collected from a small pit
feature on the multi-component site of GaEl-3. Approximately 10 additional sites in the
Caniapiscau region produced radiocarbon dates situating them in the Early Precontact Period
(3,500-2,200 BP).
Sites of the Early Precontact Period are relatively rare compared to those in central Labrador,
where they appear to be the predominant period of precontact occupation. Sites are also
small, suggesting intermittent, seasonal occupation by small and mobile hunting bands (Denton
1989: 59). Artifacts were manufactured almost exclusively of a relatively good quality local
quartz. Exotic materials are generally rare, though collections from three Early Precontact-Period
sites consisted almost entirely of Ramah. Apart from the general scarcity of Ramah in these
collections, there are general typological similarities between the Early Precontact-Period
materials of Caniapiscau and those dating to the Intermediate Period materials in central
Labrador. Structural remains are generally limited to circular or, occasionally, oval hearth
features consisting of low, raised sand mounds with small, highly-fragmented firecracked rock.
Some habitation sites contain two associated hearths or a single extended hearth, probably
indicating multi-family dwellings. One linear hearth feature suggesting a “longhouse” structure
was dated to ca. 3,200 BP. This appears to be the oldest shaputuan like structure yet found in
Labrador Ungava (see Denton 1989: 61 63).
Denton (1989) has suggested that the few bifaces and quartz points recovered, as well as the
presence of Ramah, suggest similarities to assemblages of the Intermediate Period on the
Labrador coast. Nevertheless, the almost complete absence of characteristic Saunders chert on
Québec sites complicates the matter, as does the presence of lithic materials from diverse
regions of the Québec-Labrador peninsula. In this regard we may note that fine-grained chert
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encountered in varying quantities on sites in the region often derives from the Labrador Trough in
western Labrador. At least two sites in the Labrador Trough are related to the Intermediate
Period. Among the lithic debris scattered across the surface of the site GfDs-1, situated close to
chert outcrops north of Schefferville, was a cache of curated tools. Though no radiocarbon
dates were obtained, certain diagnostic artifacts in the cache suggested an affiliation with the
Saunders Complex (Denton and McCaffrey 1988). In addition, a number of small, badly eroded
sites at the headwaters of the McPhadyen River in Labrador produced artifacts diagnostic of
the Intermediate Period. One of these sites, GaDp-8, contained a hearth dated to 2,810 ± 80 BP
(Beta-30216) associated with a small collection of flakes and a large Ramah scraper (McCaffrey
1989).
In the Laforge region to the west of Caniapiscau, six occupations have been radiocarbon
dated to between 3,400 and 2,700 BP At one of these, 59 “cache blades” closely resembling
Meadowood blades from more southern regions, as well as three scrapers, a drill, and a used
flake had been intentionally burnt in a fire. Charcoal from the deposit produced a radiocarbon
date of 2,780 ± 110 BP (Cérane Inc. 1995).
Late Precontact Period (2,000 BP Contact)
Sites of the Late Precontact Period (Denton 1989; Nolin 1989) are characterized by small oval (or
more rarely, round) sand-mound hearths with firecracked rock (often in larger pieces than found
on earlier sites), with charcoal and calcined bone. Evidence for house perimeters is rare, but
these hearths appear to be associated with dwellings 4-7 m in diameter. However, elongated
hearths, usually composed of two or more hearths in a line, have also been encountered.
Illustrated examples with evidence for banked perimeters show these enclosing pairs of hearths
(Denton 1989: fig 3, fig. 4). Both structural types are comparable to features found in sites of the
Point Revenge Complex in Labrador.
Associated artifacts are manufactured from a variety of materials (Denton 1989: 65 69; Nolin
1989: 83 88). Local quartz predominates, as in the Early Precontact period, though the emphasis
is on poorer quality material than that used previously; consequently, quartz once used for
making bifaces is now used only for expedient tools. Ramah is also used (particularly early in the
period) for finely-worked bifaces, and is the dominant material in some assemblages. Quartzite
from the Lake Mistassini region to the southwest (see Denton and Pintal 2002) is also present in
some assemblages. Fine-grained cherts, presumably from the Hudson Bay region to the west
(Denton 1989: 65), are common in some sites, and coarse black cherts from the Labrador Trough
are predominant in two collections. All of these finer materials are disproportionately used for
finely-worked points, bifaces and scrapers.
Finished tools are rare, but seem generally comparable to some Late Precontact-Period material
from Labrador. For example, large lanceolate bifaces are similar to Daniel Rattle Complex
materials from coastal Labrador, while small triangular bifaces and corner notched flake points
resemble those of the middle late Point Revenge Complex. A third category of points consists of
round based corner notched points, generally made of Mistassini quartzite or fine-grained chert.
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These are more comparable to artifacts from sites situated to the west, near Hudson Bay. Similar
points were also found in some collections from Indian House Lake (see Denton 1989: 65 72).
In summary, the Late Precontact Period in Northern Québec, unlike in Labrador, appears to
represent the most intensive precontact period of occupation. The Late Precontact Period,
beginning after 2,000 BP, witnesses the initial occupation of the western sectors of at La Grande.
By ca. 1,300 BP, a veritable florescence of eastern Subarctic interior adaptation is suggested by
an increase in the number of Amerindian sites, distinctive patterns of lithic raw material use that
suggest far-ranging exchange, the appearance of pottery on numerous sites, and the frequent
presence of large, shaputuan-type dwellings containing numerous hearths. Certain sites in the
Caniapiscau and Laforge regions show affinities to the Point Revenge Complex on the Labrador
coast (Loring 1992) and to some Post-Archaic complexes on the Lower Côte-Nord of the St.
Lawrence River (Pintal 1989, 1998). Further west in the La Grande-3, La Grande-2, La Grande-1
and Grande Baleine regions, the amount of pottery on sites, combined with more intensive use
of lithic materials from Hudson Bay, point to closer ties with western and southern regions.
Northern Québec sites from the Recent Precontact Period relate directly to the ancestors of the
Cree, Innu and Naskapi.
Contact Period (A.D. 1500 – Present)
Archaeological sites dating from the mid-17th to the mid-19th centuries have been rarely
identified in interior Labrador and northern Québec and the Protohistoric Period in the northern
interior therefore remains poorly documented. Nevertheless, a small number of archaeological
sites dating from the 16th and 17th century have been identified based on radiocarbon dates
and the presence of European trade goods in association with lithic assemblages. Most
researchers have suggested that this low density of sites is a consequence of limited survey work
in many parts of this vast region, rather than a reflection of an actual decrease in population or
the abandonment of the parts of the territory. In actual fact, a number of the Contact-Period
sites that have been discovered are both large and complex, suggesting the presence and
interaction of many individuals or groups. Thus far, the majority of known Protohistoric-Period sites
are situated in the central interior of the peninsula, in the Caniapiscau and Laforge regions. The
descriptions below present a glimpse at this evidence.
In Caniapiscau, excavations at site GaEj-1 revealed the remains of an enormous elongated
shaputuan, measuring 32 m in length and six m in width (Denton 1989:62; Denton et al. 1982:115122). Six hearths were identified, including one that was eight m long, and contained caribou,
fish and aquatic bird bones. Lithic tools and debitage, two small fragments of Aboriginal pottery,
and European trade goods were also recovered. The lithic assemblage was dominated by
locally-available quartz but other stone materials were also present including Mistassini quartzite,
Ramah, and trace amounts of Hudson Bay Lowland chert. Over 100 stone tools were recovered,
including a series of tiny projectile points – an artifact type that is characteristic of the Late
Prehistoric Period in the far interior. The European materials consist of a projectile point made
from sheet copper, a double-sided iron awl, numerous copper fragments cut from a kettle, and
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scraps of iron and lead. A number of additional sites in the Caniapiscau region have produced
scraps of brass and copper, glass beads and possible knife blade fragments (Denton 1989).
The Laforge region has provided evidence of over 20 occupations dating from the 17th to the
19th centuries (Cérane Inc. 1995:156). Unfortunately, many of the sites have mixed components
making it difficult to characterize them and to interpret excavation data. Of particular interest
was a 16th or 17th century, multi-component site (GcFb-04) at Vincelotte Lake, which contained
the remains of two habitations (Cérane Inc. 1995:189-192). Associated with four hearths that are
probably non-contemporaneous, was lithic debitage of quartz, Mistassini quartzite and
Nastapoka chert. Iroquois pottery was also present, as well as European trade goods such as
scraps of copper, a metal tinkling cone and glass beads.

4.1.5

Summary

The post-Archaic sequence in central Labrador, including upper Lake Melville and the coast,
begins with a series of Intermediate-Period occupations. Intermediate assemblages are
characterized by small collections of finished tools representing a variety of artifact styles and
use of a range of lithic raw materials, principally quartzite, Saunders Chert, and rhyolite. Between
3,500 BP and 2,000 BP these variations in artifact styles and raw material use-patterns do not
seriate clearly, suggesting either discontinuous occupations, highly-variable material culture
styles, poorly-defined culture-historical units, or a combination of all three factors. In many cases,
these sites appear to be palimpsests rather than discrete single-component occupations,
making the culture-historical sequence difficult to construct. Structural remains are limited to
cobble hearths, sometimes in linear alignments of two or three features, generally lacking in
evidence for dwelling perimeters, with few or sparse faunal remains.
The Intermediate Period is followed by a late-precontact occupation characterized by a small
but well-defined and well-patterned lithic toolkit based on the near-exclusive use of Ramah.
Artifact styles clearly seriate through the period from ca. 2,000 BP to the Contact Period ca. A.D.
1500. In rare instances, grit-tempered ceramics are found in late precontact contexts on the
Labrador coast. Associated structural remains are not well attested but include small circular or
oval hearths, occasionally with perimeter hold-down stones, and also long linear hearth features
likely associated with communal feasting. Continuity between the Late-Precontact Period and
the historic ancestors of the Innu is well-attested, but continuity from the preceding Intermediate
Period, although likely, remains to be firmly established. It may be noted that evidence for
Palaeo-Eskimo occupation is almost entirely lacking in upper Lake Melville and its hinterland.
Subsequent work in the southern hinterland of upper Lake Melville and in the western hinterland,
along the Churchill Valley, has identified numerous sites with survey collections that are
characterized by quartzite, Saunders Chert and rhyolite debitage, but few sites containing
Ramah and none dominated by it. On the basis of the raw material use, it appears that most or
all of these sites date to the Intermediate Period and few or none to the Late-Precontact Period.
The Intermediate Period therefore appears to represent the principal period of precontact
human land-use in the interior hinterland of Lake Melville.
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Comparison with the north-central interior of Québec and the lower Côte-Nord/Strait of Belle Isle
region indicates significant differences in human history between these areas, even though,
culturally, these disparate regions have likely always been closely-related.
In the Caniapiscau region, for example, the principal precontact occupation appears to occur
in the Late-Precontact Period; sites contemporary with the Labrador Intermediate Period are far
less common. However, there appears to be considerable continuity between the two periods.
Artifacts in both periods are manufactured primarily of local lithic materials. Individual
assemblages are highly variable, however, and Ramah is occasionally common on sites of both
periods. Structural remains in both periods consist of low circular or oval sand-mound hearths,
sometimes in alignments of two or more, including, more commonly in the Late Precontact
Period, linear hearths.
Continuity between these two periods also appears to be a characteristic of sites in the Strait of
Belle Isle, though here sites are characterized by a distinctive mix of quartzite, Ramah, and
Newfoundland cherts.
In short, the Intermediate Period in particular is poorly-documented in central Labrador, even
more so than in neighbouring regions. The culture-historical sequence is not clear, and although
the sites identified in the Churchill Valley appear to date primarily to this period, the general
regional variability in settlement patterns and raw material use means that an inventory of singlecomponent assemblages supported by radiocarbon dates is required to verify whether most or
all of these sites actually pertain to this period. If they do, then these sites promise to reveal new
data about the nature and cultural dynamic of this unusually intensive interior IntermediatePeriod occupation, how it evolved through time, and whether there is evidence for continuity
with the preceding Archaic and subsequent Late Precontact Periods.

4.2

Field Results

After completion of the Stage 2 assessment, the south-side portage trail (FhCe-03) was
recorded, and the 15 precontact sites located within the proposed Bulk Excavation Area were
recovered (Figure 4.2). In the following sections, the trail itself (FhCe-03) is described, and then
the recovery results from the 15 excavated sites are summarized, in order from east to west.
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Figure 4.2

Archaeological Sites Excavated during the 2012 Historic Resources Recovery Program
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4.2.1

Muskrat Falls Portage (South Side) (FhCe-03)

The portage trail on the south side of Muskrat Falls was recorded by means of video and still
photography prior to the commencement of other recovery work (Photo 2, Photo 3, Photo 4,
Photo 5, Photo 6, and Photo 7). The south-side trail is considerably longer than the steeper
portage on the north side, but also considerably gentler, rising gradually from river level to the
15-19 m asl terrace which overlooks the falls, and continuing at this same elevation for much of
its 3 km length. The western terminus lies about 400 m upstream of the upper falls, just above the
point where the water begins to run fast. The eastern terminus lies a surprisingly long distance
downstream of the lower falls (approximately 1.2 km below the falls), further than would seem
necessary for a portage. The route of the trail broadly tracks the edge of the terrace, but in
places, most notably immediately alongside the upper falls and the lower falls, the trail swings
50-100 m inland, away from the terrace edge and out of sight of the river. The trail is periodically
intersected by the many survey cutlines (some recent, some relatively old), which crisscross
much of the terrain south of Muskrat Falls.

Photo 2

Video recording Muskrat Falls Portage (South Side) (FhCe-03)

The easternmost 750 m of the trail is associated with nine of the precontact archaeological sites
recorded on the south side: FhCe-07, and FhCe-13 – FhCe-20. Along this stretch, the trail tracks
the terrace edge and has clearly been actively maintained in recent years (D. Blake pers.
comm.); the path here is 3-4 m wide, even, and generally clear of blowdown. The path is
flanked by several meters of relatively young spruce and hardwoods on either side. Either side of
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this younger growth, stand larger, clearly older spruce. Where the trail dips down below the main
terrace to cross gullies, it is apparent that the route had in the past been graded and prepared
by bulldozers or other heavy earth-moving equipment. This fact was confirmed by a local elder
informant, who reported that heavy equipment had been used to create a road around the
falls 40-50 years ago in the 1960s; the function of this road remains unclear, but it was apparently
constructed in association with the initial development of Churchill Falls and the preliminary
feasibility studies of the Lower Churchill Project (J. Goudie pers. comm.). In other words, what is
commonly referred to as a portage trail, though it may wholly or partially follow a historic path, is
actually far more than a trail: it is an overgrown industrial road.

Photo 3

Eastern Section of Muskrat Falls Portage (South Side) (FhCe-03) Below
Muskrat Falls

The extensive low ridges and occasional large mounds that were noted running alongside the
trail, within the zone of younger recovering tree growth, are therefore understood to be
bulldozer berms and pushpiles (Photo 5, Photo 6). Unfortunately, this meant that any
archaeological sites situated immediately alongside the trail were likely to have been disturbed
by heavy earthmoving equipment in the past, and indeed, evidence of mechanical
disturbance was subsequently confirmed during excavation of sites immediately alongside the
trail.
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Photo 4

View NE from the Portage Trail (FhCe-03) Below Muskrat Falls

Just east of the lower falls, between FhCe-20 and FhCe-21, a wide log bridge had been built or
rebuilt across a steep-sided gully. From here, the trail winds south away from the terrace edge
until, near FhCe-23, it opens out into an extensive clearing with a log helipad. This has long been
the principal air access point for the south side of Muskrat Falls, and it was the landing site used
by the archaeological recovery team in 2012.
West of the helipad clearing, the trail has not been maintained in recent years. The route rapidly
narrows to a footpath, and blowdown occasionally blocks the trail entirely. The trail clearly
continues to be used, since the path is conspicuously sunken (Photo 6). Berms and occasional
pushpiles may still be seen within the young spruce thicket flanking the footpath, indicating that
although the trail here looks more like a pedestrian trail, it still follows the remains of the industrial
road.
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Photo 5

East-Central Section of the Portage Trail (FhCe-03)

Between FhCe-26 and FhCe-31, about midway between the upper and lower falls, the trail
closely tracks the edge of the terrace. West of FhCe-31, the trail once again moves out of sight
of the water, returning closer to the terrace edge near FhCe-33 where it overlooks the sheltered
sandy crescent beach just below the upper falls. West of FhCe-34, the route moves inland again,
crossing a number of steep gullies, some choked with the collapsed ruins of once-substantial
timber bridges, until just above the upper falls, the trail tracks the terrace edge once more for
the final 400 m as it descends to its western terminus.
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Photo 6
4.2.2

Western Section of Muskrat Falls Portage (South Side) (FhCe-03) Between
the Upper and Lower Falls

Muskrat Falls South Portage (FhCe-07)

FhCe-07, the easternmost site excavated in 2012, was situated 600 m downstream of the lower
falls. The site was first recorded following the discovery in 2011 of a piece of quartzite shatter
near a geotechnical testpit location (Stantec 2012). Further Stage 2 assessment in 2012 yielded
two quartzite flakes in a single testpit located 10 m west of the geotechnical site. Vegetation
consisted of ledum and sphagnum; tree cover was sparse since the location lay along an old
cutline. A total of 16 m2 was excavated here on a relatively narrow band of terrace top
between the portage trail to the south and the terrace edge to the north.

4.2.2.1 Site Stratigraphy and Features
Site stratigraphy at FhCe-07 (Figure 4.3) was relatively complex along the southern margins,
where excavation extended into the impact area of old road construction. Here, a series of
strata reflected the mixing and compaction of deposits along the roadway itself, and a mixing
of lenses forming a secondary deposit along the roadside berm. To the north, stratigraphy
became progressively simpler until, at the edge of the terrace, an undisturbed soil development
profile consisted of a thin duff overlying the illuviated A Horizon, which in turn overlay an ironenriched B Horizon.
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Figure 4.3

Profile of Excavations at FhCe-07
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Aside from the portage trail itself and its associated roadside berm, a single feature was
recognized at FhCe-07, and this was designated Feature 1 (Figure 4.4, Photo 7).
Feature 1
Feature 1 consisted of an extremely diffuse scatter of small rocks and firecracked rock fragments
associated with lithic debitage and extending over an area approximately 1.5 m wide and 3 m
long, oriented NE-SW, at an angle to the edge of the terrace. Charcoal was not abundant in this
feature, but several samples were collected and one was submitted for radiocarbon dating and
yielded an AMS date of 1610 ± 30 BP (Beta-373497).
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Figure 4.4

Plan of Excavations at FhCe-07
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Photo 7

View Northeast Across FhCe-07

4.2.2.2 Cultural Materials
Debitage and Distribution
FhCe-07 yielded a small collection of 178 pieces of lithic debitage (Figure 4.50). The commonest
material was rhyolite (36.5%), and quartzite was also well represented (28.7%). Another material
surprisingly well-represented in this small collection was Ramah. Also present was an assemblage
of flakes of a white chalky material so heavily-patinated that its original qualities could not be
determined; this material recalls the chalky white chert recovered in an Intermediate-Period
context (with a relatively late date) at Kamestastin (Jenkinson 2011). Some of the debitage was
closely associated with the Feature 1 rock scatter but the majority was sparsely-distributed to the
east (Figure 4.5).
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Figure 4.5

Plan of Excavations at FhCe-07 Showing the Distribution of Debitage
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Artifacts
Six finished artifacts were recovered from FhCe-07 (Table 4.2; Photo 8), all of grey-tan quartzite.
Finished artifacts include the base of a round-based biface of relatively fine-grained grey
opaque quartzite (Photo 8: E). Two biface preforms include one thin but relatively-crude leafshaped biface preform (Photo 8: C), and another incomplete specimen with extensive cortex
on its dorsal surface (Photo 8: A). Two flakes show unifacial scraping use-wear (Photo 8: B, D). A
quartzite hammerstone, a heavy round cobble, likely used only for primary reduction, rounds out
the inventory.

Photo 8
Artifacts Recovered from FhCe-07
(Grid Scale: 1 block = 6.25 mm, 8 blocks = 5 cm)

4.2.2.3 Interpretation and Summary
FhCe-07 yielded evidence for a very diffuse small hearth and a small assemblage of quartzite
tools associated with primary reduction. The debitage was rather more diverse, consisting
primarily of rhyolite and including a significant percentage of Ramah. The artifact and debitage
assemblage is broadly consistent with occupation in the Intermediate Period. However, the
relatively late date of 1610 ± 30 BP (Beta-373497) from Feature 1 may be significant in light of the
unusually high percentage of Ramah in the assemblage. The site is interpreted as a small shortterm camp at which activities included tool production and preparation. The hearth feature at
FhCe-07 was situated very close to, and even extended over, the terrace edge. It is therefore
possible that the terrace fall here was actively eroding during or following occupation. A short
distance to the east, the terrace becomes somewhat more stepped and therefore less steep,
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allowing easier access to and from the shore. Except for two small sites recorded near the
present-day beginning of the trail, half a kilometer to the east, FhCe-07 is the easternmost of the
sites along the trail, and it is possible that FhCe-07 lies near what was the normal eastern terminus
of the portage during the Precontact Period.

4.2.3

Manitu-utshu 3 (FhCe-15)

Nineteen meters to the west of FhCe-07 lies FhCe-15. The site was recorded during Stage 2
assessment in 2012 after a single quartzite flake was collected from a single testpit excavated on
the terrace edge. During subsequent recovery, a total of 16 m2 was excavated here on a very
narrow strip of terrace top between the portage trail to the south and the terrace edge to the
north.

4.2.3.1 Site Stratigraphy and Features
As at FhCe-07, site stratigraphy at FhCe-15 (Figure 4.6) included mixed and indurated deposits
along the southern margins, where excavation extended into the former road. Here, a series of
strata reflected the mixing and compaction of deposits along the roadway itself, overlain by a
fine silt deposit that has likely been deposited by runoff along the roadway in the past 40-50
years. A roadside berm was also evident alongside the trail. To the north, stratigraphy reflected
an undisturbed soil development profile consisted of a thick duff overlying the illuviated A
Horizon, which in turn overlay an iron-enriched B Horizon. Aside from the trail and berm, and two
small depressions noted in the berm, no cultural features were designated (Figure 4.7). No
charcoal was noted or collected during excavations at FhCe-15.
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Figure 4.6

Profile of Excavations at FhCe-15
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4.2.3.2 Cultural Materials
Debitage and Distribution
FhCe-15 yielded a small collection of 299 pieces of lithic debitage (Figure 4.50). The debitage
assemblage was overwhelmingly dominated by quartzite (83.6%). Rhyolite represented 10% of
the assemblage, and other materials were present only in trace frequencies. The distribution of
debitage was closely associated with the trailside berm.
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Figure 4.7

Plan of Excavations at FhCe-15
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Artifacts
Four finished artifacts were recovered from FhCe-15 (Table 4.2; Photo 9), all three lithic pieces
being of grey-tan quartzite. Finished artifacts include a pyramidal flake core (Photo 9: A). Two
bifaces were recovered, one the tip of a fairly large, possibly lanceolate biface of coarse grey
quartzite (Photo 9: C), the other an incomplete, probably asymmetric bipointed leaf-shaped
biface of pinkish, dense, moderately fine opaque quartzite (Photo 9: B). The fourth artifact was
an unusual crude plain rimsherd of sparsely grit-tempered ceramic with a distinctive fine, terra
cotta-coloured paste (Photo 9: D).

Photo 9
Artifacts Recovered from FhCe-15
(Grid Scale: 1 block = 6.25 mm, 8 blocks = 5 cm)
4.2.3.3 Interpretation and Summary
FhCe-15 yielded a small assemblage of debitage, primarily quartzite, and a small collection of
finished tools. Firecracked rock was present, but the site appears to have been almost entirely
deflated by 20th-century road construction. It is likely that a hearth was formerly present, and
FhCe-15 may have been another short-term camp like FhCe-07. The quartzite-dominated
artifact and debitage collection is consistent with occupation in the Intermediate Period.
However, the single sherd of grit-tempered ceramic recovered from the site is a surprising
element in the assemblage; precontact ceramics are exceedingly rare on Labrador
archaeological sites, and few sherds that have been found all appear to be in Late Precontact
contexts.

4.2.4

Manitu-utshu 4 (FhCe-16)

FhCe-16 was situated 500 m downstream of the lower falls. The site was recorded during Stage 2
assessment in 2012 when eight rhyolite flakes were collected from four positive testpits
excavated along the portage trail. Unlike most sites discovered along the trail, FhCe-16 lies on
the inland side of the portage trail, more than 7 m south of the edge of the terrace.
Consequently, the site was heavily-vegetated, with dense thicket of young spruce and birch on
the berm flaking the trail, and large mature spruce forest to the south. A total of 52 m2 was
excavated here, primarily in spruce forest south of the trail.
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4.2.4.1 Site Stratigraphy and Features
As at the previously-described trailside sites, the basic stratigraphy (Figure 4.8) was relatively
simple in areas situated further from the trail: a duff layer overlying an illuviated grey-white A
Horizon of variable thickness, which in turn overlies the red-orange iron-enriched B Horizon.
Because FhCe-16 extended into mature spruce-sphagnum forest, the duff was often very thick
and the stratigraphy was complicated in places by the effects of treethrows, creating localized
lenses of illuviated soil, iron enriched soil, or a mixture of the two, sometimes wholly incorporated
within the duff. The berm flanking the trail (Figure 4.19, near E6S2) similarly is characterized by
various lenses of redeposited sediment. The duff layer is thinner here, under relatively recent
young spruce and hardwood growth, which has emerged since the construction of the road. At
FhCe-16, this berm contained significant quantities of firecracked rock and some lithic debitage.
Finally, along the trail itself, the duff is thinner still, and highly compressed by pedestrian and light
vehicle traffic. This overlies a thin layer of fine mixed tan-grey silt which is likely a localized
colluvial deposit created as runoff reworks the underlying sediment. This underlying material is a
mottled, extremely indurated deposit of grey and orange lenses, which appears to have been
compressed by heavy equipment traffic during and immediately following 20th century
roadbuilding. Though indurated, this layer is relatively thin and overlies the undisturbed B Horizon.
In addition to the trail and the roadside berm, two cultural features were defined for FhCe-16
(Figure 4.9).
Feature 1
Feature 1 (Figure 4.9) was a linear, low sand mound or ridge measuring 4 m long by 1 m wide,
oriented at approximately a 45 degree angle to the trail and the terrace edge to the north. This
ridge contained cobbles, firecracked rock, debitage and artifacts. In form, it resembles a linear
hearth, but charcoal was almost entirely lacking in the feature; there were, however, several
cobbles which appear to be encrusted in burnt fat. At its northern end, Feature 1 appears to
have been truncated by the trailside berm, which contained significant quantities of firecracked
rock. It appears that Feature 1 may once have been 2-3 m longer, but that the northern half was
bulldozed and pushed westward, creating what now appears to be an L-shaped alignment of
rocks. A charcoal sample from 2 m west of Feature 1 was submitted for radiocarbon dating and
yielded an AMS date of 1800 ± 30 BP (Beta-373498).
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Photo 10

View East Across Feature 1 at FhCe-16

Feature 2
Feature 2 is a discrete cluster of rock and firecracked rock measuring 1.5 m in diameter and
situated a meter south of Feature 1. It contained little charcoal or debitage and may be a
secondary deposit of firecracked rock originally derived from Feature 1
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Figure 4.8

Profile of Excavations at FhCe -16
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Figure 4.9

Plan of Excavations at FhCe-16
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4.2.4.2 Cultural Materials
Debitage and Distribution
FhCe-16 yielded a large collection of 1,041 pieces of lithic debitage (Figure 4.50). Saunders chert
(42.7%) and rhyolite (32.4%) are both well represented in the collection, while quartzite (17.7%)
was significantly less common. Ramah comprised an unusually large 6.4% of the debitage, the
largest assemblage of Ramah by number (67 pieces) of all the sites excavated in 2012. Debitage
was denser in the areas flanking Feature 1 than it was within Feature 1 itself, but otherwise there
is little clear evidence of pattering in its distribution (Figure 4.10).
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Figure 4.10

Plan of Excavations at FhCe-16 Showing the Distribution of Debitage
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Artifacts
Aside from a single annular-base sherd of modern stoneware recovered from the base of the
duff, 15 artifacts were recovered during excavations at FhCe-16 (Table 4.2). Six of these crossmend, so these represent 12 distinct lithic tools.
One is an intricately bifacially-worked, almost anthropomorphic six-pointed graver, of a very
fine-grained semi-opaque white quartzite, similar to Mistassini quartzite (Photo 11: A).
Three projectile points were identified in the assemblage. One is a small “waisted” or very wide
side-notched projectile point of Ramah, which may be missing part of the base, or may be
complete as made (Photo 11: D). The second consists of two joining pieces of a complete
lanceolate point of patinated mottled rhyolite. The hafting modification is again “waisted” or
very wide side-notched in form with rising shoulders and expanding stem; in this case, however,
the shoulders and stem meet at a more distinct angle (Photo 11: B). The third piece (Photo 11: C)
is the distal portion of a moderately-thick quartzite point, or possibly a bifacial knife, likely
lanceolate in form although the base is missing.

Photo 11

Graver and Projectile Points Recovered From FhCe-16
(Grid Scale: 1 block = 6.25 mm, 8 blocks = 5 cm)

Eight other broken bifaces or biface fragments were recovered, including four chert pieces
which cross-mend to reveal two complete broad, thin triangular bifaces of purplish-brown chert
(Photo 12: A, B). Both are minimally-formed flake bifaces, with a combination of unifacial and
bifacial edge retouch. Also found were two mottled grey rhyolite biface tips (Photo 12: C, D)
and two small lateral or basal fragments from bifaces of indeterminate form: one of patinated
rhyolite (Photo 12: F), the other of slightly water-rolled Ramah (Photo 12: E).
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Photo 12
Bifaces Recovered From FhCe-16
(Grid Scale: 1 block = 6.25 mm, 8 blocks = 5 cm)
Finally, two very large artifacts recovered from FhCe-16 include a complete thin, broad, wellmade leaf-shaped biface of brown-black chert with a straight base and slightly asymmetric,
almost pentagonal form (Photo 13: A), and large, complete, extremely thick teardrop-shaped
endscraper of the same material, which shows some bifacial retouch toward the hafting end,
extending closer to the working edge on one side. (Photo 13: B).

Photo 13
Large Biface and Scraper Recovered From FhCe-16
(Grid Scale: 1 block = 6.25 mm, 8 blocks = 5 cm)
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4.2.4.3 Interpretation and Summary
FhCe-16 contained a linear sand mound that appears to have been truncated by 20th-century
road-building disturbance. Although this mound contained firecracked rock, it lacked the
charcoal and burnt bone often associated with linear hearth features in Labrador and Québec.
Indeed, the only possible evidence for food preparation consisted of several cobbles that
appear to be encrusted with burnt fat. Nevertheless, FhCe-16 is tentatively interpreted as a linear
hearth. This feature also contained a number of split, burnt and firecracked quartzite (and
several rhyolite) cobbles. Firecracked quartzite cobbles were commonly encountered on the
sites excavated in 2012, and we may infer that quartzite cobbles were selected for use in
hearths in part as a form of heat treatment, to split the cobbles to facilitate further reduction and
tool manufacture.
Otherwise, chert, rhyolite and Ramah dominated the debitage. Aside from a large scraper and
a distinctive anthropomorphic graver that appears to be of Mistassini quartzite, the finished
artifacts are principally of chert, and are dominated by bifaces. Expedient tools and preforms
are surprisingly scarce. Discard of a large number of finished bifaces is at least broadly consistent
with the communal feasting activities inferred for linear hearth features in the region.
The emphasis on Saunders chert suggests that the site dates broadly to the Intermediate Period.
Typologically, the “waisted” form of the notched projectile points resembles the Graveyard form
of the late Archaic to early Intermediate Period in southern Labrador and the lower Côte-Nord,
and it is interesting that one of these points (along with one other biface fragment) is of Ramah.
It is possible that the assemblage from FhCe-16 will clarify the origins and early stage of the
Intermediate Period in central Labrador, pending the results of the radiocarbon assay.

4.2.5

Manitu-utshu 5 (FhCe-17)

FhCe-17 was situated 500 m downstream of the lower falls. The site was recorded during Stage 2
assessment in 2012 when one rhyolite flake was collected from a single positive testpit
excavated north of the portage trail. The site is located only 10 m west of FhCe-16, and the two
sites form a small site cluster. However, unlike FhCe-16, FhCe-17 lies on northern side of the
portage trail, between the trail and the terrace edge. Moreover, the features and artifacts
appear quite different, warranting the designation of the two as separate sites. As at the other
trailside sites, FhCe-17 has been truncated by 20th-century road construction along the portage
trail. A total of 36 m2 was excavated here during recovery, primarily in spruce forest between the
trail and the terrace edge.
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4.2.5.1 Site Stratigraphy and Features

Figure 4.11

Profile of Excavations at FhCe-17
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As at the previously-described trailside sites, the basic stratigraphy (Figure 4.11) was a
conventional boreal forest soil development profile, complicated in places by the effects of
treethrows. The berm flanking the trail was again characterized by lenses of loose sediment.
Where excavation extended across the trail, stratigraphy again consisted of highly compressed
duff, a fine mixed tan-grey silt, and a mottled, extremely indurated deposit of grey and orange
lenses.
In addition to the trail and the roadside berm, eight cultural features were defined for FhCe-17
(Figure 4.12).
Feature 1
Feature 1 was a very dense cluster of mostly small rocks and pebbles (Photo 14) extending over
an area approximately one meter in diameter. Many of these stones have been discoloured to
a reddish-pink but in many cases these were not shattered or firecracked. This pebble layer was
associated with a larger flat slab.
Feature 2
Feature 2 represents a somewhat more diffuse extension of the Feature 1 pebble cluster,
extending some 1.5 m to the northeast. Associated with feature 2 was a small deposit of
calcined bone fragments and a lens of concentrated charcoal. Charcoal from this deposit
yielded an AMS date of 1900 ± 30 BP (Beta-373499).
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Figure 4.12

Plan of Excavations at FhCe-17
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Photo 14

Close-up of Discoloured Pebbles in Feature 1 at FhCe-17

Feature 3
Feature 3 was an oval cluster of burnt, discoloured, and firecracked pebbles and rocks
measuring approximately 1.3 m by 0.75 m and extending to the very edge of the terrace.
Feature 3, together with Features 1 and 2, appear to form a single linear array of firecracked
rock, measuring approximately 4 m long by 1 m wide, oriented NE-SW, at an angle to the
terrace edge.
Feature 4
Feature 4 was a very diffuse cluster of burnt and discoloured pebbles and rocks measuring
approximately 1 m long by 0.75 m wide and extending down over the edge of the terrace fall.
Feature 4 appears to be discrete and separate from the Feature 1-3 alignment, but it may be
related in some way, for example as a secondary discard area for burnt stones.
Feature 5
Feature 5 was a small pit situated to the east of Feature 2, and possibly associated with it, and
with the Feature 1-3 alignment. The pit measures 30 cm by 50 cm and extends 22 cm into the B
Horizon.
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Feature 6
Feature 6 was a small, sparse scatter of calcined bone spicules or bone mash measuring 75 cm
in diameter. It appears to be discrete and separate from the deposit of larger calcined bone
fragments in Feature 2, but it may be related.
Feature 7
Feature 7 was an oval rock- and boulder-filled pit measuring just over a meter long and just
under a meter wide, and extending deep down into the ironpan substrate (Figure 4.13, Photo 15,
Photo16, Photo 17). The edges of the pit were inverted (Figure 4.13), suggesting that they were
originally steep-sided and subsequently slumped inward. Lithic artifacts and debitage were
sparse in this area and almost entirely absent from the pit itself, though pieces of charcoal were
encountered immediately beneath the boulders. Even the largest boulders in the pit were
firecracked; although this was not initially apparent, the boulders all fractured when they were
removed during excavation.

Photo 15

Feature 7 at FhCe-17 Prior to Sectioning
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Photo 16

Feature 7 at FhCe-17 During Sectioning
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Photo 17

Feature 7 at FhCe-17 After Sectioning
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Figure 4.13

Profile of Feature 7 at FhCe-17
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Feature 8
Feature 8 was a subtly-s-shaped alignment of very large boulders approximately 4.5 m long,
situated to the south of the other features at the site. Many of the boulders comprising this
feature lay within the area of the roadside berm and the portage trail, embedded in disturbed
and compressed sediments, and many of these boulders have likely been moved and disturbed
by bulldozer activity. The precise precontact configuration of this boulder alignment is therefore
uncertain.

4.2.5.2 Cultural Materials
Debitage and Distribution
FhCe-17 yielded a large collection of 1,978 pieces of lithic debitage (Figure 4.50). The majority of
pieces were of quartzite (53%), with rhyolite (24%) also well-represented. Quartz and Saunders
chert (11.9% and 11% respectively) were far less frequent, though it should be noted that this was
the largest collection of quartz debitage, both by number and by percent, of all of the sites
excavated in 2012. Two pieces of Ramah complete the debitage collection from FhCe-17. There
is a concentration of debitage, particularly quartzite and quartz, in Feature 5 and Feature 6 (see
Figure 4.14). Otherwise, the areas flanking Feature 2 and Feature 3 appear to be relatively free
of debitage, suggesting the presence of a bilobate dwelling structure enclosing the central
hearth features at the site.
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Figure 4.14

Plan of Excavations at FhCe-17 Showing the Distribution of Debitage
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Artifacts
FhCe-17 yielded four well-formed endscrapers. One (Photo 18: A) is a thin flake scraper of fine
white Mistassini-like quartzite with a convex distal working edge, one long straight lateral working
edge, and a striking-platform on its base. A second (Photo 18: B) is a round, thin flake scraper of
quartz with convex distal working edge and straight working edges along both lateral edges.
Another thick quartz flake scraper, this one teardrop-shaped (Photo 18: C), exhibits many hingefractures around its working edge. The fourth scraper (Photo 18: D) is a thick, well-made
endscraper of grey-blue banded rhyolite with a lateral concave working edge or hafting
modification extending to its proximal end.

Photo 18
Scrapers Recovered From FhCe-17
(Grid Scale: 1 block = 6.25 mm, 8 blocks = 5 cm)
Finely-worked bifaces are represented by four examples. The first (Photo 19: A) is a small, slightly
asymmetric straight-based quartzite triangular biface, exhibiting some cortex on its dorsal
surface. The second (Photo 19: B) is an unusual small, slightly asymmetric wide-stemmed point
with very subtle shoulders, of a very fine white quartzite that resembles Mistassini quartzite. The
third (Photo 19: C) is the straight base of a well-made asymmetric, probably lanceolate biface of
dark grey chert, similar to the complete specimen recovered from FhCe-16. The fourth
(Photo 19: D) is a tiny, thin and well-made biface fragment of red chert, which appears to be
the base of a small wide-stemmed or tapered-stemmed projectile point.
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Photo 19
Bifaces Recovered From FhCe-17
(Grid Scale: 1 block = 6.25 mm, 8 blocks = 5 cm)
Five large bifaces/preforms were recovered from FhCe-17. One (Photo 20: A) is the midsection
of a large, well-made quartz biface of indeterminate form. A second (Photo 20: B) is the base of
a thick quartzite biface preform for a small, probably lanceolate biface. The third (Photo 20: C) is
a lateral fragment from a thick, large quartz biface of indeterminate form, most likely a preform.
The fourth (Photo 20: D) is a lateral or basal corner fragment of a thick quartzite biface of
indeterminate form, possibly also a preform. The fifth (Photo 20: E) is the basal (?) portion of an
extremely thick quartzite biface preform.

Photo 20

Biface and Biface Preform Fragments Recovered From FhCe-17
(Grid Scale: 1 block = 6.25 mm, 8 blocks = 5 cm)

Remaining artifacts include one rhyolite triangular flake (Photo 21: A), and two linear flakes, one
of black chert (Photo 21: B) and one of quartzite (Photo 21: C). Two thick quartzite utilized flakes
complete the lithic inventory: one (Photo 21: D) with unifacial use-wear on one convex working
edge, the other (Photo 21: E) with unifacial use-wear on two very slightly convex working edges
forming a corner. Also recovered was a small collection of precontact ceramics consisting of six
very small sherds of a thick, coarse, sparsely grit-tempered ware (four of these are illustrated:
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Photo 21: F-I). Exterior surfaces, where present are noticeably blackened, and one sherd (Photo
21: G) exhibits an exterior ridge which may be from a collar corner or a shoulder carination.

Photo 21
Miscellaneous Artifacts Recovered From FhCe-17
(Grid Scale: 1 block = 6.25 mm, 8 blocks = 5 cm)
4.2.5.3 Interpretation and Summary
FhCe-17 yielded a number of features of interest. Features 1-3 together may be interpreted as
two hearths “blended” to form a single linear hearth alignment, oriented NNE-SSW, almost
perpendicular, but at a slight angle, to the terrace edge. The stones which comprise these
hearths are predominantly small burnt and discoloured pebbles, unlike the cobble hearths
normally associated with Intermediate-Period sites in Labrador. Although specific evidence of a
structural perimeter is lacking, we may infer that these hearths were enclosed within a single,
possibly bilobate, multi-family structure, measuring approximately 5-6 m long and 4 m wide. In
contrast with FhCe-16 nearby, the linear or paired hearths at FhCe-17 are associated with
charcoal, and also with calcined bone: a cluster of fragments situated between the hearths,
and a lens of crushed calcined bone spicules to the side.
One unusual feature at the site is Feature 7, a deep pit excavated, probably with considerable
effort, into the underlying ironpan, filled with fire-shattered cobbles and large boulders and some
charcoal. The function of this pit is unclear. The boulders were clearly intentionally-heated in the
pit, but are much larger than normal hearth stones, and are too large to be moved when hot; it
is therefore unlikely to be a feature associated with a sweatlodge.
Another boulder feature at the site is the Feature 8 boulder alignment. Although this boulder
array has likely been impacted by road construction, the size and alignment of the boulders is
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broadly-consistent with the pattern that might be expected from the manufacture of birchbark
canoes (as, for example, in the photograph at the McCord Museum of a Montagnais (Innu)
man building a birchbark canoe at Lake St. John ca. 1898: http://www.mccordmuseum.qc.ca/en/collection/artifacts/VIEW-3205). Evidence for canoe-building at precontact
sites in Labrador is rare, but not unprecedented (Jenkinson and Loring 2012), and Feature 8 at
FhCe-17 is interpreted as the remains of canoe-building activity. We might expect that Feature
7, the other boulder feature at the site, is related to Feature 8 in some way, but it is neither
necessary nor desirable to heat the boulders used in canoe-construction.
The lithic assemblage from FhCe-17 includes bifaces, projectile points, scrapers, linear flakes and
retouched/utilized flakes, suggesting a wide range of domestic tasks and possibly a longer
period of occupation than the sites to the east. One of the biface bases appears to belong to
the same class of knife as the broad leaf-shaped biface from FhCe-16, but otherwise these two
sites appear quite different stylistically and perhaps functionally as well. Projectile points include
a small triangular biface, and a point of fine, white Mistassini-like quartzite with no notches but a
very wide, straight stem that is unique among the sites recovered in 2012. The range of raw
materials and the general stylistic characteristics of the assemblage are broadly consistent with
the Intermediate Period, but the presence of six sherds of grit-tempered ceramics suggests the
possibility of a later date. The date of 1900 ± 30 BP (Beta-373499) from Feature 2 indicates
occupation toward the end of the Intermediate Period as traditionally-dated.

4.2.6

Manitu-utshu 6 (FhCe-18)

FhCe-18 was situated 50 m NW along the portage trail from FhCe-17 and a little over 400 m
downstream of the lower falls. The site was recorded during Stage 2 assessment in 2012 when
three rhyolite flakes and one quartzite flake were collected from three positive testpits
excavated north of the portage trail. As at the other trailside sites, FhCe-18 had been truncated
by 20th-century road construction along the portage trail, but at FhCe-18, 20th century
roadbuilding disturbance was compounded by the presence of two large pushpiles north of the
trail near the terrace edge. A total of 22 m2 was excavated here to encompass the three
positive testpits.
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4.2.6.1 Site Stratigraphy and Features

Figure 4.15

Plan of Excavations at FhCe-18
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Stratigraphy at FhCe-18 was consistent with that noted at other trailside sites excavated in 2012,
except that no trailside berm was evident along this section of the trail; presumably the material
that might otherwise have been deposited as a berm had been bulldozed to the north to form
the two pushpiles. Aside from the trail and the pushpiles, no cultural features were noted at
FhCe-18 (Figure 4.15).

4.2.6.2 Cultural Materials
Debitage and Distribution
FhCe-18 yielded a very small, sparse scatter of lithic debitage numbering 59 flakes. Twenty-five
of these were rhyolite, 19 were of quartzite, 14 of Saunders chert, and one of quartz.
Artifacts
Aside from a small sherd of 20th-century porcelain, one finished artifact was recovered from
FhCe-18, this being the tip of a well-made, moderately thin, broad, probably leaf-shaped biface
of patinated chert (Photo 22: A).

Photo 22
Biface Tip Recovered From FhCe-18
(Grid Scale: 1 block = 6.25 mm, 8 blocks = 5 cm)
4.2.6.3 Interpretation and Summary
FhCe-18 had clearly been scoured and bulldozed as a result of 20th-century roadbuilding, but it
does not appear that the site ever contained substantial cultural deposits. FhCe-18 is interpreted
as an outlier of either FhCe-16/17 or of FhCe-20, possibly an isolated minor knapping and tool
resharpening activity area. The biface fragment appears to belong to a category of broad,
probably leaf-shaped, bifacial knives that is common on the sites recovered in 2012, but it is not
large enough to be diagnostic.
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4.2.7

Manitu-utshu 7 (FhCe-19)

FhCe-19 was situated 25 m NW along the portage trail from FhCe-18. The site was recorded
during Stage 2 assessment in 2012 when one quartzite flake was collected from a positive testpit
excavated on the portage trail. A total of 4 m2 was excavated here to encompass the positive
testpit (Figure 4.16) but no additional cultural material was noted. The site lies 15 m east of the
eastern end of FhCe-20, and the flake recovered in testing is probably an outlying stray find
related to this latter site. FhCe-19 is not discussed further in this report.
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Figure 4.16

Plan of Excavations at FhCe-19
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4.2.8

Manitu-utshu 8 (FhCe-20)

FhCe-20 was situated along the portage trail, near the terrace edge 250 m southeast of the
lower falls, on the western side of a deep gully that separates it from FhCe-21, the next site to the
west. It was the easternmost of a central cluster of very large sites excavated in 2012 that are
centered on this gully. This cluster includes FhCe-20, FhCe-21, and FhCe-05. FhCe-20 was initially
recorded during Stage 2 assessment in 2012, when 4 chert flakes, 13 rhyolite flakes, and 5
quartzite flakes were encountered in eight positive testpits; one of these (Testpit 7) also yielded
several pieces of firecracked rock. The positive testpits were distributed along and to the north of
the portage trail. During subsequent recovery, a total of 116.5 m2 was excavated at FhCe-20, in
three discrete areas (Figure 4.17): Area A, the largest and western excavation area (78.5m2),
Area B to the east (34m2), and a third 4 m2 area excavated between the two to encompass an
isolated positive testpit (excavations in this third area yielded little and were not expanded
further). Excavations and stratigraphy at Areas A and B will be summarized separately.
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Figure 4.17

Excavation Areas at FhCe-20
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4.2.8.1 Area A Site Stratigraphy and Features
Area A is the only site excavated in 2012 in which the excavation area extended across the
entire breadth of the portage trail and both flanking trailside berms. The trail in this area is
flanked as well by large bulldozer pushpiles, one of which was intersected by the Area A
excavation (Figure 4.18). Stratigraphy was therefore generally highly-disturbed in Area A, and a
north-south profile recorded across the eastern end of the excavated area (Figure 4.19,
Photo 23) revealed no undisturbed natural soil development profiles whatsoever. Excavations
along the trail itself, which is quite wide in this area, revealed thin, highly-indurated deposits
largely lacking in precontact cultural material or even rocks, though a sparse scatter of quartzite
debitage was encountered toward the western end of Area A. Cultural deposits which may
have existed along the trail appear to have been bulldozed to the margins. This was evident to
some degree along the trailside berm to the south, which contained a sparse scatter of
Saunders chert flakes. The berm to the north yielded largely rhyolite debitage, and to the north
of this, in the northwest quarter of the Area A excavations, in situ soil deposits were encountered,
along with three precontact cultural features which had escaped the effects of 20th-century
roadbuilding nearby.
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Figure 4.18

Plan of Excavations at FhCe-20 Area A
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Figure 4.19

Profile of Excavations at FhCe-20 Area A
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Photo 23

View East Across Area A at FhCe-20

Feature 1
Feature 1 was a relatively complex feature comprising several elements. The first was a very
diffuse scatter of firecracked rock extending across an area of 2 m by 4 m; some of this scatter
was associated with the trailside berm, and may have been displaced from its original context.
Moreover, Feature 1 was capped by a very large treethrow which appears to have preserved at
least some of the A Horizon intact, but which has clearly caused some disturbance to the
feature. Within this scatter of firecracked rock was a subtle, elongated shallow oval depression
with charcoal-enriched illuviated soil measuring approximately 1.5 m by 50 cm and 5-10 cm
deep. The upper few centimeters of the B Horizon beneath this depression, and surrounding it,
were conspicuously darkened to a deep orange-red, apparently by intense heat. Associated
with this depression were three deep posthole-like features, one within the depression and two
flanking it to the east and west. These were narrow, deep intrusions of the A Horizon into the
underlying heated B Horizon, and although they resemble postholes in section (Figure 4.20,
Figure 4.21, Figure 4.22, Photo 24), they appear to be elongated ovals in plan-view. While it is
possible that they are in fact postholes, their elongated form and proximity to the hearth
suggests they may have been caused by digging with a stick or other implement into the hearth
and its surrounding soil, possibly to extract material from the hearth subsoil, such as baked food
items, or heat-treated cobbles. Feature 1 is interpreted as a disturbed, diffuse cobble hearth. A
charcoal sample from Feature 1 yielded an AMS date of 1820 ± 30 BP (Beta-373500).
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Figure 4.20

N-S Profile Immediately East of Feature 1 at FhCe-20 Area A
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Photo 24

E-W Profile Across Feature 1 at FhCe-20 Area A, Looking North
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Figure 4.21

E-W Profile Across Feature 1 at FhCe-20 Area A, Looking North
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Figure 4.22

E-W Profile Across Feature 1 at FhCe-20 Area A, Looking South
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Feature 2
Feature 2 was a small area of charcoal-stained illuviated soil measuring approximately 50 cm in
diameter. It was located immediately north of Feature 1 and is likely related to it.
Feature 3
Feature 3 was an area of charcoal-stained illuviated soil similar to Feature 2 and located 1.5 m
east of Feature 1, at the very edge of the pushpile disturbance to the east. Cultural material was
sparse-to-lacking this far east of Feature 1, but it may be cultural and may, like Feature 2, be
related to the Feature 1 hearth.
Feature 4
Feature 4 was a pair of small (5 cm diameter) very shallow (5 cm deep) postholes located at the
very edge of the terrace, approximately one meter north of Feature 1. These are interpreted as
part of the dwelling structure that once enclosed the Feature 1 hearth. Posts only 5 cm in
diameter would have been quite light, of the type normally associated with domed rather than
conical lodge construction.

4.2.8.2 Area B Site Stratigraphy and Features
Stratigraphy at FhCe-20 Area B revealed disturbed deposits associated with 20th-century
roadbuilding (Figure 4.24, Photo 26). A fine dusty grey-tan silt immediately underlay the
compressed duff along the trail and this in turn overlay an indurated light-brown sandy silt which
rested on a partially-intact A Horizon only preserved at the western end of the excavation area.
The brown sandy silt is a disturbed, mixed deposit representing the roadbed and was present
along the entirety of the excavation area, at times containing mottles of grey and orange
sediment. The dusty grey-tan silt above it was present only at the western end of the site, where
the trail descends into a gently-sloping swale. The grey-tan silt likely reflects the settling of fine
sediments during seasonal periods of standing water. Rock and firecracked rock were not
abundant in the Area B excavation area (Figure 4.23), but one small precontact feature was
identified near the western end of the excavation.
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Figure 4.23

Plan of Excavations at FhCe-20 Area B
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Photo 25

View West Across Area B at FhCe-20

Feature 5
Feature 5 in Area B was a small cluster of rock and firecracked rock found within the surviving
buried A Horizon at the western end of the Area B excavation area (Figure 4.23, Figure 4.24,
Photo 25, Photo-26). Charcoal was present, though not abundant, and Feature 5 is interpreted
as a small hearth, likely partially disturbed by 20th -century roadbuilding. A large Saunders chert
scraper was found in association with this hearth.
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Photo 26

Profile of Excavations at FhCe-20 Area B Showing Area B Feature
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Figure 4.24

Profile of Excavations at FhCe-20 Area B Showing Area B Feature 5
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4.2.8.3 Cultural Materials
Debitage and Distribution
FhCe-20 yielded a very large collection of 4,740 pieces of lithic debitage, the largest debitage
collection recovered in 2012 (Figure 4.50). Rhyolite was by far the commonest lithic material
(84.3%), while quartzite represented only 8.3% of the debitage assemblage. Saunders chert
comprised 2.5% of the collection; more common were very fine-grained vitreous cherts with
clouded, smoky, translucent edges resembling Iceberg chert from the Strait of Belle Isle or
certain varieties of chert from the Labrador Trough (4.4% of the assemblage). Ramah (0.4%) and
quartz (0.1%) were present only in trace frequencies.
In Area A (Figure 4.25), rhyolite debitage and, to a lesser extent, quartzite debitage, was densely
concentrated around Features 1-4. The northern trailside berm also contained significant
numbers of flakes. Debitage was notably sparse along the trail itself, but another concentration
of rhyolite and Saunders chert debitage was associated with the southern trailside berm,
presumably accumulated there as a result of bulldozing along the trail. Also noteworthy were
two small concentrations of exotic vitreous smoky cherts toward the northwest corner of the
excavation.
In Area B (Figure 4.26), a sparse scatter of flakes was associated with the preserved buried A
Horizon around Feature 5, but the majority of debitage was distributed to the east, in the mottled
and indurated soils related to 20th-century road-building.
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Figure 4.25

Plan of Excavations at FhCe-20 Area A Showing the Distribution of Debitage
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Figure 4.26

Plan of Excavations at FhCe-20 Area B Showing the Distribution of Debitage
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Artifacts
FhCe-20 yielded 35 lithic artifact pieces; some of these cross-mend, so the assemblage
comprises 31 distinct lithic tools. Five of these were recovered from Area B and the remainder
from Area A, most of these latter being associated with Feature 1 and Feature 2.
Feature 1 in Area A yielded a stylistically fairly-consistent assemblage of six complete or
substantially-complete bifaces, all but one of mottled/banded grey rhyolite. One consists of two
joining pieces of a mottled grey rhyolite straight-based thick biface of triangular or possibly leafshaped form (Photo 27: A). A second is a similarly-formed small straight-based thick triangular
biface of mottled grey rhyolite (Photo 27: B). A third, of quartzite rather than rhyolite, is a small
leaf-shaped, almost ovate biface (Photo 27: C). The fourth, of grey banded rhyolite, is a
triangular/leaf-shaped biface, relatively thick, with a straight base and gently convex lateral
edges (Photo 27: D). The fifth, also of grey banded rhyolite, consists of two joining pieces of a
thick biface of leaf-shaped to lanceolate form; this piece was never completed and appears to
have been broken during manufacture (Photo 27: E). Finally, the sixth consists of two joining
pieces from a mottled grey rhyolite thick, slender, biface of triangular or possibly leaf-shaped
form (Photo 27: F).

Photo 27
Bifaces Recovered From FhCe-20, Area A
(Grid Scale: 1 block = 6.25 mm, 8 blocks = 5 cm)
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Miscellaneous biface fragments include three red-brown/purple chert pieces from Area B
(Photo 28: D, F, H); one of these (Photo 28: H), though originally a biface, had been re-purposed
as a scraper following breakage. Biface fragments from Feature 1 in Area A include a tiny lateral
fragment of a quartzite biface of indeterminate form (Photo 28: A), a lateral fragment of a thick
grey banded rhyolite biface of indeterminate form (Figure 4.5: B), a lateral fragment from a thick
mottled grey rhyolite biface which exhibits a deep transverse channel scar, suggesting
breakage during manufacture or repair (Photo 28: E), and a near-distal biface midsection of
grey patinated rhyolite (Photo 28: G). An additional tiny lateral fragment of a rhyolite biface of
indeterminate form was recovered from Area A but not in proximity to Feature 1 (Photo 28: C).

Photo 28
Biface Fragments Recovered From FhCe-20
(Grid Scale: 1 block = 6.25 mm, 8 blocks = 5 cm)
The collection from FhCe-20 includes two scrapers: one a mottled rhyolite flake scraper from
Feature 1 in Area A (Photo 29: A), the other a double ended teardrop-shaped scraper of pinkish
tan chert from Feature 1 in Area B (Photo 29: G).
Eight linear/triangular flakes were recovered from FhCe-20. One is a double-arris linear flake of a
fine vitreous chert with translucent margins and dark cloudy streaks, resembling cherts found
more commonly in the Strait of Belle Isle or the Labrador Trough (Photo 29: B); this was found in
Area A west of Feature 1. Another single-arris specimen of the same material was recovered
nearby (Photo 29: H), as was a patinated rhyolite linear flake with a single arris (Photo 29: C). The
remaining five linear flakes, all of mottled/banded rhyolite, were closely associated with Area A,
Feature 1. Two of these (Photo 29: D, J) were triangular flakes, while three (Photo 29: E, F, I) were
single-arris linear flakes.
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Photo 29

Scrapers and Linear Flakes Recovered From FhCe-20
(Grid Scale: 1 block = 6.25 mm, 8 blocks = 5 cm)

Seven miscellaneous artifacts recovered from FhCe-20 include a quartzite retouched flake with
unifacial retouch along one thin, straight edge from Area A (Photo 30: A), and a small lateral
fragment of a thick quartzite biface preform from Area B (Photo 30: C).
The remaining artifacts, all from Area A Feature 1, include a thin chunk of quartzite, possibly a
preform tip, with evidence of use wear along both converging thin lateral margins (Photo 30: B),
a small lateral fragment of a thick quartzite biface preform (Photo 30: D), an irregular large
quartzite flake with indications of use wear along one sinuous thin edge (Photo 30: E), two joining
pieces from an informal flake sidescraper of mottled rhyolite with unifacial scraping retouch
along on fairly straight gently convex edge (Photo 30: F), and lastly, a fragment of a quartzite
cobble with one battered edge suggesting use as a hammerstone (Photo 30: G).
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Photo 30
Miscellaneous Artifacts Recovered From FhCe-20
(Grid Scale: 1 block = 6.25 mm, 8 blocks = 5 cm)

4.2.8.4 Interpretation and Summary
Area A at FhCe-20 yielded the remains of a somewhat disturbed but recognizable hearth
located a few meters from the terrace edge to the north. Extensive disturbance to the east and
south of this feature makes it difficult to determine whether additional hearths formerly existed
nearby. The vast quantity of debitage suggests that tool preparation and sharpening were an
important activity at the site. FhCe-20 Area A is interpreted as a small campsite that served as a
staging area for further movement up- or downriver.
Associated lithics include a very large assemblage of rhyolite debitage, and also some fine,
vitreous smoky exotic cherts that resemble certain varieties of Labrador Trough cherts, and to a
lesser extent, resemble the “Iceberg chert” known from the Strait of Belle Isle.
The artifacts are of familiar types: the rhyolite chunky triangular bifaces, scraper and
linear/triangular flakes are clear diagnostics of the Intermediate-Period Charles Complex,
originally dated 3,000-2,700 BP. Ever since Nagle’s (1978) review of Intermediate-Period sites on
the north-central Labrador coast, researchers have proposed dropping the Charles Complex as
a distinct culture-historical unit and collapsing it into a single period along with the Brinex
Complex; and yet the association of rhyolite, chunky triangular bifaces and triangular flakes,
often in discrete components, remains one of the more consistent and persistent associations in
the Intermediate Period sequence. Whether this association is culture-historical or merely
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functional remains to be established; the AMS date of 1820 ± 30 BP (Beta-373500)obtained from
the charcoal sample from the Area A hearth is significantly more recent than the conventional
dating of 2800-2600 BP for the Charles Complex.
Area B yielded a single small, probably considerably deflated hearth feature, associated with a
chert biface fragments, scrapers, and a quartzite biface preform, Area B is interpreted as the
disturbed remains of a small short-term campsite.

4.2.9

Manitu-utshu 9 (FhCe-21)

FhCe-20 and the sites lying to the east of it were all situated in close proximity to the portage
trail, and have all suffered greater or lesser disturbance resulting from 20th-century road
construction. West of FhCe-20, the portage trail crosses a deep gully and angles away from the
terrace edge. The six sites to the east were all oriented to the terrace edge, and therefore
experienced no trail-related impacts. FhCe-21 is the easternmost of these relatively-undisturbed
sites. It was also the central site in the central cluster of three very large sites flanking the gully.
FhCe-21 was situated north of the portage trail, on the terrace edge 200 m south of the lower
falls, approximately 100 m west of FhCe-20 on the western side of the gully. The site was initially
recorded during Stage 2 assessment in 2012, when six chert flakes were encountered in two
positive testpits. During subsequent recovery, a total of 92 m2 was excavated at FhCe-21.

4.2.9.1 Site Stratigraphy and Features
Since FhCe-21 had not been impacted by 20th century road construction, the basic stratigraphy
(Figure 4.27) was a relatively simple, typical podzolic soil development profile: a duff layer
overlying an illuviated grey-white A Horizon of variable thickness, which in turn overliay the redorange iron-enriched B Horizon. Because FhCe-05 was situated in mature spruce-sphagnum
forest, the duff was generally very thick, and the stratigraphy was complicated in places by the
effects of treethrows. In all, 10 features were defined at FhCe-21 (Figure 4.28).
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Figure 4.27

Profile of Excavations at FhCe-21
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Feature 1
Feature 1 (Figures 4.27, Figure 4.28, Photo 31) was a somewhat irregular long, narrow and deep
pit feature, roughly kidney-shaped, measuring approximately 50-75 cm wide and nearly 1.5 m
long. In depth, the A Horizon within the pit, which contains debitage, artifacts, charcoal and
firecracked rock, extended approximately 30 cm below its level in the surrounding area, but the
A Horizon graded to a fine grey-tan silt with charcoal lenses, debitage, rock and firecracked
rock which extended another 20 cm deeper before becoming culturally-sterile; this silt appears
to be a natural accumulation of sediment in standing water in a former ice-scour scar,
predating anthropogenic excavation of the pit. The B Horizon flanking the pit appears to have
slumped inward, suggesting that, as originally excavated, the pit was steep-sided. Associated
with this pit, to some extent within it but more especially around its margins, was an assemblage
of artifacts that included dozens of fragments of a white heat-shattered biface, and sherds of
grit-tempered ceramic. The precise function of this pit is unclear. It appears to have been too
deep to be a conventional pit hearth, but the charcoal and firecracked rock clearly indicates
that it did serve some heating or cooking function. It is possible that it was a smudge pit used for
smoking animal hides or preserving food. Alternatively, the association of Feature 1 with grittempered ceramics suggests the possibility of some other specialized cooking function for
Feature 1, or even a the possibility that it was a kiln for firing locally-made grit-tempered ware. A
charcoal sample from the A Horizon of this feature produced an AMS date of 1950 ± 30 BP (Beta373501).

Photo 31

View West across Feature 1 at FhCe-21
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Feature 2
Feature 2 was a small, shallow pit measuring approximately 80 cm by 40 cm. It contained no
charcoal or firecracked rock, and its function is uncertain.
Feature 3
Feature 3 was a similar small pit, measuring 80 cm by 25 cm and located 1 m east of Feature 2;
unlike Feature 2, it did contain several pieces of firecracked rock and may have been a small pit
hearth, though it did not contain notable quantities of charcoal.
Feature 4
Feature 4 was a long, narrow, shallow pit located 1.5 m south of Feature 1. It measured 1 m by
40 cm. Like Feature 2, it contained no charcoal or firecracked rock, and its function is uncertain.
Feature 5
Feature 5 was a small shallow pit flanked by a small boulder and located 2 m west of Feature 4.
It measured 75 cm by 50 cm. Its function is uncertain.
Feature 6
Feature 6 was a small shallow pit located near the southern end of FhCe-21. It measured 50 cm
in diameter. As with the other small pits identified at FhCe-21, its function is uncertain.
Feature 7
Feature 7 was a large (1.5 m diameter) area of charcoal-stained illuviated soil located less than
a meter from Feature 6, near the southern end of FhCe-21. It was associated with a significant
scatter of quartzite debitage, including two heat-shattered quartzite cobbles. Although there
was no noteworthy concentration of firecracked rock, it may have been the site of an informal
fire for cooking or other purposes.
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Figure 4.28

Plan of Excavations at FhCe-21
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Feature 8
Feature 8 was a pit measuring 1 m in diameter and extending approximately 30 cm below the
top of the surrounding A Horizon (Figure 4.29, Photo 32). It was filled with large boulders, but no
lithic debitage or charcoal. The B Horizon flanking the pit appears to have slumped inward on
the western side, suggesting that, as originally excavated, the pit was in places steep-sided. The
function of this pit is uncertain; but for the lack of charcoal, it recalls the larger and deeper
boulder-filled pit recorded at FhCe-17.

Photo 32

Feature 8 at FhCe-21 During Sectioning. Feature 9 extends from Feature 8
north toward the background of Photo 32
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Figure 4.29

Profile of Feature 8 at FhCe-21
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Feature 9
Feature 9 was a small scatter of large cobbles and boulders extending northeast from Feature 8,
and likely including the boulder on the flank of Feature 5. These boulders were the same size as
those within Feature 8, and it seems likely that Feature 9 was related to Feature 8 in some way.
While Feature 9 can hardly be described as a boulder “alignment,” boulders are rarely
associated with any of the sites on the south side of Muskrat Falls excavated to date, and this
feature therefore recalls Feature 8 at FhCe-17.
Feature 10
Feature 10 was another small scatter of unusually large boulders located 4 m southeast of
Feature 8. Like Feature 9, Feature 10 was oriented approximately NE-SW. Feature 10, like Feature
9, can hardly be described as a boulder “alignment,” but again, boulders are rarely associated
with any of the sites on the south side of Muskrat Falls excavated to date, and this feature
therefore recalls Feature 8 at FhCe-17.

4.2.9.2 Cultural Materials
Debitage and Distribution
FhCe-21 yielded a large collection of 1,268 pieces of lithic debitage (Figure 4.50). Quartzite was
the commonest lithic material (37.5%), but rhyolite (29.7%) and Saunders chert (26.2%) were
almost equally well-represented in the collection. Quartz comprised 6.4% of the debitage
assemblage. Debitage was distributed in a broad band perpendicular to the terrace, from
Feature 7 north to the terrace edge north of Feature 1 (Figure 4.30). There are no clear
differences in distribution among the principal lithic raw material types.
Artifacts
FhCe-21 yielded the largest artifact collection of any site excavated in 2012, numbered at 64
distinct artifacts; this does not include 48 heat-shattered white chert biface fragments recovered
from the vicinity of Feature 1, which are tallied as one artifact. The collection from FhCe-21 is also
quite diverse, with the largest range of tool types found at any site excavated in 2012.
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Figure 4.30

Plan of Excavations at FhCe-21 Showing the Distribution of Debitage
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The five projectile points in the collection from FhCe-21 are quite variable in form. One is a fairly
large, complete lanceolate projectile point of Ramah with straight shoulders, a
waisted/expanding stem and a straight or very slightly convex base (Photo 33: A). A second is a
relatively broad-bladed, large and well-made projectile point of red and tan chert with straight
shoulders, a slightly expanding stem and a straight base (Photo 33: B). A third point is thin and
broad, with one short straight shoulder, shallow notches, an expanding stem and fairly straight
base; it is made of a patinated grey chert with vugs (Photo 33: C). The fourth point is a relatively
crudely-fashioned flakepoint of heavily-patinated chert. The hafting modification is asymmetric,
with poorly-defined rising shoulders, a waisted, expanding stem, and a straight base
(Photo 33: D). The final point is a thick, crude, small, patinated red chert lanceolate biface of
roughly pentagonal form, most likely a projectile point preform (Photo 33: E).

Photo 33
Projectile Points Recovered From FhCe-21
(Grid Scale: 1 block = 6.25 mm, 8 blocks = 5 cm)
The eight biface fragments collected from FhCe-21 include the tip of a moderately thick but
well-made broad, somewhat asymmetric quartzite biface (Photo 34: A), a round-based quartzite
biface base of indeterminate form, probably never completed (Figure 4.34: B), another rounded
base from a quartzite biface of indeterminate form (Figure 4.34: C), a purple chert roundedbase biface base (Figure 4.34: D), a broad, thin biface with gradually converging sides made
from a patinated grey chert with vugs (Figure 4.34: E), a thin but crude quartzite biface with
cortex on one surface (Figure 4.34: F), a relatively thick speckled chert biface with minimal edge
retouch, possibly a preform (Figure 4.34: G), and finally a lateral fragment from a biface of
indeterminate form of greyish purple chert with oxidized iron inclusions (Figure 4.34: H).
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Photo 34
Biface Fragments Recovered From FhCe-21
(Grid Scale: 1 block = 6.25 mm, 8 blocks = 5 cm)
Three single-arris linear flakes were collected during excavations at FhCe-21, two of quartzite
(Photo 35: A, B) and one of grey rhyolite (Photo 35: C).
Formal scrapers often exhibit unifacial retouch along multiple scraping edges. These include a
well-formed, somewhat asymmetric, grey speckled chert scraper with unifacial scraping retouch
on the convex distal edge and along one straight lateral edge, and also light unifacial retouch
or use-wear along the irregular proximal edge (Photo 35: D). A second endscraper of purplish
brown chert (Photo 35: E) with white veins shows bifacial retouch along one lateral margin. A
third endscraper of grey chert with white vugs (Photo 35: F) has unifacial scraping retouch not
only on the distal convex end, but also on both straight lateral edges, and on a proximal
concave edge. A teardrop-shaped flake scraper of purple chert (Photo 35: G) has unifacial
scraping retouch on the convex distal edge, and also along one sinuous lateral edge, while the
opposite lateral edge shows unifacial usewear. A flake scraper made on a cortical flake of very
coarse grey rhyolite shows minor unifacial retouch/usewear only along the convex distal edge
(Photo 35: H). Finally, an approximately discoidal scraper of purple chert has unifacial scraping
retouch around the entire convex perimeter; there is also one small concave segment along the
working edge, flanked by a dull spur (Photo 35: I).
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Photo 35

Linear Flakes and Scrapers Recovered From FhCe-21
(Grid Scale: 1 block = 6.25 mm, 8 blocks = 5 cm)

Three retouched/utilized flakes from FhCe-21 include a large flake of coarse grey-blue banded
rhyolite with unifacial usewear along one straight edge and along the opposite concave edge
(Photo 36: A), a large thin flake of dark grey chert with unifacial retouch along one irregular but
generally concave edge (Photo 36: B), and a utilized flake of quartzite with unifacial usewear
along one jagged, sinuous edge (Photo 36: C). Preforms include a thick lanceolate quartzite
biface (Photo 36: D), and a thick, stubby quartzite biface preform (Photo 36: E).
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Photo 36

Retouched/Utilized Flakes and Preforms Recovered From FhCe-21
(Grid Scale: 1 block = 6.25 mm, 8 blocks = 5 cm)

The collection from FhCe-21 includes four hammerstones. Three (Photo 37: A-C) are small edgebattered quartzite cobbles that appear to have served as expedient hammers. One is of
sandstone and shows extensive pitting at one end (Photo 37: E). In addition, a cobble of light
grey/blue banded rhyolite shows no sign of abrader striations or hammerstone pits, but is
polished smooth, and may have served as a burnishing stone (Photo 37: D).
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Photo 37

Hammerstones and Burnisher Recovered From FhCe-21
(Grid Scale:1 block = 6.25 mm, 8 blocks = 5 cm)

Four quartzite flake cores were recovered during excavations at FhCe-21. Two exhibit cortex
(Photo 38: A, C), and while three are irregular in form, one (e.g. Photo 38: D) is clearly pyramidal.
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Photo 38
Cores Recovered From FhCe-21
(Grid Scale: 1 block = 6.25 mm, 8 blocks = 5 cm)
FhCe-21 yielded a relatively large sample of native ceramics, numbering 27 distinct sherds,
along with 23 g of crumbled clay fragments. All sherds are of a low-fired, thick-walled grittempered ware. Many sherds do not show a complete cross-section and have only interior or
exterior surfaces. Where clear interior surfaces are evident, these are often blackened (e.g.
Photo 39: A). Exterior surfaces (e.g. Photo 39: C-D) show no evidence of surface decoration.
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Photo 39
Select Ceramic Sherds Recovered From FhCe-21
(Grid Scale: 1 block = 6.25 mm, 8 blocks = 5 cm)
4.2.9.3 Interpretation and Summary
FhCe-21 holds the dubious distinction of being the only large site recovered in 2012 to lack
evidence for conventional firecracked cobble hearths. Firecracked rock was certainly present,
but was fairly widely-scattered across the site. Any cobble hearths that may once have been
present have since been dispersed. Feature 7, an area of charcoal-stained sediment containing
two heat-shattered quartzite cobbles, may mark the former location of such a hearth.
FhCe-21 nevertheless contained several features of considerable interest. Feature 1 was a deep
linear pit. In form it somewhat resembled the “bread-oven” reported by Neilsen from Ushpitun 2,
near Happy Valley (Neilsen 2006), but Feature 1 at FhCe-21 differed in that it was hardly a clean
pit, containing charcoal, lithic debitage and firecracked rock. It does not resemble the cobble
hearths recovered from other sites in 2012, and its function is unclear, but it was associated with
a severely burnt and heat-shattered biface and sherds of grit-tempered ceramic. We must
consider the possibility that the ceramics from FhCe-21 were locally-made and that the unusual
Feature 1 pit may have been employed in firing ceramics.
Feature 8 was a boulder-filled pit, broadly comparable to Feature 7 at FhCe-17, but shallower
and devoid of charcoal. Feature 8 at FhCe-21 was associated with Feature 9, a boulder
alignment broadly comparable to Feature 8 at FhCe-17 but shorter. Feature 9 at FhCe-21 was
paired with Feature 10, a cluster or short alignment of boulders that ran parallel to Feature 9.
Again, the only other site to yield evidence for a linear boulder array is FhCe-17.
It is noteworthy that FhCe-21 shares with FhCe-17 the presence of boulder-filled pits, boulder
alignments, and multiple sherds of grit-tempered ceramic, and this association may be
significant. It is possible that in the far northeast, where use of ceramics is generally rare in the
Precontact Period, they may particularly have been employed in staging area sites (where
heavy and fragile pots could be cached for future use rather than transported), and more
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specifically, they may have been employed for boiling substances and materials used in canoebuilding. Like FhCe-17, FhCe-21 is interpreted as a staging-area site used for canoe-making
among other preparatory activities.
The lithic assemblage from FhCe-21 includes a substantial assemblage of quartzite, rhyolite and
Saunders chert debitage, in relatively equal proportions. Finished artifacts include bifaces,
projectile points, formal scrapers, linear flakes retouched/utilized flakes, cores, hammerstones
and a possible burnisher, suggesting a wide range of domestic tasks in addition to canoebuilding.
The quartzite-rhyolite-chert assemblage is broadly consistent with a date in the Intermediate
Period The small collection of projectile points is rather variable, but the “waisted,” points (one of
Ramah), and the wide-stemmed and shouldered point are familiar in the 2012 collections and
apparently consistent with an Intermediate-Period date (although the shouldered forms might
also prefigure Late Precontact-Period points of the Daniel Rattle Complex); the pentagonal
point broadly resembles one from FhCe-22 (and may in any case be a preform), while the
narrow side-notched point is unlike others recovered in 2012 but comparable to those from
some Intermediate-Period sites in North West River (Fitzhugh 1972). The date of 1950 ± 30 BP
(Beta-373501) on Feature 1 is similar to the dates recovered from many other sites on the south
side of Muskrat Falls, and is also poten tially consistent with the presence on the site of Aboriginal
ceramics, which would normally be assigned to the Late Precontact Period.

4.2.10 Muskrat Falls 3 (FhCe-05)
FhCe-05 was situated north of the portage trail, on the terrace edge 200 m south of the lower
falls, less than 30m west of FhCe-21. It is thus the westernmost of the central cluster of three large
sites that also includes FhCe-20 and FhCe-21. The site was initially recorded in 2010, when a
Saunders chert biface fragment was noted on the margins of a then-recent geotechnical
testpit. During Stage 2 assessment in 2012, two quartzite flakes, four rhyolite flakes and three
chert flakes were encountered, along with firecracked rock, in a line of three positive testpits
excavated 8 m south of the terrace edge and immediately west of the edge of the
geotechnical disturbance area. A total of 84 m2 was excavated during recovery work at
FhCe-05.

4.2.10.1 Site Stratigraphy and Features
As is typical of the off-trail sites excavated in 2012, the basic stratigraphy (Figure 4.69) was a
relatively simple, typical podzolic soil development profile: a duff layer overlying an illuviated
grey-white A Horizon of variable thickness, which in turn overlay the red-orange iron-enriched B
Horizon. In one area, excavations were extended a further 50 cm below the top of the B Horizon,
revealing an ancient cobble beach layer underlying the sandy silt. Because FhCe-05 was
situated in mature spruce-sphagnum forest, the duff was generally very thick. At the eastern
margin of the site, stratigraphy was complicated somewhat by the effects of disturbance
associated with the geotechnical testpit excavated in 2010. Geotechnical excavation had
grubbed the illuviated zone in places, and redeposited backdirt from the excavation was
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evident as a loose till deposit overlying all other strata at the eastern end of the excavation.
Geotechnical disturbance was limited to the easternmost 2 m or less of the excavation area,
and few cultural lithics were recovered from this end of the site. In addition to the geotechnical
disturbance area, four features were defined at FhCe-05 (Figure 4.32, Photo 40, Photo 42).
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Figure 4.31

Profile of Excavations at FhCe -05
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Feature 1
Feature 1 (Photo 41) was a dense concentration of firecracked rock and large cobbles
measuring approximately 1 x 1.5 m. It is the only dense “cobble pavement” hearth identified in
the sites excavated in 2012. The cobble cluster appears to have been emplaced above a small
pit. Charcoal was collected from the margins of the feature, but was surprisingly sparse within
and beneath it. Nevertheless, Feature 1 is interpreted as a hearth. A charcoal sample from the
bottom of Feature 1 yielded an AMS date of 1900 ± 30 BP (Beta-373496).
Feature 2
Feature 2 was a diffuse scatter of rock and firecracked rock measuring 1 m by 2 m, associated
with a small 10 cm-deep pit approximately 50 cm in diameter. Feature 2 was located 4-5 m
north of Feature 1, close to the terrace edge. Feature 2 is interpreted as a diffuse hearth feature.

Photo 40

Aerial View of Excavations at FhCe-05
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Figure 4.32

Plan of Excavations at FhCe -05
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Photo 41

View Northeast Across Feature 1 at FhCe-05. Feature 2 in Background
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Photo 42

View West Across FhCe-05

Feature 3
Feature 3 was a thin lens of coarse white sand overlying the siltier illuviated layer common across
the site and measuring 1 m by 2 m. The nature of this deposit is unclear.
Feature 4
Feature 4 was a long narrow depression which curves around a hummock between the
geotechnical disturbance area and Feature 1. The top of the A Horizon within this depression is
charcoal-stained and contains some lithic debitage and artifacts. Nevertheless, it is unlikely to
be a cultural feature as such, but rather a natural feature, likely an ice-scour scar, which has
become a natural drainage feature and thereby attracted an accumulation of cultural material
through water action. In origins, it is likely similar to the natural drainage channel observed at
FhCe-23 (see Section 4.2.12 below).
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4.2.10.2 Cultural Materials
Debitage and Distribution
FhCe-05 yielded a large collection of 1,740 pieces of lithic debitage (Figure 4.50). Saunders chert
(75.3%) was the predominant lithic material employed, while quartzite (22.1%) was also well
represented in the collection. Rhyolite comprised a mere 2.5% of the debitage assemblage.
Debitage was primarily distributed between and beside the two hearth features and sparse in
close proximity to them, suggesting knapping activity outdoors, between and beside two distinct
dwelling structures. Debitage distribution by raw material was clearly patterned, with a scatter of
Saunders chert flakes west of Feature 1 and between Features 1 and 2, and a concentration of
quartzite debitage northeast of Feature 1, indicating distinct outdoor lithic workshop areas
(Figure 4.33).
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Figure 4.33

Plan of Excavations at FhCe-05 Showing the Distribution of Debitage
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Artifacts
Three large bifaces were recovered during excavations at FhCe-05. One is a spectacular,
complete, thin, large, well-made somewhat asymmetric biface of lanceolate form with relatively
straight sides (Photo 43: A). The hafting modification consists of deep corner notching, which
forms drooping shoulders and an expanding stem with gently rounded, almost “turkey-tail” base.
It is made of a mottled, dark vitreous grey and light duller banded grey chert, with darker grey
speckled lugs near the base. Also found was the base of another biface with similar hafting
modification, and likely similar overall form, but made of purplish-pink Saunders chert
(Photo 43: B). The third large biface is a thin, broad, well-made round-based leaf-shaped biface
of pink Saunders chert, fragmented into four pieces (Photo 43 C).

Photo 43
Large Bifaces Recovered From FhCe-05
(Grid Scale: 1 block = 6.25 mm, 8 blocks = 5 cm)
The collection from FhCe-05 includes five notched projectile points or point bases. One nearlycomplete point of grey and white chert exhibits asymmetric notching, with one straight shoulder
and one drooping shoulder, an expanding stem and straight base (Photo 44: A). A second
projectile point base has straight to slightly-drooping shoulders, an expanding stem and straight
base and is made of purple chert (Photo 44: B). Three remaining point bases are broken at the
notches, so shoulder form is indeterminate. One of these, of violet and grey chert, exhibits an
unusual pointed base (Photo 44: C), another, of grey chert, is clearly round-based (Photo 44: D),
and the third, of pink chert, has a straight to rounded base, and expanding stem (Photo 44: E).
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Photo 44
Projectile Points Recovered From FhCe-05
(Grid Scale: 1 block = 6.25 mm, 8 blocks = 5 cm)
Six large formal scrapers were recovered from FhCe-05, five of pink Saunders chert and one of
quartzite. One is a thick, narrow well-made endscraper with a short convex unifacial working
edge and bifacial retouch along the lateral margins (Photo 45: A). The quartzite specimen
(Photo 45: B) is a cortical flake endscraper with retouch along a U-shaped distal working edge.
Another pink chert piece is the distal working edge from a broad, thick, well-made endscraper
(Photo 45: C). The fourth is a large, well-formed scraper of red Saunders chert with convex
working edge and unifacial retouch extending along the entirety of both lateral margins (Photo
45: D). The fifth is a salmon-pink chert flake sidescraper, with unifacial retouch along both lateral
margins. The flake striking platform, which has minimal scraping retouch, appears to be at distal
end (Photo 45: E). Finally, the fifth scraper (Photo 45: F) is a thin flake scraper of pink chert,
somewhat asymmetric, with a narrow unifacial endscraper edge, and retouch and usewear
along both lateral edges. Again, the striking platform appears to be at distal end, though this
has been somewhat obscured by extensive retouch.
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Photo 45
Scrapers Recovered From FhCe-05
(Grid Scale: 1 block = 6.25 mm, 8 blocks = 5 cm)
The collection from FhCe-05 includes five miscellaneous bifaces and biface fragments. One
(Photo 46: A) is a small leaf-shaped biface of mottled purple and white chert, with a rounded to
gently pointed base; the piece appears to have an incipient stem but this is a result of a small
break at one corner. Another, in three pieces, is a stubby leaf-shaped pink-purple chert biface
with relatively straight sides (Photo 46: B). Biface tips include the tip of a moderately thin, possibly
lanceolate or leaf-shaped, well-made quartzite biface (Photo 46: C), the tip of a moderately
thin, possibly lanceolate, well-made biface of light grey chert (Photo 46: D), and the tip of a thin,
broad-bladed, well-made biface of purple chert (Photo 46: E).
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Photo 46
Bifaces and Biface Tips Recovered From FhCe-05
(Grid Scale: 1 block = 6.25 mm, 8 blocks = 5 cm)
Four abraders were collected at FhCe-05, the largest collection of such tools recovered from
any site in 2012. Three of these (Photo 47: B-D) are of highly-polished slate, and could have
served as burnishing stones to burnish leather-hard clay during the manufacture of ceramic
vessels. However, no native ceramics were recovered from FhCe-05 (though they were
collected at the nearby site FhCe-21), while the presence of surface striations suggests that it
may have been employed on hard, coarse materials as well. The fourth piece (Photo 47: A) is a
coarse sandstone abrader, with a somewhat smoothed dorsal surface and pronounced groove
abraded across ventral surface.
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Photo 47
Abraders Recovered From FhCe-05
(Grid Scale: 1 block = 6.25 mm, 8 blocks = 5 cm)
Eight single-arris linear flakes were collected at FhCe-05. Three
(Figure 4.48: A, E, F), while the remainder are of pink or purplish-pink chert.
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Photo 48
Linear Flakes Recovered From FhCe-05
(Grid Scale: 1 block = 6.25 mm, 8 blocks = 5 cm)
Miscellaneous artifacts in the collection include a quartzite utilized flake with bifacial retouch
along one gently convex edge (Photo 49: A), a quartzite thick small triangular biface preform,
with one corner missing (Photo 49: B), a quartzite flake with unifacial retouch along one short,
spurred, working edge (Photo 49: C), an unusual worn biface corner of very coarse-grained
sandstone-like material little suited to knapping (Photo 49: D), a small quartzite retouched flake,
with unifacial retouch along one short working edge (Photo 49: E), a large quartzite utilized flake
with unifacial usewear along one gently convex lateral edge, likely an expedient sidescraper
(Photo 49: F), a large quartzite flake core, originally likely a preform (Photo 49: G), and finally a
thick ovate quartzite preform, which appears to have been re-purposed as a flake core
(Photo 49: H). It is interesting that in an assemblage in which both the debitage and the finished
artifacts are dominated by Saunders chert, it is quartzite that predominates among the
expedient tools.
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Photo 49
Miscellaneous Artifacts Recovered From FhCe-05
(Grid Scale: 1 block = 6.25 mm, 8 blocks = 5 cm)
4.2.10.3 Interpretation and Summary
FhCe-05 yielded a pair of firecracked cobble hearths, oriented NNW-SSE, at an angle to the
terrace edge. These two hearths were 5 m apart, and it is unlikely that they were enclosed by a
single dwelling structure. The two hearths were also quite different in form: Feature 1 is the only
classic Intermediate-Period cobble pavement-style hearth encountered during the 2012
recovery work, while Feature 2 is a more diffused cobble hearth of the type more typical of the
sites recovered in 2012 at Muskrat Falls.
The lithic debitage assemblage from the site is large, and uniquely among the sites recovered in
2012, it is composed primarily of Saunders chert. The collection of finished artifacts is also quite
large, and includes projectile points, biface knives, large formal scrapers, abraders, linear flakes,
and retouched/utilized flakes. The volume of debitage suggests that tool finishing and
resharpening of Saunders chert implements was an important activity at the site, and FhCe-05 is
interpreted as an intensive or relatively long-term, possibly multi-family, campsite serving as a
staging area for seasonal moves to or from the interior.
The raw material frequencies suggest an occupation dating to the Intermediate Period.
Typologically, the notched projectile points are potentially-consistent with this dating. It may be
noted though, that in size and notching style (though not in raw material), the points from FhCe05 are not unlike those of the later Daniel Rattle Complex of the Late Precontact Period. The
large corner-notched drooping-shouldered biface knives are unlike any others collected during
the 2012 recovery work; drooping-shoulder points have been recovered from sites in the Strait of
Belle Isle, but the size and delicate workmanship of the two specimens from FhCe-05 recalls the
spectacular exotic biface found in the Daniel Rattle cache near Davis Inlet on the north-central
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coast of Labrador (Loring 1989). The date of 1900 ± 30 BP (Beta-373496) from Feature 1 is
intermediate between the previously-presumed date ranges for the Intermediate Period and the
Daniel Rattle Complex of the Late Precontact Period.

4.2.11 Manitu-utshu 10 (FhCe-22)
FhCe-22 was situated north of the portage trail, on the terrace edge only 150 m south of the
lower falls. It is thus the westernmost of the sites located downstream of the lower falls. The site
was recorded during Stage 2 assessment in 2012 when 16 quartzite flakes were collected from
three positive testpits excavated near the terrace edge. Subsequent recovery involved
excavation of a total of 48 m2 at FhCe-23.

Photo 50

View North Across Excavation at FhCe-22
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4.2.11.1 Site Stratigraphy and Features
As is typical of the off-trail sites excavated in 2012, the basic stratigraphy (Figure 4.34) was a
relatively simple, typical podzolic soil development profile: a duff layer overlying an illuviated
grey-white A Horizon of variable thickness, which in turn overlay the red-orange iron-enriched
B Horizon. Because FhCe-22 was situated in mature spruce-sphagnum forest, the duff was
generally very thick and the stratigraphy complicated in places by the effects of large
treethrows. Three cultural features were defined at FhCe-23 (Figures 4.35, Photo 50).
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Figure 4.34

Profile of Excavations at FhCe -22
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Figure 4.35

Plan of Excavations at FhCe-22
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Feature 1
Feature 1 was a small 15 cm deep pit measuring 40 cm by 80 cm. Associated with this pit, and
largely filling it, was a small concentration of rock, firecracked rock and slabs. Charcoal was
present nearby, though none was noted within the pit. Nevertheless, this is interpreted as a small
pit hearth. A charcoal sample from a small group of cobbles southwest of Feature 1 yielded an
AMS date of 1980 ± 30 BP (Beta-373502).
Feature 2
Feature 2 was a larger pit situated about 3.5 m NNW of Feature 1. Feature 2 was similar to
Feature 1 but measured 90 cm by 60 cm and was again 15 cm deep. As in Feature 1, this pit is
largely filled with rock and firecracked rock, and there was a surrounding diffuse scatter of
firecracked rock fragments. Once again, charcoal was collected nearby but none was noted in
the pit itself. Nevertheless, this too is interpreted as a small pit hearth.
Feature 3
Feature 3 was a very diffuse curving linear scatter of firecracked rock approximately 4 m long,
extending between Feature 1 and Feature 2, though curving somewhat to the west. Charcoal
was collected from several locations along this scatter, but was not abundant. The lithic artifacts
and debitage from FhCe-22, however, were primarily associated with this feature. This may be
interpreted as a rather ephemeral linear hearth feature, or as a diffuse secondary scatter of
rocks that were originally associated with Features 1 and 2.

4.2.11.2 Cultural Materials
Debitage and Distribution
FhCe-22 yielded a small collection of 430 pieces of lithic debitage (Figure 4.50). Rhyolite (71.4%)
was the most frequent material, while Saunders chert (15.1%) and quartzite (10.2%) were rather
less common. Eleven pieces of quartz represent 2.6% of the assemblage. Debitage was
distributed primarily within Feature 3 and to the west of Feature 2 (Figure 4.36).
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Figure 4.36

Plan of Excavations at FhCe-22 Showing the Distribution of Debitage
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Artifacts
FhCe-22 yielded a small collection of nine lithic artifacts. Projectile points comprise a surprisingly
large percentage of this l assemblage. One (Photo 51: A) is a thin Ramah flake point, exhibiting
edge retouch only. The base is missing, but it appears to be a “waisted” form with wide sidenotches and rising shoulders. A second point (Photo 51: B) is a small wide-sidenotched/waisted
chert projectile point, with relatively straight shoulders and a straight base. This piece is quite
thick, with many hinge fractures on its ventral surface. The third point (Photo 51: C) is a thick,
roughly-formed, patinated chert pentagonal point, possibly a preform. This point has no true
shoulders, and its stem tapers slightly to a straight base. Finally, a small, thick, somewhat
asymmetric triangular biface (Photo 51: D) may be grouped with the projectile points, or it may
be a very small knife blade. It is made of the same distinctive white/pink banded and mottled
rhyolite as is the much larger but otherwise vaguely-similar leaf-shaped biface from FhCe-24.

Photo 51
Projectile Points Recovered From FhCe-22
(Grid Scale: 1 block = 6.25 mm, 8 blocks = 5 cm)
Other lithic artifacts from FhCe-22 include a purple rhyolite single-arris linear flake (Photo 52: A),
the tip of a thick but broad patinated rhyolite biface of indeterminate form (Photo 52: B), a thick
quartzite flake scraper/retouched flake (Photo 52: C), a lateral fragment from a thick, largely
unifacially-worked rhyolite preform, shot through with veins causing major imperfections
(Photo 52: D), and finally, a thick, primary quartzite flake, with indications of use-wear along one
irregular but generally straight edge (Photo 52: E).
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Photo 52
Miscellaneous Artifacts Recovered From FhCe-22
(Grid Scale: 1 block = 6.25 mm, 8 blocks = 5 cm)
4.2.11.3 Interpretation and Summary
FhCe-22 yielded a pair of cobble pit-hearths linked by a sparse scatter of firecracked rock,
oriented NW-SE, at a 45 degree angle to the terrace edge. These two hearths were 4 m apart,
and it is unlikely that they were enclosed by a single dwelling structure.
The lithic debitage assemblage from the site is small and composed primarily of rhyolite. The
collection of finished artifacts is also quite small, and though a range of tool types is represented,
it includes an unusually high frequency of projectile points. Typologically, these are quite varied.
Two “waisted” specimens, one a flakepoint of Ramah, resemble late Archaic/early
Intermediate-Period Graveyard Form points from the Strait of Belle Isle. A third pentagonal,
tapered-stem point of patinated chert, resembles the Middle-Late Archaic Period stemmed
points well-known on the central and northern Labrador coast, while the fourth, a small
triangular biface, more closely resembles the triangular bifaces common on late precontact
sites in the region.
FhCe-22 is interpreted as a short-term, possibly multi-family campsite of undetermined date. A
charcoal sample from 2 m southwest of Feature 1, dated 1980 ± 30 BP (Beta-373502), is
associated with the waisted Ramah projectile point recovered from this site (Photo 51: A).

4.2.12 Manitu-utshu 11 (FhCe-23)
FhCe-23 was situated north of the portage trail, on the terrace edge overlooking the lower falls.
The site was recorded during Stage 2 assessment in 2012 when one rhyolite flake was collected
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from a single positive testpit excavated near the terrace edge north of the portage trail. During
subsequent recovery, a total of 34 m2 was excavated at FhCe-23.

Photo 53

Aerial View of Excavations at FhCe-23

4.2.12.1 Site Stratigraphy and Features
As is typical of the off-trail sites excavated in 2012, the basic stratigraphy (Figure 4.37) was a
relatively simple, typical podzolic soil development profile: a duff layer overlying an illuviated
grey-white A Horizon of variable thickness, which in turn overlay the red-orange iron-enriched B
Horizon. Because FhCe-23 was situated in mature spruce-sphagnum forest, the duff was
generally very thick and the stratigraphy complicated in places by the effects of large
treethrows. Three cultural features were defined at FhCe-23 (Figure 4.38, Photo 53).
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Figure 4.37

Profile of Excavations at FhCe-23
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Figure 4.38

Plan of Excavations at FhCe-23
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Feature 1
Feature 1 was a concentration of burnt and firecracked rock and charcoal-stained sand
measuring a little less than a meter in diameter, associated with a large heat-shattered boulder
(Photo 54). Feature 1 is interpreted as a hearth. A charcoal sample from Feature 1 yielded an
AMS date of 1940 ± 30 BP (Beta-373503).
Feature 2
Feature 2 was a small oval pit measuring 30 cm by 50 cm and 15 cm deep, located 1 m east of
Feature 1. The pit contained no charcoal and little firecracked rock and its function is unknown.

Photo 54

Feature 1 at FhCe-23

Feature 3
Feature 3 was a deep channel, which began a meter or so north of Feature 1 and descended
north to open out at the edge of the terrace. The channel was flanked to the east by a very
prominent hummock, anchored to a very large boulder at the lip of the terrace edge. The
feature has been numbered because it is a prominent feature of the topography in the vicinity
of Feature 1, and because it was faintly charcoal-stained at the top of the A Horizon. However, it
is almost certainly not a cultural feature as such, but rather a natural drainage channel caused
by water (or perhaps originally by ice) flowing around the margins of the boulder and hummock
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and cutting down into the terrace edge, carrying sediment (and some cultural material) over
the edge. In this respect, Feature 3 recalls the narrow channel observed at FhCe-05.

4.2.12.2 Cultural Materials
Debitage and Distribution
FhCe-23 yielded a large collection of 1,185 pieces of lithic debitage (Figure 4.50). Rhyolite
(68.4%) was the most frequent material, and a high frequency of Saunders chert (31.6%) was
recovered as well. Excavations yielded only a single piece of quartzite debitage. Debitage was
primarily distributed within a 2 m by 4 m NW-SE oval centered on the hearth (Figure 4.39). This
scatter may approximate the interior of a dwelling structure, and the evidence for knapping
around the hearth further suggests the possibility of an occupation occurring during the colder
months.
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Figure 4.39

Plan of Excavations at FhCe-23 Showing the Distribution of Debitage
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Artifacts
FhCe-23 yielded a small collection of nine lithic artifacts. These include two slender bifaces, one
a complete long, slender, somewhat asymmetric lanceolate biface of rhyolite (Photo 55: A),
and the other the tip of a thick, well-made slender biface, likely of same type but made of chert
(Photo 55: B).

Photo 55
Bifaces Recovered From FhCe-23
(Grid Scale: 1 block = 6.25 mm, 8 blocks = 5 cm)
Miscellaneous artifacts recovered from FhCe-23 include four linear flakes, two of rhyolite and
two of chert (Photo 56: A-D). Also collected was a lateral fragment of a biface of indeterminate
form, exhibiting a plunging fracture which suggests this was detached from the original biface as
the result of a repair/resharpening error (Photo 56: E). A single utilized flake was recovered, a
cortical flake of quartzite, probably struck from a flake core, with unifacial usewear along one
convex edge (Photo 56: F). Finally, FhCe-23 yielded two fragments of red ochre-stained slate
engraved on one side with parallel shallow lines and possible cross-hatching in places (Photo 56:
G-H). The larger of the two pieces (Photo 57) shows deep grooving on both the dorsal and
ventral surfaces that may have been intended to form a perforation, possibly for suspension. The
function of this unusual object is unknown, but it may have been part of an amulet or clothing
adornment.
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Photo 56
Miscellaneous Artifacts Recovered From FhCe-23
(Grid Scale: 1 block = 6.25 mm, 8 blocks = 5 cm)

Photo 57

Close-up of Incised Slate Object Recovered From FhCe-23
(Grid Scale: 1 block = 6.25 mm, 8 blocks = 5 cm)

4.2.12.3 Interpretation and Summary
FhCe-23 yielded a single, reasonably well-defined hearth of firecracked cobbles. The lithic
assemblage from the site is fairly large, and is dominated by rhyolite and Saunders chert. The
small collection of finished artifacts includes a slender asymmetric bifacial knife and a tip of a
biface of similar form, along with linear flakes and a utilized flake, indicating a range of domestic
tasks, particularly likely food-processing. No projectile points were recovered from the site, and
although the raw materials suggest an Intermediate-Period occupation, none of the tool types
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are particularly diagnostic. Nevertheless, a charcoal sample is being submitted for radiocarbon
analysis. FhCe-23 is interpreted as a short-term single-family campsite. The engraved and
possibly perforated ochre-stained slate object is unique.

4.2.13 Manitu-utshu 12 (FhCe-24)
FhCe-24 was situated well to the north of the portage trail along the terrace edge, overlooking
the steady between the upper and lower falls, approximately 200 m above the lower falls. The
site was recorded during Stage 2 assessment in 2012 when 8 rhyolite flakes were collected from
two positive testpits excavated near the terrace edge north of the portage trail. A total of 36 m2
was excavated during recovery work at FhCe-24.

4.2.13.1 Site Stratigraphy and Features
As at the previously-described off-trail sites, the basic stratigraphy (Figure 4.40) was a relatively
simple, typical podzolic soil development profile: a duff layer overlying an illuviated grey-white A
Horizon of variable thickness, which in turn overlay the red-orange iron-enriched B Horizon. The
site lay at the intersection of several surveyor’s cutlines and had therefore been largely cut over
during the last twenty years or so. However, because FhCe-24 was situated in what was until
recently a mature spruce-sphagnum forest, the duff was generally very thick and the
stratigraphy complicated in places by the effects of treethrows. Two cultural features were
defined at FhCe-24 (Figure 4.40, Figure 4.41, Photo 58, Photo 59, Photo 60). Both are
concentrations of rock and firecracked rock and both are flanked by low mounds and
hummocks.
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Photo 58

Aerial View SW of Excavations at FhCe-24

Feature 1
Feature 1 was a concentration of rock, firecracked rock, and debitage measuring
approximately 1.5m x 1m. Feature 1 also included several large rocks and two flat slabs. The
distribution of rocks was in the form of an oval, oriented NE-SW. Charcoal was present, though
not abundant, and Feature 1 is interpreted as a hearth. Another cluster of rocks some 2m to the
SE yielded no cultural material, and is not considered cultural.
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Figure 4.40

Profile of Excavations at FhCe-24
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Figure 4.41

Plan of Excavations at FhCe-24
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Feature 2
Feature 2 was a concentration of rock, firecracked rock, and debitage similar to Feature 1 but
located 2 m away, closer to the edge of the terrace. This concentration measured
approximately 1.5 m x 1.5 m, and contained one large flat slab. A slightly more diffuse scatter of
rock and firecracked rock almost connected Feature 1 and Feature 2. Charcoal was sparse but
present in Feature 2, and like Feature 1, it is interpreted as a hearth.

Photo 59

View North Across Excavations at FhCe-24
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Photo 60

View West Across Features 1 and 2 at FhCe-24

4.2.13.2 Cultural Materials
Debitage and Distribution
FhCe-24 yielded a small collection of 153 pieces of lithic debitage (Figure 4.50). Rhyolite (43.1%)
was the most frequent material, while quartzite (13.1%) and Saunders chert (12.4%) were rather
less common. Ramah comprised an unusually large 31.4% of the debitage, the largest
assemblage of Ramah by percentage (though not by number of pieces) of all the sites
excavated in 2012. Although some debitage was collected from the hearth features, particularly
Feature 2, debitage was largely distributed outside the inferred structure perimeter (Figure 4.42).
A concentration of rhyolite flakes northeast of the hearths may correspond to the entryway to
the dwelling.
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Figure 4.42

Plan of Excavations at FhCe-24 Showing the Distribution of Debitage
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Artifacts
This site yielded a small lithic artifact assemblage of six pieces. Artifacts recovered from FhCe-24
include one large, thin, leaf-shaped biface with concavo-convex longitudinal cross-section
(Photo 61). One lateral edge was not retouched to sharpen a straight, thick vein boundary,
giving the tool the appearance, and possibly the function, of a backed blade. This biface is
made of a distinctive white/pink banded and mottled rhyolite.

Photo 61
Large Biface Recovered From FhCe-24
(Grid Scale: 1 block = 6.25 mm, 8 blocks = 5 cm)
Five additional artifacts recovered include the basal edge of a thin, well-made straight-based
Ramah biface of indeterminate, possibly triangular or lanceolate form (Photo 62: A); it could not
be determined if the piece had ever been notched. Also found was a small single-arris linear
flake of grey chert (Photo 62: B), and three large unifacially-utilized quartzite flakes
(Photo 62: C-E).
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Photo 62
Other Artifacts Recovered From FhCe-24
(Grid Scale: 1 block = 6.25 mm, 8 blocks = 5 cm)
4.2.13.3 Interpretation and Summary
FhCe-24 yielded a pair of cobble hearths linked by a sparse scatter of firecracked rock, oriented
NW-SE, at a 45 degree angle to the terrace edge. These two hearths were close enough
together that they may have been enclosed by a single dwelling structure. Although there is no
direct evidence indicating the dimensions of this structure, the hearths were surrounded by a
series of hummocks, and the extent of the level terrain surrounding the hearths suggests a
structure no larger than approximately 5 m long and 3 m wide.
The lithic debitage assemblage from the site is small, and is dominated by rhyolite and,
unusually, Ramah.
The collection of finished artifacts is also quite small, but a range of tool types is represented,
indicating a wide range of domestic tasks. FhCe-24 is interpreted as a short-term multi-family
campsite.
This small assemblage is not very informative typologically; the range of raw materials suggests
an occupation dating to the Intermediate Period, though the frequency of Ramah, and the
presence of a small, unfortunately non-diagnostic, Ramah biface fragment, raises the possibility
of a later date. A sample of scattered charcoal broadly associated with Feature 1 yielded an
AMS date of 1940 ± 30 BP (Beta-373504).
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4.2.14 Manitu-utshu 13 (FhCe-25)
FhCe-25 was the westernmost of the off-trail sites excavated in 2012. The site was situated along
the terrace edge overlooking the steady between the upper and lower falls, approximately 250
m above the lower falls. The site was recorded during Stage 2 assessment in 2012 when 28
quartzite flakes and three rhyolite flakes were collected from four positive testpits excavated
near the terrace edge north of the portage trail. Subsequent recovery work involved excavation
of a total of 40 m2 at FhCe-25.

4.2.14.1 Site Stratigraphy and Features
As at the previously-described off-trail sites, the basic stratigraphy (Figure 4.43) was a relatively
simple, typical podzolic soil development profile: a duff layer overlying an illuviated grey-white A
Horizon of variable thickness, which in turn overliay the red-orange iron-enriched B Horizon.
Because FhCe-25 was situated in mature spruce-sphagnum forest, the duff was generally very
thick and the stratigraphy complicated in places by the effects of treethrows. Two cultural
features were defined at FhCe-25 (Figures 4.44, Photo 63).
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Figure 4.43

Profile of Excavations at FhCe-25
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Feature 1
Feature 1 was a concentration of rock, firecracked rock, quartzite shatter and debitage
measuring approximately 3 m x 1 m. The distribution of rocks was in the form of an elongated
oval, oriented ENE-WSW; however, it had been subject to recent treethrow disturbance, and
may originally have been more circular in outline. Several fragmented rhyolite pebbles were
recovered from this feature. Charcoal was present, though not abundant, and Feature 1 is
interpreted as a hearth.
Feature 2
Feature 2 was a concentration of rock, firecracked rock, quartzite shatter and debitage similar
to Feature 1 but located 4 m away, closer to the edge of the terrace. This concentration
measured approximately 2 m x 1.5 m and was oriented NW-SE. Charcoal was present, and like
Feature 1, it is interpreted as a hearth. A charcoal sample recovered from Feature 2 yielded an
AMS date of 1460 ± 30 BP (Beta-373500).
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Figure 4.44

Plan of Excavations at FhCe-25
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Photo 63

View West Across FhCe-25

4.2.14.2 Cultural Materials
Debitage and Distribution
FhCe-25 yielded a very large collection of 4,139 pieces of lithic debitage (Figure 4.50). Quartzite
shatter and flakes (95%) overwhelmingly dominated the collection, while rhyolite (2.1%), quartz
(1.8%) and chert (1.0%) were present only in trace quantities. The distribution of debitage (Figure
4.45) was heavily concentrated in and adjacent to the two hearth features.
Artifacts
FhCe-25 yielded a large collection of 48 lithic artifacts, the second-largest of the assemblages
recovered in 2012.
Seven of these are projectile points, or small biface tip fragments that are likely from projectile
points. One is a thin quartzite biface tip, possibly from a point (Photo 64: A). Another similar thin
quartzite biface tip, possibly from a point, shows retouch that is primarily unifacial along one
edge; this piece is slightly curved, and may also have served as a graver (Photo 64: B). A third is
another tip of a thin quartzite biface or point (Photo 64: C). Four points are complete or
otherwise show evidence of hafting modification. One (Photo 64: D) is the base of a straightshouldered, relatively deep-notched, expanding and round-stemmed quartzite projectile point,
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another (Photo 64: E) is the base of a shallowly wide-notched, expanding- and round-stemmed
projectile point, with weakly-defined rising shoulders. It is made of a mottled dark vitreous
grey/pale violet grey chert, with white vugs. A third (Photo 64: F) is a thick, crudely made but
small (projectile point-sized) leaf-shaped quartzite biface, while the fourth (Photo 64: G) is a
triangular, thick, short-bladed quartzite biface, which appears to have rising shoulders,
suggesting a projectile point. The blade of this specimen is somewhat asymmetric, with one
edge convex and the other straight.
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Figure 4.45

Plan of Excavations at FhCe-25 Showing the Distribution of Debitage
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Photo 64

Projectile Points and Biface Tips Recovered From FhCe-25
(Grid Scale: 1 block = 6.25 mm, 8 blocks = 5 cm)

Other bifaces from FhCe-25 include two joining pieces of a thick but well-made asymmetricbladed quartzite biface (Photo 65: A); the worked edges suggest that despite its thickness, it is
not a preform. Also found were the tips of several broad, well-made, relatively thin, probably
leaf-shaped quartzite bifaces (Photo 65: B-D). Another thick biface or preform is markedly
asymmetric (Photo 65: E), and a final tip of a very thick, broad quartzite biface (Photo 65: F)
exhibits a degree of edge retouch that suggests it is not a preform. Basal fragments include a
nearly-complete small, very thick leaf-shaped quartzite biface (Photo 65: G), three bases from
broad, round-based, leaf-shaped quartzite bifaces (Photo 65: H-J), and finally, a corner
fragment from a thick but well-made quartzite biface (Photo 65: K); the piece is likely a basal
corner, with straight base and one shallow side-notch.
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Photo 65
Other Bifaces Recovered From FhCe-25
(Grid Scale: 1 block = 6.25 mm, 8 blocks = 5 cm)
Biface preforms include the basal portion of a small thick quartzite preform (Photo 66: A), a small
corner fragment of a quartzite biface preform (Photo 66: B), two basal fragments from quartzite
preforms (Photo 66: C-D), with cortex visible on one (Photo 66: C), two joining lateral fragments
of the basal portion of a large quartzite preform, roughly leaf-shaped (Photo 66: E), a thick ovate
quartzite biface preform with cortex present (Photo 66: F), an irregular basal fragment of a thick
quartzite biface preform (Photo 66: G), and two joining fragments from a thick but well-made
very asymmetric quartzite biface that does not appear to have been completed (Photo 66: H).

Photo 66
Biface Preforms Recovered From FhCe-25
(Grid Scale: 1 block = 6.25 mm, 8 blocks = 5 cm)
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The collection from FhCe-25 includes eight quartzite linear flakes (Photo 67), one of which is a
large single-arris bladelike flake, with a utilized end-of-blade unifacial scraping edge
(Photo 67: A).

Photo 67
Linear Flakes Recovered From FhCe-25
(Grid Scale: 1 block = 6.25 mm, 8 blocks = 5 cm)
Nine retouched/utilized flakes (Photo 68) and two core fragments (Photo 68: D, H), all of
quartzite, complete the collection from FhCe-25. Retouched and utilized flakes show generally
unifacial retouch or usewear, along straight, irregular, concave or convex edges, suggesting
that they were employed for a variety of scraping functions. One piece (Photo 68: J) was
probably originally the tip of a quartzite biface preform. Two unifacial working edges converge
at tip, with one long bifacial edge on one lateral margin (this last probably the former lateral
edge of the preform).
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Photo 68

Retouched/Utilized Flakes and Core Fragments Recovered From FhCe-25
(Grid Scale: 1 block = 6.25 mm, 8 blocks = 5 cm)

4.2.14.3 Interpretation and Summary
FhCe-25 yielded a pair of cobble hearths oriented NW-SE, at a 45 degree angle to the nearby
terrace edge. Unlike the hearth-pairs at some other sites (e.g. FhCe-17 and FhCe-24), these two
hearths were approximately 4 m apart, and it is unlikely that they were enclosed by a single
structure.
Associated with these hearths was a large assemblage of quartzite debitage and shatter; there
were a few rhyolite cobbles, but little rhyolite debitage: the collection is overwhelmingly
dominated by quartzite.
The artifact collection includes projectile points, bifaces, and preforms, as well as expedient tools
such as linear flakes, retouched/utilized flakes, and cores. This suggests a campsite location that
witnessed a wide range of domestic tasks. However, the quantity of debitage and shatter, and
the frequency of preforms in the collection indicates that primary reduction of quartzite river
cobbles was one of the most important activities performed on-site. Although a range of
domestic tasks, including food preparation, was undertaken, the site is interpreted as (at least in
part) a staging area associated with preparing preforms and finished tools of quartzite.
The overwhelming predominance of quartzite in the lithic assemblage suggests that the site
dates to the Intermediate Period, possibly the Late Intermediate Period, North West River Phase.
The date of 1460 ± 30 BP (Beta-373500) from Feature 2 makes this the most recent of the south
side Muskrat Falls sites; this date is more recent than anticipated, although it should be noted
that the North West River Phase, as with many Intermediate Period culture-historical units, has yet
to be securely dated.
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4.2.15 Manitu-utshu 14 (FhCe-26)
FhCe-26 was situated 300 m upstream of the lower falls, at the point where the portage trail
once again closely tracks the edge of the terrace. This location was only 25 m from FhCe-27,
with which this site forms a small site cluster. The site was first recorded during Stage 2 assessment
in 2012, which yielded one patinated flake and two rhyolite flakes in three testpits excavated
south of the portage trail. Testing along the trail, and north to the terrace edge, was negative. A
total of 20 m2 was excavated during recovery work at the site, encompassing the positive
testpits.
As at the previously-described trailside sites, the basic stratigraphy (Figure 4.46) was a
conventional boreal forest soil development profile, except along the portage trail where
stratigraphy consisted of highly compressed duff, a fine mixed tan-grey silt, and a mottled,
extremely indurated deposit of grey and orange lenses. At FhCe-26, the berm flanking the trail
was characterized more by a mounding of these layers, than by the distinctive lenses of loose
sediment found at other trailside sites. No firecracked rock was encountered during excavations,
and aside from the trail and berm, no cultural features were noted at FhCe-26 (Figure 4.47).
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Figure 4.46

Profile of Excavations at FhCe-26
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FhCe-26 yielded a very small and sparse collection of 38 pieces of lithic debitage (Figure 4.50).
Thirty-two of these (84.2%) are rhyolite, and six (15.8%) are chert. No finished artifacts were
recovered from FhCe-26. Allowing for small sample size, the raw material frequencies are
comparable to those observed at FhCe-27 (see below). FhCe-26 is interpreted as a sparse lithic
scatter representing an outlier of FhCe-27.
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Figure 4.47

Plan of Excavations at FhCe-26
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4.2.16 Manitu-utshu 15 (FhCe-27)
FhCe-27 was the westernmost site excavated in 2012. The site was situated approximately 300 m
upstream of the lower falls, and 25 m west of FhCe-26. The site was first recorded during Stage 2
assessment in 2012, which yielded one chert flake and four rhyolite flakes in five testpits
excavated along 15 m stretch of the portage trail. Testing north and south of the trail was
negative. Vegetation consisted of ledum and compressed duff along the trail itself, flanked to
the south by a growth of young spruce and hardwoods. A total of 32 m2 was excavated here
during recovery work, encompassing the positive testpits, in a 2 x 16 m excavation area along
the portage trail (Photo 69).

Photo 69

View West Across FhCe-27

4.2.16.1 Site Stratigraphy and Features
Stratigraphy at FhCe-27 revealed entirely disturbed deposits associated with 20th-century
roadbuilding. The fine dusty silt grey-tan silt and the underlying grey and orange mottled silt
(Figure 4.48) recall the stratigraphy observed at other trailside sites, though at FhCe-27, these
deposits were particularly compressed and indurated, reflecting the fact that the entirety of the
site lay within the mechanically-constructed former roadway. In fact, the degree of compaction
of the soils made excavation difficult. Rock and, to a lesser extent, firecracked rock were found
to be somewhat more abundant toward the center of the excavation area (Figure 4.49), though
no precontact cultural features were evident at the site.
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Figure 4.48

Profiles of Excavations at FhCe-27
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Figure 4.49

Plan of Excavations at FhCe -27
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4.2.16.2 Cultural Materials
Debitage and Distribution
FhCe-27 yielded a small collection of 261 pieces of lithic debitage (Figure 4.50). The debitage
assemblage was largely dominated by rhyolite (67.8%). Chert represented 25.7% of the
assemblage, and quartzite was present only in low frequencies (6.5%). Both the rhyolites and the
cherts were generally heavily discoloured by the surrounding compacted, orange-grey soil
matrix.
Artifacts
Two finished artifacts were recovered during excavations at FhCe-27, both of which appear to
be projectile points. The first (Photo 70: A) is a very thick base and lower blade of a wide sidenotched, probably round-based quartzite projectile point with rising shoulders and expanding
stem. The second (Photo 70: B) is the tip of a well-made, slender chert biface, probably also a
projectile point.

Photo 70
Artifacts Recovered From FhCe-27
(Grid Scale: 1 block = 6.25 mm, 8 blocks = 5 cm)
4.2.16.3 Interpretation and Summary
FhCe-27 may have been the remains of a small short-term campsite. However, the site has
been so significantly disturbed by 20th-century roadbuilding that no in situ features or deposits
could be recognized. No charcoal samples from FhCe-27 will be submitted for radiocarbon
dating.
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4.3

Archaeological Site Winter Protection Plan

Twenty-five registered archaeological sites with subsurface precontact deposits, two previouslyrecorded, have been identified along the portage trail on the south side of Muskrat Falls (see
Table 3.1). Fifteen of these were recovered in 2012. The remaining 10 sites lay outside the Bulk
Excavation Area and were not anticipated to be directly impacted by Early Works construction
activities. Therefore, they were not scheduled for recovery in 2012. Nevertheless, because they
are located in the general vicinity of anticipated construction activities, it was essential to mark
and buffer these sites to ensure they were not inadvertently impacted, particularly during the
winter when archaeological recovery was not possible. The sites requiring protection are
indicated in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1

Sites Subject to the 2012 Winter Protection Plan
Site Name

Borden Number

Manitu-utshu 1

FhCe-13

Manitu-utshu 2

FhCe-14

Manitu-utshu 16

FhCe-28

Manitu-utshu 17

FhCe-29

Manitu-utshu 18

FhCe-30

Manitu-utshu 19

FhCe-31

Manitu-utshu 20

FhCe-32

Manitu-utshu 21

FhCe-33

Manitu-utshu 22

FhCe-34

Manitu-utshu 23

FhCe-35

The following risk factors were identified:
•

Although the sites proposed for protection did not lie directly within planned construction
areas, they could be impacted by vehicle traffic transiting the area, tree-felling, use of
temporary laydown areas, or other activities during operations within the general vicinity;

•

Construction activities were anticipated to commence and continue during winter, when 12 m of snow-cover over sites and markers may reasonably be anticipated; and

•

A variety of marking schemes have been employed in the area to flag a variety of features
in recent years, generally using orange flagging ribbon, but also pink and blue ribbon, and
as a result conventional flagging tape marking may be confusing to, not noticed by, or even
disregarded by, heavy equipment operators on site.
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Consequently, the field marking system to ensure site protection would have to:
•

be durable;

•

be visible In conditions of moderately deep snow;

•

be distinctive and recognizable; and

•

include more than one line of defense for each site.

The Winter Protection Plan for not-yet-recovered archaeological sites involved three levels of
protection:
•

First, continuous field marking around site perimeters, following the distribution of negative
testpits which define the approximate site boundaries. Perimeter marking employed highlyvisible multi-coloured pennant lines radically different from any other marking previously
employed on-site. These pennant lines were bound to rope and fixed to trees around each
site perimeter at heights of 2-2.5 musing zip-ties. Though perimeters were marked
continuously, lines were broken into segments, particularly along the trail itself, so that if a
section of the marking was disturbed by heavy equipment, snow-load or passage of wildlife,
the entire perimeter would not be dragged down.

•

Second, point field marking at close intervals defining a 50 m buffer zone around each site.
Buffer zone marking employed blue and green ribbons fixed to trees at heights of 2-2.5 m at
approximately 10 m intervals. Buffer zone marking was undertaken by professional surveyors
accompanied by a Project archaeologist. The surveyors surveyed in buffer zone corner
points to approximately 3 cm accuracy, and also surveyed site perimeter corner points and
a centroid for each archaeological site.

•

Third, information on site locations and field marking measures to be provided to Nalcor,
SNC-Lavalin and all subcontractors. Information consisted of a brief and readily copied and
circulated Advisory. The Advisory included the central coordinates of archaeologicallysensitive areas (i.e. archaeological sites); the coordinates of the site perimeter corners; the
coordinates of the 50 m buffer zone corners; an illustrated description of the two levels of
field marking (the archaeological site perimeter marking system and the archaeological site
buffer zone marking system); instructions to avoid entering site perimeters and buffer zones,
and to avoid damaging the marking systems (including through tree-felling); and illustrations
of archaeological materials and features to ensure these would be recognized in the event
of accidental discoveries.

The third level was intended to ensure that buffer zones were known and identified by
construction personnel and planners, so that interactions with archaeologically-sensitive
locations could be avoided in advance of construction activities, and to ensure that the first
and second levels functioned as intended. The second level was intended to serve as a
recognizable warning that personnel and/or equipment are approaching a sensitive area. The
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first and final level of protection is intended to signal that interaction with a sensitive area is
imminent. Field marking and surveying of the unrecovered archaeological sites on the south side
of Muskrat Falls was completed in October, 2012, and the information Advisory was developed
and delivered the following month. As of July 2013, it is apparent that the Winter Protection Plan
was durable and effective, and achieved its objectives.

4.4

Discussion of Recovery Program Results

The 2012 Historic Resources Recovery Program involved field recording of the historic portage
trail on the south side of Muskrat Falls, as well as excavation of 15 precontact sites associated
with this trail. A further 10 precontact sites recorded on the south side of Muskrat Falls have not
been recovered: two to the east and eight to the west of the 2012 recovery area, between the
upper and lower falls. The 2012 recovery program focused on a series of precontact sites
situated just above and just below the lower falls.

4.4.1

Site Distribution, Intra-Site Patterning and Site Functions

The sites recovered in 2012 were all aligned along the terrace overlooking the falls and the river,
in most cases 5 m or less from the terrace edge. The easternmost excavated site (FhCe-07) lay
500 m from the present eastern terminus, and from the next pair of sites, which seems further
from the falls than would be strictly necessary to effect a safe portage. It is therefore possible
that FhCe-07 lay at or close to the eastern terminus of the precontact portage trail, though in
years of particularly heavy spring ice below the falls, a longer portage might occasionally be
required. Aside from several smaller outliers, the larger sites form two principal clusters at the
lower falls: one small cluster consisting of FhCe-16 and FhCe-17, and one very large central
cluster consisting of FhCe-20, FhCe-21 and FhCe-05. The sites further to the west (FhCe-22, FhCe23, FhCe-24 and FhCe-25) form a spaced series of small campsites, while the westernmost sites,
FhCe-26 and 27, may pertain to the clusters of sites that have yet to be excavated.
The features most frequently encountered on these sites were diffuse firecracked cobble
hearths; except for Feature 1 at FhCe-05, these were not the dense cobble pavement type
associated with the Intermediate Period occupation of the central Labrador coast, nor the sand
mound variety found in the Québec interior. An unusual burnt-pebble pavement-like hearth was
recovered at FhCe17, and several sites contained possible small pit hearths. However, the
majority of the hearths from Muskrat Falls are oval firecracked cobble features, and these are
consistent in size with those reported from sites on the central Labrador coast, the Strait of Belle
Isle, and the Québec interior.
Sometimes these hearths were isolated single features (e.g. FhCe-07, possibly FhCe-20, and
FhCe-23), but often they were found in pairs (e.g. FhCe-17, FhCe05, FhCe22, FhCe24, and FhCe25), oriented at an angle to the edge of the terrace, either close enough to belong to a single
multi-family dwelling, or widely-separated enough to suggest separate single-hearth dwelling
structures. When situated close together, the diffuse rock clusters often blended, giving the
impression of a rather foreshortened “linear hearth.” FhCe-16 was the only possible candidate
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for a true extended linear hearth recovered to date at Muskrat Falls, although disturbance
factors mean that this is not conclusive.
In any case, the frequency with which hearths formed pairs at these sites is striking, but not
unprecedented for post-Archaic occupations in Labrador-Ungava. Paired hearths, for example,
appear to be common on Intermediate- and Late-Precontact Period sites in Québec (e.g. Pintal
1998; Denton 1989). Although paired hearths are not generally remarked upon in Labrador,
hearth pairs are evident in site photographs from widely separated locations, including
Sheshatshiu in central Labrador (Neilsen 2013), Kamistastin in the north-central interior (Jenkinson
2012), Daniel Rattle (Loring 1992) and Thalia Point 5 (Nagle 1978) on the north-central coast, and
possibly also in the Strait of Belle Isle (Madden 1976). This may well be a common pattern in the
social structure of post-Archaic groups, whereby families travelled and harvested seasonally in
pairs, whether structured around sibling pairs, or perhaps more likely, elder - adult child pairs.
The frequency of hearths indicates that the sites recovered in 2012 were principally campsites,
dwellings that saw a wide range of domestic activities such as cooking and food preparation.
However, some features showed evidence of more specialized functions. The boulder
alignments at FhCe-17 and FhCe-21 are interpreted as features related to canoe-building.
Boulder-filled pits are associated with the boulder alignments at these same two sites, and may
be related in some fashion to the same activity. The unusual deep elongated pit at FhCe-21 may
have had a specialized cooking function or may have been a smudge pit or pottery kiln.
The lithic debitage scatters associated with these campsites (Figure 4.50) are primarily of
quartzite, available locally and all along the Churchill River and upper Lake Melville, as well as
rhyolite, known to be available in cobble form further upstream along the Churchill River. Less
common but still present in quantity is Saunders chert, available from an as-yet unidentified
source likely in the interior of northern Labrador. Also found were quartz, potentially available
locally, Ramah from the Torngat coast of northern Labrador, smoky vitreous chert that may
derive from sources in western Labrador or on the south coast, and a few artifacts (though no
debitage) of what appears to be Mistassini quartzite. Sites vary widely in the relative importance
of these materials, with one (FhCe-05) dominated by Saunders chert, and two (FhCe-15,
FhCe-25) by quartzite.
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Sites are ordered from east to west.

Figure 4.50

Lithic Debitage Recovered from the Sites Excavated in 2012
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1
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Artifacts Recovered From Sites Excavated in 2012
FhCe-07

Table 4.2
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4

13

24

1

35

64

42

9

10

2
6

48

0

2

264

*48 heat-shattered biface fragments counted as one artifact.

Five assemblages (FhCe-20, FhCe-22, FhCe-23, FhCe-26 and FhCe-27) are dominated by
rhyolite. Rhyolite and quartzite together are the two commonest lithic materials found on these
sites as a group, but rhyolite is the most-consistently well-represented material at individual sites.
Wide and generally unexplained variation in lithic raw material use among contemporary sites is
something of a hallmark of the Intermediate Period, in central Labrador, in the Québec interior,
and in the Strait of Belle Isle/Côte-Nord.
The tool types represented in the collection (Table 4.2) reflect a wide range of domestic tasks,
including hunting and food preparation, as well as tool manufacture. In several sites there
appears to be an emphasis on tool blank preparation and tool sharpening. Local quartzite was
clearly being worked, seemingly more to fashion blanks, preforms and finished tools, rather than
to generate expedient tools for domestic tasks. In addition to the lithic artifacts, multiple sherds
of thick, low-fired grit-tempered ceramics were found at two sites. Interestingly, these were the
two sites that contained boulder alignments and boulder-filled pits, so there may be an
association with ceramic use and canoe-building.
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In terms of the seasonality of occupation, extrapolating from ethnographic patterns of land use,
we might expect precontact settlement at Muskrat Falls to be oriented to two seasons in
particular: the early fall, when families that summered in upper Lake Melville were beginning to
move up the Churchill River to fall and winter harvesting areas in the deeper interior to the west;
and the early-mid spring, when families that had wintered in the interior west or southwest of the
Churchill River had almost completed their move to spring-summer gathering and fishing sites in
upper Lake Melville. One site, FhCe-17, has yielded a small assemblage of calcined bone that
may identify the season of occupation for that site at least. For the others, inferences on
seasonality of occupation must be more indirect.
•

First, all of the sites recovered in 2012 were situated on the south side of the falls, exposed to
north and northwest winds, which might suggest warmer-weather occupation (Armitage
1990: 47); this is perhaps an ambiguous indicator, since early fall and mid-spring might
provide comparable weather conditions. We may note as well that the dangerous spring ice
conditions at the eastern end of the north side portage make the south side portage more
attractive in spring.

•

Second, the sites are a mixture of those with evidence for stone-working indoors, close to
hearths (e.g. FhCe-25) and those with evidence for lithic workshop areas outside of dwelling
structures (e.g. FhCe-05). The former are consistent with occupation in colder seasons, the
latter with occupation during milder weather.

•

Third, It has been suggested that lithic raw material use patterns on Intermediate-Period sites
in upper Lake Melville may directly reflect the harvesting areas exploited by the occupants
in the preceding seasons; thus, any culture-historical variation which may be observed
through time in the Intermediate Period may first and foremost directly reflect processual
changes in harvesting area preferences, from which changes in raw material use patterns
follows only indirectly, as an epiphenomenon (Schwarz 2007). This remains an hypothesis, but
if correct, then we may also infer that on average, the majority of the lithic material at these
sites (rhyolite and quartzite) is more likely to have been deposited by people who had
arrived on-site from the west, further upstream along the Churchill River, presumably in spring.

•

Fourth, a particularly important factor given the evidence for the importance of canoe
construction at least two of the sites: canoe-building is more likely to have been a springtime activity undertaken in preparation for spring, summer and early fall travel, than a fall
activity undertaken before freeze-up.

The tentative interpretation of this group of sites is that the majority of the sites, particularly the
canoe-building sites and those with rhyolite-dominated lithic assemblages, may represent earlyspring occupations, while others, most likely including FhCe-05, with its chert-dominated
assemblage and its classic cobble-pavement hearth, may represent fall occupations.
Overall, this complex of sites on the south side of Muskrat Falls is therefore interpreted as a
staging area for seasonal moves up and downstream. Since the southern portage around the
falls is a lengthy one, and portages would be required in both directions at different seasons, it is
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likely that canoes were cached at either end of the portage. It is hypothesized that this location
was used in the fall, but most intensively in the spring, during the seasonal move downstream
along the Churchill River to upper Lake Melville. Muskrat Falls may appear to be an unexpected
location for canoe-building in spring; it might be anticipated that spring canoe-building activities
would have been focused much further upstream, to facilitate travel downriver. However, it is
possible that the desire to avoid carrying boats for several kilometers around the falls
encouraged a second canoe-building season closer to Lake Melville and later in the spring. It is
also possible that the canoes built at Muskrat Falls were of a different style than those used for
the moves up and downriver: larger and broader of beam to ensure stability in the open waters
of Lake Melville and the coast.

4.4.2

Typology and Chronology

As noted above, the patterns of raw material use at these sites broadly emphasize the use of
rhyolite, quartzite, and Saunders chert, though their proportions at individual sites vary. Ramah is
present in some assemblages, but the predominance of other materials is more consistent with a
dating for the sites recovered in 2012 within the Intermediate Period than the Late Precontact
Period, as presently understood in central Labrador.
However, it should be noted that classic Ramah-dominated Point Revenge or Daniel Rattle
Complex assemblages of the type commonly encountered on the central Labrador coast are
surprisingly rare in the central Labrador interior. Ramah has rarely been encountered in survey
collections from the Churchill River (JWEL/IELP 2001d) and even at North West River, these
complexes are represented only by the single small Point Revenge component at the Henry
Blake 1 site (Fitzhugh 1972).
In light of the fact that lithic raw materials other than Ramah generally predominate at Late
Precontact-Period sites in regions such as western Labrador, the Québec interior, and the Strait
of Belle Isle/Côte-Nord, we cannot discount the possibility that extensive use of rhyolite, quartzite
and Saunders chert may continue into the Late Precontact Period in central Labrador, and that
some of these apparent Intermediate-Period sites may in fact be more recent than they
presently appear (a possibility already noted during historic resources assessment of the Lower
Churchill Project: JWEL/IELP 2001d).
Stylistic analysis and seriation of finished artifacts is normally a critical element in culture-historical
reconstruction. In the past, the Intermediate-Period sequence has always been considered
poorly-defined in comparison to other periods in Labrador prehistory. Orderly seriation of
Intermediate-Period sites within a firm culture-historical framework has been hampered by two
characteristics of these sites:
•

First, the larger sites of the Intermediate Period that have been excavated previously appear
in many cases to have been palimpsests containing a mixture of widely-varied artifact types.
Since they also generally lack clear stratigraphic separation of components, seriation and
culture-historical reconstruction has therefore always been difficult.
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•

Second, particularly where single-component sites have been identified, artifact styles at
these sites appear to be highly idiosyncratic and to vary widely between assemblages. It is
almost as though each site betrays the hand of a single knapper, whose style is not to be
found with any consistency at other sites. This makes it difficult to define units of analysis
which can then be seriated to trace patterns of chronological change. The difficulties
experienced in reconstructing Intermediate-Period culture history contrast markedly with the
subsequent Late Precontact Period on the central Labrador coast, where a relatively
straightforward toolkit is repeated with considerable stylistic continuity from site to site, and
where a pattern of chronological change has therefore been recognizable.

The artifact classes characterized by the highest degree of stylistic control are bifacial knives
and projectile points. The 2012 recovery program has yielded moderately large samples of both
classes. Some of the sites recovered in 2012 had likely been occupied and re-occupied over
time, but on the whole, they appear to be relatively small single-component sites with little sign
that any are palimpsests. However, the idiosyncrasy that has been a hallmark of the
Intermediate-Period sites excavated across the region is very much in evidence.
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Photo 71

Select Bifaces From Sites Recovered in 2012 at Muskrat Falls
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For example, the two drooping-shouldered bifaces, one complete, that were recovered from
FhCe-05 appear to be unique to that site (indeed, the only comparable artifact from the region
appears to be the cache blade from Daniel Rattle; Loring 1989). Similarly, slender asymmetric
knives, such as were recovered from FhCe-23, appear in no other site recovered in 2012.
On the other hand, while large, broad thin leaf-shaped bifaces with straight bases were
encountered at only two sites, FhCe-16 and FhCe-24, many biface tips from other sites appear
to be from similar implements. A leaf-shaped biface of similar form but with a rounded base was
encountered only at FhCe-05, but again the many rounded thin biface bases in the collections
suggest that this may have been a widespread type. Finally, the triangular bifaces, mostly of
rhyolite, from FhCe-20 appear to be classic Charles Complex implements unique to that site, but
broadly similar bifaces and biface fragments from wide triangular bifaces have been
encountered at a number of sites, particularly FhCe-16. The leaf-shaped and triangular forms, at
least, are comparable to biface forms commonly encountered on Intermediate-Period sites in
the region (e.g. Nagle 1978; Madden 1976).
The projectile points recovered in 2012 are highly varied. Forms include small un-notched
triangular and leaf-shaped types, some of which may be preforms, or even exhausted knives;
true triangular points may relate to the triangular bifaces of the Late Precontact Period. Thinstemmed round-based points with narrow, shallow side-notches may be unique to one site,
FhCe-25. The commonest type found is the “waisted” form with very broad, shallow side
notches, with or without well-defined shoulders. These resemble points found on many other
Intermediate-Period sites in central Labrador (Nagle 1978), and also resemble the late
Archaic/Early Intermediate-Period “Graveyard Form” of the Strait of Belle Isle (McGhee and Tuck
1975; Madden 1976). Unique specimens include the pentagonal point from FhCe-22, which
broadly resembles the tapered-stem points of the Late Archaic Period in central Labrador, and
the wide-stemmed point from FhCe-17, which resembles points of the poorly-understood David
Michelin Complex at North West River. Finally, we may note the wide-stemmed shouldered chert
point from FhCe-21 (Photo 33: B), which, if it were made of Ramah rather than red-tan chert,
might be assigned to the Late Precontact Period.
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Photo 72

Selected Projectile Points from Sites Recovered in 2012 at Muskrat Falls
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The projectile points, though highly varied, are, like the bifaces, broadly consistent with an
Intermediate-Period cultural affiliation. The waisted forms, and perhaps also the tapered-stem
specimen, suggest possible continuities between the Late Archaic and Intermediate period
while the triangular points and some of the notched forms may suggest precursors to the Late
Precontact Period. This is potentially important, since the data recovered in 2012 may help
demonstrate a local continuity of occupation from the Late Archaic through the Late
Precontact Period to the present-day Innu, a continuity that in its earlier stages has remained
archaeologically-elusive.
In short, the lithic artifact styles, like the patterns of lithic raw material use, combine to indicate
that the sites recovered in 2012 date to the Intermediate Period.
Typologically, all of these sites appear to belong to the Intermediate period, and most appear
to be related to the Saunders Complex, albeit with certain artifact types, including projectile
point forms and Aboriginal ceramics, that may be more consistent with the Late Precontact
period. In this context, the suite of dates obtained from the sites excavated at Muskrat Falls in
2012 (Table 4.3) is both tighter and somewhat later than expected. All of these dates fall within,
or close to, the 1800-1400 BP date range originally proposed for the terminal Intermediate North
West River Phase in Labrador (Fitzhugh 1972; Nagle 1978). This period also overlaps with the time
period proposed for the Late Precontact Daniel Rattle Complex on the coast (beginning ca.
1800 BP; Loring 1992).

Table 4.3

AMS Dates on Charcoal Obtained From Sites Excavated in 2012

Site

Conventional
Radiocarbon Age BP

2σ Calibration BP

Laboratory
Number

FhCe-07

1610 ± 30

1560-1410

Beta-373497

FhCe-16

1800 ± 30

1820-1690 / 1670-1625

Beta-373498

FhCe-17

1900 ± 30

1895-1815

Beta-373499

FhCe-20

1820 ± 30

1825-1695 / 1650-1635

Beta-373500

1970-1960 / 1950-1860 /
FhCe-21

1950 ± 30

1850-1825

Beta-373501

FhCe-05

1900 ± 30

1895-1815

Beta-373496

FhCe-22

1980 ± 30

1995-1875

Beta-373502

FhCe-23

1940 ± 30

1945-1825

Beta-373503

FhCe-24

1940 ± 30

1945-1825

Beta-373504

FhCe-25

1460 ± 30

1400-1300

Beta-373500
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The Muskrat Falls suite of dates is composed of three groups:
•

an early series dating 1900-1980 BP (FhCe-05, FhCe-17, FhCe-21, FhCe-22, FhCe-23, FhCe24);

•

a middle series dating ca. 1800 BP (FhCe-16, FhCe-20); and

•

a late series of two dates: ca. 1600 BP (FhCe-07) and ca. 1460 BP (FhCe-25).

The two sites in the late series are both somewhat distinctive. FhCe-07 is distinguished by a
relatively high proportion of Ramah in the debitage, although it is not unique in this respect.
FhCe-25, overwhelmingly dominated by quartzite, is the site that most closely resembles a true
North West River Phase occupation; typologically, we would expect it to be the most recent of
the Muskrat Falls Intermediate sites, and in fact it is.
Otherwise, there is relatively little indication of clear chronological trends in terms of raw material
use or artifact styles among the dated sites in the “early series” or “middle series” at Muskrat Falls.
These sites all date to the latter portion of the Intermediate Period (The North West River Phase)
as traditionally-dated.
Two of these sites appear to be significantly later than expected:
•

FhCe-05, which we would expect to date to ca. 2500-3000 BP; and

•

FhCe-20, which we would expect to date to 2800-2600 BP.

Although at least these two dates are unexpected, and suggest the possibility of forest fire
contamination at Muskrat Falls, it must be noted that few dates have previously been obtained
for the Intermediate Period in general (and indeed for the beginning of the Late Precontact
period), and that the previous chronological framework is therefore sparsely supported. As a
result, it would be premature to reject any of the dates obtained at Muskrat Falls thus far.
The Muskrat Falls dates suggest a possible reinterpretations of the Intermediate Period and the
Intermediate-Late Precontact transition in Labrador, such that that the Intermediate Period (as
defined typologically) persists later than expected, well into the period of the Daniel Rattle
Complex. This in turn raises the possibility either that the Daniel Rattle Complex begins later than
previously thought, or that Daniel Rattle is a strictly coastal phenomenon in Labrador,
contemporary with interior Amerindian occupations that made use of a much wider range of
lithic raw materials. We may also note that the Muskrat Falls dates are compatible with the
contemporary (and typologically-similar) Cow Head Complex in Newfoundland (Hartery 2007),
while sites of the Flèche-Littorale Complex on the lower Cote-Nord (Pintal 1998) share patterns of
lithic raw material use more comparable to the Muskrat Falls sites than to the Daniel Rattle
Complex.
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Reconciling the typology and chronology of the Muskrat Falls sites with data from other regions
will prove to be complicated, but this is the value of a recovery project of this scope. Certainly,
the data recovered at Muskrat Falls in 2012 suggests that a significant reassessment of
Intermediate and Late Precontact chronology may be in order. However, it should be noted
that there are considerable data yet to be acquired at Muskrat Falls. Eight further sites on the
south side of the falls, and further sites on the North Spur, are scheduled to be excavated in
2013, while additional sites further inland along the Churchill River remain to be excavated. Any
reassessment of central Labrador chronology must therefore await recovery of new data from
these additional precontact sites over the course of the next three years.

5.0

SUMMARY

In 2012, Nalcor commenced construction of Early Works infrastructure associated with hydro
development for power generation at Muskrat Falls, Labrador. As part of the permitting process,
Nalcor required Stage 2 Historic Resources assessment of proposed 2012 works. Stassinu Stantec
Limited Partnership commenced this assessment in July 2012 and completed the 2012 Historic
Resources Management field program in October, 2012.
Most testing locations yielded negative results. However, extensive testing along the portage trail
and terrace overlooking the south side of Muskrat Falls led to the discovery of 23 new
archaeological sites; further cultural material was recovered from two previously registered sites,
bringing the total number of precontact sites along the Muskrat Falls south portage trail to 25.
Consideration of Project scheduling indicated that an immediate Stage 3 Recovery Program
was required at 15 of the 25 identified sites. Eight more sites lie within the Muskrat Falls reservoir
area and will require recovery in 2013. The remaining two sites lie downstream from the
generation project and, in these two cases, interaction with the Project may be avoided.
Following an archaeological training program for field teams, and initial manual felling of trees
on-site, a Stage 3 Recovery Program was implemented at these 15 sites. In addition, the entire
length of the portage trail itself was recorded by means of continuous video-recording and still
photographs.
Despite encountering evidence for extensive 20th-century disturbance associated with roadbuilding along the portage trail, the recovery program led to the identification and recording of
numerous precontact cultural features, including cobble hearths and pits, and also boulder
alignments and boulder-filled pits interpreted as the remains of canoe-building activities. This
complex of sites on the south side of Muskrat Falls is interpreted as a Precontact-Period staging
area for seasonal (spring and fall) moves up and downstream. Nearly 18,000 artifacts and pieces
of lithic debitage were recovered in association with these features. The patterns of lithic raw
material use and lithic artifact styles suggest that the sites recovered in 2012 date to the
Intermediate Period in Labrador prehistory (ca. 3,500-2,000 BP). However, three of the sites also
yielded precontact ceramics, which in Labrador are rarely found in Late Precontact-Period
contexts and never previously on Intermediate-Period sites. A suite of ten radiocarbon dates
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places the dated sites recovered in 2012 within the latter portion of the Intermediate Period or
the beginnings of the Late Precontact Period, from 2000-1400 BP.
The 10 sites not scheduled for recovery in 2012 required protection from potential Project
interactions, particularly over the following winter of 2012-2013. In order to protect the remaining
sites for future recovery, a Winter Protection Plan was developed for these sites. This plan
involved three levels of protection: continuous field marking around site perimeters; point field
markings defining a 50 m buffer zone around each site; and an Information Advisory on site
locations and field marking measures provided to Nalcor and all Project contractors. The
advisory included photographs of archaeological features and materials to ensure that any
such remains would be recognized in the event of accidental discoveries.
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